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Introduction 

As an outbreak of the rice blast disease is one of the most horrible 
disasters for the rice cultivation, studies concerning this disease have 
been made from various view points by many investigators especially 
in our country. But it seems that there remain yet some problems 
to be solved, for example problems concerning the susceptibility or the 
resistance of the rice plant against the blast disease or problems con
cerning the virulence of the causal fungus and so on. Among them 
the studies on the cause of the susceptibility or resistance of the rice 
plant against the blast fungus have recently come to be the most 
important as well as the most interesting ones in the field of plant 
pathology. 

Studies on that problem may be carried on from two different 
angles: the· one is studies from the side of the rice plant and the 
other is studies from the side of the blast fungus. Speaking of the 
studies from the former side, the first problems to be examined may 
be the morphological characters of the plant surface through which 
the fungus enters the host plant. If the hyphae of the causal fungus 
could only mechanically penetrate the epidermis of the host plant, as 
described by W. BROWN and C. HARVEY (1927), it is quite natural to 
suppose that there are some relations between the susceptibility of 
the plant and such morphological characters of its epidermal cells as 
the thickness of the cuticular layer, the thickness of the cell wall, the 
presence or absence of the cork layer and the fibre tissue. It is known 
from the studies of MATSUUl{A (1928), SUETA (1928), ITo and KURIHAYASHI 
(1931), IKATA, MATSUUHA and TAGUCHI (1931), and YOSHII (1936) that the 
hyphae of rice blast fungus can penetrate almost mechanically the 
epidermal cell of the rice leaf. According to the studies of ITo and 
SHDfADA (1937), SnmADA (1937), and TOCHINAI and Kmny A (1939) those 
rice plants which were wounded at the leaf are apt to be severely 
attacked by the disease. SAKA)fOTO (1940) gives the name "Kaze-imochi" 
(wind-blast) to such a case when the penetration of the blast fungus 
is greatly faciliated by bruises or wounds which were made on the 
host tissues by the wind. ITo and SHDIADA (1937) stated that the nodule 
part of the rice plant is apt to be severely attacked by blast fungus 
because of weak development of the cuticle. NAGAI and hrA:lfURA (1933) 
reported that the fungus invasion is faciliated on such a panicle stalk 
as one that is constructed from too much assimilation tissues compared 
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with the mechanical tissues. From the same view points, the well 
known fact, that the rice plants supplied with excessive amounts of 
nitrogen are apt to be severely attacked by the blast fungus, is often 
attributed to the decline in the hardness of the leaves which is caused 
by such excessive supply of nitrogen. H. SUZUKI (1934, '35), working 
with the rice plants different in their water supply and with many 
rice varieties different in their blast susceptibility, came to the con
clusion that the thickness of epidermal cell walls of the leaves is the 
most important factor determining resistance of the rice plant against 
the blast disease. On the other hand the relationships between the 
silification of rice leaves and the resistance to blast disease have been 
discussed from some years ago. O~ODERA (1917) reported the results of 
chemical analysis both of the blast diseased and of the healthy leaves 
of the rice plants and showed that the silica contents are less in the 
former than in the latter. By the chemical analysis of plants of 
several rice varieties different in their blast susceptibility, MIYAKE and 
ADACHI (1922), KAWASHDIA (1927) recognized also the fact that the more 
resistant plants contain the larger amounts of silica. ITo and HAY ASIII 
(1931), MIYAKE and IKEDA (1932), IKEDA (1932), AKAI (1953) studied the 
relations between silica manuring and susceptibility. AKmoTo (1939, a) 
reported that the blast resistance was correlated with the ability of 
silica absorption which differs in different rice varieties. IKEDA (1933) 
studied the influence of nitrogen manuring upon the silica content of 
the rice plant and ISHIZUKA and TANAKA (1950) studied the effect of 
three manurial ingredients upon the silica content. According to 
ISHIZUKA and HAYAKAWA (1950) deficiency of magnesium prevents the 
absorption of silica by the rice plant, which leads in turn to the 
high blast susceptibility of the rice plant. Many researchers such as 
H. SUZUKI (1933-1951), HE~1:\n and H. SUZUKI (1933), AKA! (1938, 1940). 
HEmn (1940), Y OSHU (1940, ' 41), SAWADA (1939), TEI{AO (1939), N. R. 
ADYA~TIIAY A, and G. RANGASWA,n (1952), studied the relations between 
the varietal susceptibility of the rice plants to blast disease and the 
silification of their epidermis. Among them the studies of SUZUKI go 
into detail; he shows that the more resistant rice plants have the more 
so called "silica ted cells" among epidermal tissues. 

While silica found in the graminicolous plants is ordinarily thought 
to be concerned only with the toughness of the plant, W. ENGEL (1953) 
found that great part of silica present in the plant is combined with 
galactose and their ratio of combination is 1 : 2 in the grown up pJants 
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and on the other hand it is 1 : 1 in the plants in growth. In con
sideration of these results he suggests the physiological function of 
silica. Therefore, there may be some significance of silica for deter
mining resistance to blast disease other than only mechanical defence. 
Apart from such problems, it is indubitable that the morphological 
characters of the plant surface, as described above, are closely related 
with the facility or difficulty of causal fungus penetration into the 
plant. But those morphological characters of the rice surface are 
concerned only with the penetration of the causal fungus and they do 
not seem to have any close correlations with the fungus growth in 
the host plant. Such growth may have rather close correlation with 
the chemical components of the host plant. There have been many 
researches which treated the problem of the susceptibility Or resistance 
from such view point (G. GASSNER and K. HASSl'~.NBHA~K: 1931, C. B. 
SmTH: 1951, J. C. W AI,KEH, and M. E. GALLEGLY: 1951, H. TORIKATA and 
Y. KmIAE: 1952, C. T. WEI, J. C. WALKER and R. P. SCHEFFEH: 1952, 
BAHA, TAKAHASHI and IWATA: 1951, '52, '53, G. K. LI~K, K. WILCOX et al: 
1953, AKAI and UEYA~IA: 1953). According to TAHAHA (1937) the blast 
fungus can penetrate well into the seedlings which look yellowish 
because of their lack of nitrogen, but the fungus cannot grow favour
ably in such seedlings owing to the deficiency of nourishment, producing 
comparatively small lesions only. He made chemical analysis on those 
rice plants which were made more susceptible by being placed in a 
dark room or by the application of an excess amount of nitrogen, and 
got the following conclusion: though the increase of the amount of 
the total nitrogen in the rice plant is not directly concerned with the 
higher blast susceptibility, the disturbance of the composition balance 
in the nitrogenous compounds which accompanied the increase of total 
nitrogen contents, such as extraordinary increase of the amount of 
non-protein nitrogen compared with that of protein nitrogen, always 
favours the fungus growth in those rice plants, resulting in the higher 
blast susceptibility of those rice plants. TANAKA and KATSUKI (1952) 
reported the higher blast susceptibility accompanied by the higher 
content of three basic amino acid and OTANI (1948, '52) reported the 
enhancement of blast susceptibility in close correlation with the higher 
content of soluble protein or a-amino acid. On the other hand, the 
extraordinary accumulation of certain components may be caused by 
physiological disturbance or may cause the physiological disturbance of 
the rice plant, and such physiological disturbance, in turn, may enhance 
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the blast susceptibility. NISHIKADO and MATsu~loTo(1935, '36), MIYAZAKI 
(1928), AKDwTo (1939 b) and SAKA~IOTO (1949) discussed the problem from 
such a view point. Among them SAKA,WTO reported that the accumu
lation of ammonium nitrogen in the rice plant causes the increase of the 
water permeability in the protoplasm of the rice plants, which makes 
them more susceptible to the blast disease. According to NrsHIKADO 
and MATsu~roTo the blast susceptibility of the rice plant was enhanced 
inversely proportional to the decrease of the specific electric conduc
tivity of the cell sap or to the decrease of the ratio between depression 
degree of freezing point and specific electric conductivity. As shown 
by FUKUCIII (1940) and TOCIIINAT and KmUYA (1939), the treatment of 
rice plants with ether vapour greatly enhances their blast susceptibility. 
This enhancement is thought to be concerned with some changes in 
the protoplasm caused by that treatment. 

Studies treating the problem of blast susceptibility of the rice 
plant from the side of the parasite are to be briefly described next. As 
known well, the conidiospores which fall into the water on the rice 
leaves germinate into germ-tubes on the tips of which appresoria soon 
appear. At last the infection hyphae which are produced from the 
appresoria penetrate the epidermis of the rice leaf. Thus the attack 
of the blast fungus upon rice plants begins with the germination of 
its spores. There have been many reports concerning the spore ger
mination of the blast fungus (Am;: 1933; HEmn, IKF,YA and hOUE: 
1936; AOKI: 1937; HF,mn and I~IUHA: 1939, etc.). According to AOla, 
the spores of the blast fungus can germinate well at pH 5-6 and also 
at pH 8-9; the addition of glucose and glycerine to the spore suspending 
water drops favours the spore germination proportional to the concen
tration of added material up to 1 mol. On the other hand, the want 
of oxygen or the presence of brown spot fungus spore in mixture with 
the blast fungus spore hinders the germination of the blast fungus 
spore. HmIllu, IKEYA and INOUE reported that the addition of the 
culture filtrate of the brown spot fungus to the spore suspension of 
the blast fungus hindered the germination of the spores. According 
to HE~Lm and blUR A there is not any correlation between the virulency 
of the fungus and germination rate of the spores or the growth rate 
of the germ tubes. ABE (1930, '31, '33), HEmn and ABE (1931), bWRA 
(1940), J OlI1'SON and HAU'IN (1952) studied the effects of some environ
mental conditions upon the penetration of fungus hyphae through the 
rice epidermis. H. SUZUKI (1943 c) showed that the presence of NH. 
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promoted the formation of appresoria and on the contrary the presence 
of K hindered that formation. Moreover, according to him, the rice 
plants which contain comparatively large amounts of ammonium nitrogen 
are the more susceptible and the rice leaves which contain the greater 
amount of K are the more resistant against the blast fungus. SUZUKI 
explained this fact by supposing the exosmosis of excess ammonium 
or K through the rice epidermis. bWRA, examining the effect of in
tensity of sunlight upon the enlargement of the diseased lesions, found 
that the rate of the lesion enlargement was favoured by a weak 
shading for a while after the incubation period but with the further 
lapse of time its enlargement was hindered by the same shading. 
hlURA explained these facts as follows; the better lesion enlargement 
soon after the incubation period was thought to be due to the changes 
in the host vitality which were caused by the shading and the worse 
lesion enlargement with the lapse of time after shading was due to 
the diminution of the assimilation products of host plant which affect 
the growth of the causal fungus in the plant. However, in order to 
understand well the fungus growth in the host plant, it may be most 
convenient to inspect the fungus growth on synthesized culture media. 
It is SCGA (1918) who first cultured the blast fungus on culture medium; 
he was followed by HIRA Y A~fA (1931), ITo and TERUJ (1931), Y OSHlI (1936), 
ABE (1938). bUUE (1939). TOCHINAI and NAKANO (1940), and TomHNAI and 
HARA (1942). Thus some physiological characters of the blast fungus 
came to be known. Among them the studies of TOCHINAI and NAKANO, 
culturing the fungus on a synthesized culture medium, yielded experi
mental results on the nitrogen or carbon sources for the growth of 
the blast fungus, but in those days some natural substances such as 
rice straw decoction were usually added to the culture media, as 
otherwise the fungus growth was quite poor. Therefore it can not be 
helped that some of those experimental results are unreliable. How
ever it has recently become known through the studies of F. W. LEAVER 
and al. (1947), TANAKA and KATSUKI (1951, '52, '53) and Y. OTANI (1952) 
in succession that biotin and vitamin B, are indispensable for the 
growth of the blast fungus as the growth factor. Then the blast 
fungus came to be easily cultured on the pure synthesized culture 
medium to which biotin and vitamin B, are added. Working with such 
synthesized medium Y. OTANI showed that some amino acids or amides 
are a better nitrogen source than inorganic nitrogen for the fungus 
growth. The same author reported that while some kinds of sugars 
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such as sucrose, maltose and glucose were most excellent carbon sources 
for the growth of the blast fungus, some kinds of organic acids as 
succinic acid or citric acid could be utilized as the carbon source to 
some extent by the same fungus. NAKA?lfUHA and SHDlO~WI{A (1953) 
cultured blast fungus on the sugar-free medium which contained leucine 
and found that the fungus can utilize the ketonic acid, decomposition 
product of the leucine, as its carbon source. On one of those cultural 
studies Y. OTA-"l (1954, '55) reported the production of protease and 
amino acid oxidase by the blast fungus. 

Some of those studies which treated the problem concerning the 
blast susceptibility of the rice plant from the side of the rice plant 
or from the blast fungus may be reviewed as above. Recently there 
have appeared researchers who pay attention to the observation of the 
actual struggle between the infected plant and the causal fungus and 
try to ascertain the cause of the resistance or susceptibility in this 
struggle itself. Studies from such a viewpoint which is thought to 
originate from the work of DUFllENOY (1936), have been making some 
worthy findings, aided by the development of the histochemical method. 
As for the rice blast disease, 0-"0 (1950) examined particularly the 
diseased lesions which appeared on some rice varieties different in 
their susceptibility and classified the lesions into several types. Ac
cording to him the brown-spot type lesions, which usually appear on 
the high resistant varieties, come into appearance because on those 
blast resistant varieties the epidermal cells which were penetrated 
by the infection hyphae turn into brownish immediately after the 
penetration; such changes of the epidermal cells prevent any farther 
growth of the hyphae in that rice plant, leaving the lesions in the 
form of brown spots. According to N. SUZUKI (1952), those brownish 
materials which appeared in the penetrated cells of the rice plant 
prevent the formation of the conidiospore of the blast fungus; the 
same author and co-workers (1953) considered this brownish substance 
to be chI orogenic acid. There are SOme other reports which describe 
the protective action of chlorogenic acid or other related phenol com
pounds against the fungus growth in the plant tissue and consider the 
appearance of these compounds as one of the causes of disease tolerance 
(G. J OH~S8N and L. A. SCHAAL: 1952, K. PAEcn und H. RUCKE-"BHOD: 
1953, H. NIENSTAEDT: 1953). But there seem to be some doubts re
garding the opinion that these phenolic compounds themselves prevent 
the fungus growth. According to N. SUZUKI, stimulation of the fungus 
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penetration causes some changes such as the increase of respiration of 
the infected cell, which leads in turn to the formation of the brownish 
materials in that cell, and the antifungal actions begin to appear in 
the cells during the formation of the brownish material. However 
there remain many problems to be solved concerning the antifungal 
action which may appear during the development of the infection. 

TA)IARI and KMI (1954) have recently succeeded in extracting toxic 
substances from the filtrate of blast fungus culture: according to them 
the toxic action of these substances relative to the growth of rice plants 
is diminished by the addition of chlorogenic acid. But it remains to 
be solved how these toxins act during the development of the blast 
infection, and how they are related with the susceptibility or resistance 
of the rice plant. 

Besides all these works above mentioned, some breeders have been 
making great effort to develop a variety of the rice plant which would 
be highly resistant against the blast disease. It is quite true that 
the breeding of rice varieties which are highly resistant against the 
blast infection and at the same time excellent in other chief characters 
is most desirable for the control of this disease. But as no such excellent 
rice variety has yet been developed, it is necessary to cultivate rather 
sus~eptible varieties because of their excellency in the other chief 
characters. Therefore it is quite important to establish a way of 
cultivation by which the tolerance of the rice plant will be made as 
great as possible against the blast disease. In order to answer this 
purpose it is needful first to learn why and how the same rice variety 
varies ,its susceptibility or resistance against blast disease under dif
ferent environmental conditions. The problems concerning the fluctua
tion of resistance or susceptibility of the same variety under different 
environmental condi tions 8gem to have been discussed in confusion with 
the problems on the varietal differences of the blast susceptibility. It 
is rather convenient to-day that the problems on the.fluctuation of 
blast susceptibility in the same rice variety be discussed separately 
from the problem of the varietal differences in blast susceptibility, 
although naturally there exist some connections between those phe
nomena. In the case of the highly resist':l.nt rice varieties the swiftness 
of the appearance of the resistance reaction which appears originally 
rather quickly after the penetration, may determine the degree of 
resistance of the rice plant. But in the case of rather susceptible 
varieties the appearance of this reaction is originally rather slow even 
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when they were cultivated under the ordinary conditions, so the pene
trated hyphae can make their growth previous to the appearance of 
this resistance reaction. As is well known, such rice varieties come 
often to suffer from more severe attacks by the blast fungus because 
of some environmental conditions. Such fluctuation of susceptibility can 
not be explained only by the resistant reaction; some relations are 
suggested between the fluctuation of susceptibility and the amount of 
certain chemical components of the rice plant which are utilized by 
the fungus as nourishment for their growth. The present writer has. 
tried to examine those relations, employing through all his experiments 
the variety "Eiko", which is medium in its blast susceptibility. First 
by the inoculation experiments some instances of the fluctuations of 
blast susceptibility, which are caused by some environmental conditions 
Or by the differences in the growing stages, were ascertained. Then 
the amount of the chief chemical components in those rice plants were 
dete1;'mined, while examination was made of some morphological char
acters of their epidermal cell. On the other hand the present writer 
examined the growth of the blast fungus on the synthesized culture 
media in which those chemical compounds related to the chemical com
ponents of the rice plant itself were applied at different levels. Like
wise examination was made of some enzymes which are produced by 
the fungus and may constitute the aggressive forces against the rice 
plants. Summarizing these experimental results, he undertakes to 
discuss the causes of the fluctuation of the blast susceptibility in the 
same rice variety. 

The present work was done in the Botanical Institute, Faculty of 
Agriculture, Hokkaido University, Sapporo Japan. The writer wishes 
to express here his sincere gratitude to Dr. Y. TOCI-II~AJ and to Dr. 
S. ITo for their valuable directions and cordial encouragement and 
also to Dr. T. FUKUSHI and Dr. T. TAGAWA for their valuable suggestions 
and encouragement throughout the present experiments. The writer 
wishes to extend his thanks to Dr. ISHIZUKA and Dr. Y. NAKA:lIURA, 
Profs. of Agricultural Chemistry of Hokkaido University, who gave 
the writer their kind guidance and helpful suggestions concerning the 
chemical analysis of the plant and water culture of the rice plant, and 
also to Dr. S. TANAKA, Prof. of Kyot0 University, who gave the writer 
many appreciable suggestions and inspirations on the growth factor of 
the fungus. The seed of the rice plant was supplied by the Hokkaido 
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Agricultural Experiment Station. Part of this work was supported 
by a grand-in-aid from the Science Research Fund of the Ministry of 
Education. The author wishes to express his gratitude to these 
institutions. 

EXPERIMENT AL 

PART A 

Relations between the susceptibility of rice plants 

to the blast disease and 

their principal chemical components. 

Chapter 1 

Differences between the rice seedlings raised 
on the hot bed nursery and on the ordinary nursery 

in respect to their susceptibility to blast and 
to their chemical components. 

Hot bed nursery has recently come to be widely employed for 
rice seedling cultivation in the cold weather districts, Tohoku and 
Hokkaido of Japan; the employment of this method gives the various 
advantages to the rice cultivation in those districts. The hot bed 
nursery, however, is a kind of land nursery and the temperature 
and the humidity inside are apt to become t!)O high; moreover the 
light which is necessary for the growth of the rice seedlings inside 
the nursery is apt to be scarcely sufficient on account of the presence 
of the frame cover. The seedlings which are raised under such con
ditions are supposed to be rather susceptible to the rice blast disease 
in view of the previous investigations, so the present writer under
took to examine the degree of their susceptibility for comparison with 
the susceptibility of those rice seedlings raised in the ordinary nursery. 
Then he examined their principal chemical components and some mor
phological characters in order to determine the relations between the 
susceptibility and those characters. 

The hot bed nursery used in the following described experiments 
was made in the usual manner at a sunny place of the Botanical 
Garden of Hokkaido University. The frame cover was made of linseed 
oil paper. Manures were given at the rate of the following; ammonium 
sulfate 91 kg, superphosphate of lime 114 kg, straw ash 46 kg per acre. 
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The rice seeds were sown at the rate of 0.85 kg per 1/1000 acre. The 
conditions inside this hot bed nursery were carefully controlled through 
all the growing period, spraying water in accordance with soil dryness 
and lifting the frame cover in accordance with the temperature inside. 
But in spite of these careful controls the temperature inside fluctuated 
from 6.0°C to 30.5°C; its average was 19.5°C which was about 4.7°C 
higher than the outside. While the relative humidity inside fluctuated 
from 53% to 100% all through the seedling growing period with an 
average 83.2% which was about 5.4% higher than the outside. Though 
the percentage of light which came through the new linseed oil paper 
of the cover frame was about 80%, it decreased with the days by 
reason of the weather exposure and it came to be that the only 55% 
of the whole light could penetrate into the nursery through the 
weather-beaten linseed oil paper at the end of the seedling culture 
period. Experiments were repeated four times in three years. Through 
all the experiments the rice variety "Eiko" was used, which was sup
plied by the Hokkaido Agricultural Experiment Station (Same through 
the all experiments of part A). "Eiko" is a variety which is said to 
be medium in its blast susceptibility. Most of the lesions developed 
on the inoculated leaves under the ordinary condition are the chronic
type (according to the O.:-;o's classification), mixing with a few acute
type ones. But from the observations of the process of their enlarge
ment, it is known that t:1ey appear first as a smaU brown spot and 
then somewhat transparent looking parts develop around these spots 
taking an appearance somewhat like to the acute-type lesions, but in 
the meanwhile these transform into the chronic-type enlarging their 
length and width. Thus the lesions develop on this rice variety under 
the ordinary condition in the following process; brown spot -> acute 
type -> chronic type. But it must be noticed that the period of the 
acute-type is oftan prolonged and lesions continue t::> enlarge in that 
type for rather a long time, if the rice plant happens to become more 
susceptible to the blast disease than usual under some environmental 
conditions. At any rate, however, all the lesions change into the chronic 
type after a long lapse of time. 

1. Inoculation experiments 

Exp. 1: The hot bed nursery and ordinary nursery were prepared 
at the beginning of May and the seeds were sown on 10 May. In the 
hot bed nursery the germination began on 16 May while it was on 
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20 May in the ordinary nursery. At first the growth rate of the hot 
bed nursery seedlings seemed to exceed that of ordinary nursery 
seedlings, but the latter gradually came up with the former. And 
the seedlings of the both nursery beds came to the full-growth with 
four leaves each on 7 of June. At that time the average of leaf 
length of the ordinary nursery seedlings was clearly longer than that 
of the hot bed nursery seedlings while the height of the former was 
a little greater than that of the latter (Table 1). This fact is owing 
to the greater elongation of internodes of the latter compared with 
that of the former. 

The seedlings were inoculated with the blast fungus which had 
been collected at O~O:\IURA of OSlmrA district, Hokkaido, and was 
cultured on sterilized rice-straw. Inoculum was prepared by adding 
sterilized water so as to make the content 2500 spores per 1 cc, and 
300 cc of this spore suspension was sprayed over about 100 seedlings. 
Some seedlings which were grown on the pot buried in the nursery 
were dug up with the pot and carried into the inoculation box in which 
the temperature was regulated at 28°C and the humidity at 100% 
while the remainder were inoculated in the nursery. The diseased 
lesions which developed were examined at two weeks after the inocu
lation. The results are shown in table 1. 

TABLE 1. Inoculations of the blast fungus on both kinds of seedlings. (1) 

I 
ordin:uy nursery : __ h_o_t_b_e_d_n_u_r~se_r_y_s_ee_d_li_n_g_ 

seedling I I II" 

height 

number of leaves per seedling 

average leaf length 

number of leaves examined 

total number of lesions 
average number of lesions 

per leaf 
average number of lesions per 

100 cm length of leaves 

length of lesions 
J max. 

l 
min. 

aver. 

type of lesions 

9.9 cm 

4 

8.3 cm 

315 

20 

0.06 

0.7 

0.5 cm 

0.1 " 

0.3 " 

brown spot. 
chronic 

* inoculated in the inoculation box. 

9.5 cm , 9.5 cm 

4 4 

5.2 cm 5.2 cm 

146 232 

76 188 

0.52 0.81 

9.9 16.2 

1.3 cm 1.5 cm 

0.3 " 0.3 " 
0.7 " 0.9 " 

chronic. chronic. 
acute acute 
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As shown in the table, the lesions were more numerous on the 
hot bed nursery seedlings than on the ordinary nursery seedlings. 
While the most of the lesions developed on the latter were the chronic
type mixing with a few brown spot-type, the lesions developed On the 
former were both the acute-type and the chronic-type without any 
brown spot ones. As for the largeness of the lesions the former were 
two or three times as large as the latter. On comparing the two of 
the hot bed nursery (I and II in the table), it is known that more 
numerous and somewhat larger lesions develope on those seedlings which 
are inoculated in the inoculation box than those inoculated in the 
nursery. 

Exp. 2: Two experimental sections were prepared and in both 
the seedlings were grown in the soil of the pots. In the one the 
soil was in the muddy condition the same as in the ordinary nursery, 
and in the other the soil was kept wet only by spraying water in 
accordance with its dryness. The both were placed in the glass house. 
The latter may be correctly called a land nursery, but the hot bed 
nursery and the land nursery resemble each other so far as their soil 
condition is concerned. Therefore in this experiment the latter was 
treated as the hot bed nursery. When the seedlings of the both 
sections reached to about 10 em height, they were carried into the 
inoculation box and inoculated with blast disease fungus in the way 
as in expo 1. 

TABLE 2. Inoculations of the blast fungus on the 
two groups of seedlings. (2) 

ordinary nursery hot bed nursery 
seedling seedling 

height 9.6 em 9.8 em 

number of leaves per seedling 4 4 

average leaf length 8.3 em 6.9 em 

number of leaves examined 168 99 

total number of lesions 6 70 

average number of lesions per leaf 0.04 0.90 
average number of lesions per 
100 em length of leaves 0.3 13.1 

\ 
max. 0.5 em 1.2 em 

length of lesions min. 0.1 " 0.3 " 
aver. 0.2 " 0.7 " 

type of lesions brown spot, acute acute, chronic 
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Comparing the growth of both groups of seedlings at the time of 
inoculation, the hot bed nursery seedlings were inferior to the ordinary 
nursery seedlings in their average leaf length, while the latter a little 
surpassed the former in their heigth. The results of the inoculation 
experiments are shown in the table 2. More numerous and larger 
lesions were clearly seen on the hot bed nursery seedlings than on the 
ordinary nursery seedlings. The lesions developed on the former were 
acute type or chronic type, while those developed on the latter were 
chronic or brown spot type. 

Exp. 3 and Exp, 4: The nursery was prepared at the end of April 
in experiment 3 and at the beginning of May in experiment 4. In 
each experiment the seedlings were inoculated with blast fungus on 
the 20th day after germination. The inoculated seedlings were some
what younger than those used in the foregoing experiments, and the 
hot bed nursery seedlings were a little superior to the ordinary ones 
in both height and average leaf length. The results of the inoculation 
experiments are summarized in table 3. As shown in the table, the 
number of lesions developed on the hot bed nursery seedlings was 
greater than on the ordinary nursery ones. 

TABLE 3. Inoculations of the blast fungus on both 

groups of seedlings. (3) 

expo 3 expo 

ordinary 

I 
hot bed ordinary 

I 

nursery nursery nursery I 
seedling seedling seedling I 

height 9.5 cm 9.8 cm 9.3 cm 

number of leaves per seedling 3.5 3.5 3.5 

average leaf length 6.5 cm 6.8 cm 6.2 em 

number of leaves examined 310 305 290 

total number of lesions 68 146 75 

average number of lesions per leaf 0.22 0.48 0.26 

average number of lesions per 
100 cm length of leaves 3.4 7.0 4.2 

I 
max. 0.8 cm 1.5 cm 1.0 em 

length of lesions min. 0.1 " 0.2 " 0.1 " 
aver. 0.4 " 0.8 " 0.5 " 

type of lesions brown spot. chronic. brown spot. 
chronic acute chronic 

4 

hot bed 
nursery 
seedling 

9.8 cm 

3.5 

7.0 cm 

300 

136 

0.45 

6.5 

1.5 cm 

0.1 " 
0.9 " 

chl'onic, 
acute 
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Moreover the lesions on the former were chronic-type or acute-type 
while the lesions on the latter were brown-spot type or chronic-type. 
Their size was evidently larger on the former. 

Summarizing the four experiments above described, it is clear that 
the seedlings grown in the hot bed nursery are more susceptible to 
the blast disease than those in the ordinary bed. This may be .due 
not only to the rather high temperature, rather high humidity and 
light deficiency but aslo to the soil condition of lower humidity in the 
hot bed nursery, in view of the results of experiment 2. 

2. Some morphological characters of the epidermis 
in the two kinds of seedlings. 

It is often said that some morphological characters such as the 
thickness of the outer walls of the leaf epidermal cells or their sili
fication are concerned with the blast susceptibility of the rice plant. 
In the following some of those morphological characters are examined 
on the two kinds of seedlings which were shown in the previous ex
periments to be different in their blast susceptibility. Materials were 
the same as those used in the previous inoculation experiments. Some 
of the seedlings were collected previous to the inoculations and their 
3rd leaves were fixed in Carnoy's solution. The thickness of the outer 
walls of the epidermal cells in those leaves was examined on the 
preparates which were prepared by the paraffin method and were 
stained with haematoxylin. According to H. SuzUldgg

) the epidermal 
cells of the leaf may be classified into the following seven groups; (1) 
the epidermal cells above the sderenchymatous tissue on the reverse 
side of the mid-rib (epidermal cells of mid-rib), (2) the long and short 
cells on the reverse side of the leaf (epidermal cells on the reverse 
side), (3) the long and short cells between the stomatal row and row 
of motor cells (long and short cells I), (4) the long and short cells be
tween the row of the dumb-bell shaped rice cells and the row of long 
and short cells neighbouring to the row of motor cells (long and short 
cells II), (5) the motor-cells, (6) the accessory cells on the outside of the 
leaf (accessory cells on outside), (7) the accessory cells on the reverse 
side of the leaf (accessory cells on reverse side). 

The silification of the epidermis was examined by counting the 
numbers of the silieated epidermal cells. The preparates were prepared 
as follows; about 5 em long pieces that were taken from the three 
parts of the leaves (upper part, middle part and lower part) were 
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soaked in phenol for a few minutes and then they were mounted in 
clove oil on the slide-glass. On the preparates the silicated epidermal 
cells can be easily identified. 

The results are given by calculating their numbers per unit area 
(1 mm2) of the leaves. 

a) The thickness of the outer walls m the leaf epidermal cells: 
The results of the measurement of about 20-50 cells in 5-8 pieces of 
the leaves are summarized in table 4. 

expo 

1 

TABLE 4. Thickness of the outer walls of the leaf epidermal 

cells on both kinds of seedlings. 

I 
kind of II 

seedlings 

ordinary 

nursery 

seedling 

hot bed 

nursery 

seedling 

kind of cells 

epidermal cells 
of midrib 

epidermal cells 
on reverse side 

motor cells 

long and short 
cells I 

long and short 
cells II 

accessory cells 
on outside 

accessory cells 
on reverse side 

epidermal cells 
of midrib 

epidermal cells 
on reverse side 

motor cells 

long and short 
cells I 

long and short 
cells II 

accessory cells 
on outside 

accessory cells 
on reverse side 

_u_p_p_e_r,--p_ar_t_/ middle part 

range I aver. range I aver. 

lower part 

range I aver. 

4.95 {-(I 
-8.80 

3.30 
-5.50 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-5.50 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

4.40 I 
-6.05 ' 

3.30 
-4.40 

2.75 
-3.85 

3.30 
·4.40 I 

2.20 I 
-'3.85 • 

1.65 I 
-3.85 

2.20 I 
-4.40 

I 

6.44 {-( 

4.48 

3.54 

3.85 

3.16 

3.52 

3.85 

4.90 ' 

3.91 

3.42 

4.00 

3.36 

3.12 

3.30 

5.50 {-( 
-8.80 i 

4.40 I 
-5.50 I 

3.30 
-4.40 : 

I 
3.30 I 
-4.40 

3.30 I 
-5.50 

3.30 
-4.40 I 

I 

3.30 : 
-5.50 ' 

4.40 
-7.70 I 

3.85 
-4.40 

2.75 
-3.85 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.85 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-3.85 

7.83 ) 

4.95 

3.71 

4.19 

4.26 

3.99 

4.47 

I 

5.50 {-(I 
-8.80 

4.40 
-5.50 I 

3.30 
-5.50 

3.30 
-3.85 

3.30 , 
-5.50 I 

I 

3.30 )' 
-4.40 

3.30 I 
-4.40 I 

6.60 {-( 

4.95 

4.06 

3.92 

4.19 

3.44 

4.19 

---

8.80 

4.22 

3.48 

3.85 

4.03 

5.50 I 
-8.80 i 

3.30 
-4.40 

2.75 
-5.50 

3.30 
-4.40 

2.75 
-4.40 

, 3.30 
3.85 -3.85 

3.48 3.30 
-4.40 

6.38 

3.67 

3.67 

3.85 

3.85 

3.39 

3.67 
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- I kind of I upper part I middle part I lower part 
exp kind of cells - _. - - --
__ . see_d_l_in_g_s-'-________ -;---r_a_n_ge; aver. range I aver. range I aver. 

2 

3 

ordinary 

nursery 

seedling 

hot bed 

nursery 

seedling 

ordinary 

nursery 

seedling 

epidermal cells 
of midrib 

I I I I 4.75 P. 550 5.13 fJ. 
-8.20 6.11 fJ. :"'8.20 7.30 fJ.

1 
-6.95 6.00 P. 

epidermal cells 
on reverse side 

motor cells 

long and short 
cells I 

long and short 
cells II 

2.95 
-5.20 

2.20 
-4.40 

3.30 
-·4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

accessory cells 2.20 
on outside -4.85 

accessory cells 2.75 
on reverse side -4.40 

epidermal cells 
of midrib 

epidermal cells 
on reverse side 

motor cells 

long and short 
cells I 

long and short 
cells II 

accessory cells 
on outside 

4.00 
-5.60 ~ 

3.30 
-4.40 

2.20 
-3.30 

3.30 
-4.40 . 

3.30 
-4.40 I 

2.20 I 

-3.85 I 

I 
accessory cells 
on reverse side 

I 

2.20 : 
-4.20 I 

; 

epidermal cells 
of midrib 

epidermal cells 
on reverse side 

motor cells 

long and short 
cells I 

long and short 
cells II 

accessory cells 
on outside 

accessory cells 
on reverse side 

4.40 i 
-8.50 

2.75 
-4.95 I 

3.30 ! 
-4.40 

I 
3.30 I 
-4.40, 

3.30 l 
-4.95 

2.20 I 
-4.95 i 

2.75 I 
-4.40 I 

4.31 

3.73 

3.63 

4.13 

3.20 

3.60 

4.50 

3.58 

2.99 

3.48 

3.77 

3.12 

3.12 

6.54 

4.32 

3.73 

3.66 

3.63 

3.21 

3.61 

3.85 
-4.40 

3.30 
-3.85 

3.30 
-4.95 

2.75 
-4.40 

2.65 
-4.20 

3.30 
-4.40 

4.40 
-7.21 

3.30 
-4.40 

2.75 
-3.30 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

2.55 
-3.85 

2.85 
-3.85 

4.95 
-6.60 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-3.85 

3.30 
-3.85 

3.30 
-4.40 . 

3.30 
-4.40 

2.75 
-4.40 I 

4.31 2.75 
-4.40 

I 2.20 
3.43 -2.75 

3.63 

3.85 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

I 2.20 
3.11 -3.85 

3.51 

5.67 

3.56 

3.02 

3.75 

3.71 

3.04 

3.12 

5.63 

3.53 

3.43 

3.65 

3.98 

3.61 

3.67 

3.30 
-4.40 

4.50 I 

-6.60 i 
2.75 

-4.40 

2.10 
-2.75 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.95 

2.20 
-3.30 

2.85 
-4.40 

4.40 
-6.60 

2.75 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.64 

2.29 

3.83 

4.03 

3.12 

3.48 

5.83 

3.48 

2.Z2 

3.71 

4.13 

2.88 

3.12 

5.13 

3.82 

3.44 

3.82 

3.91 

3.43 

3.51 
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~~:-I-kind Of-II kind-of--cel:-I-~p~~-I~iddle ~a~~ ·1 lower part 

seedlings I range I aver. range] aver. -I range i aver. 

4 

I I I 
epidermal cells 4.40 fI. 5.98 fI. 4.40 fl.] 5.87 fI. 5.58 fI. 6.29 fI. 

of midrib -7.70 I -7.70 -8.80 

hot bed 

nursery 

seedling 

ordinary 

nursery 

seedling 

epidermal cells 2.75 423 3.30 I 355 2.75 
on reverse side -4.95 . -4.95 . -4.40 

motor cells 2.50 
-3.50 

long and short I 2.75 
c ells I -4.40 ' 

long and short 
cells II 

accessory cells 
on outside 

accessory cells 
on reverse side 

epidermal cells 
of midrib 

epidermal cells 
on reverse side 

motor cells 

long and short 
cells I 

long and short 
cells II 

I accessory cells 
on outside 

. accessory cells 
on reverse side 

2.75 
-4.95 

2.75 
-3.55 

2.75 
-4.40 

4.75 I 
-8.20 I 

2.95 
-5.20 

2.20 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 . 

2.20 
-4.85 

2.75 
-4.40 

3.11 

3.85 

3.64 

2.75 

3.55 

3.30 
-3.85 

I 
3.30 I 
-3.85 i 

3.85 
-4.95 

2.75 
-3.85 . 

2.75 
-3.80 

I 

i 5.50 
6.34 -8.20 

4.21 

3.76 

3.94 

3.84 

3.32 

3.60 

3.85 
-4.40 

2.30 
-3.85 

2.75 
-4.40 

2.75 
-4.40 I 

2.65 
-4.20 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.38 

3.56 

4.31 

3.30 

3.55 

6.99 

4.10 

3.45 

3.64 

3.59 

3.31 

3.85 

2.85 
-3.85 I 

3.30 . 
-3.85 . 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-3.85 i 

i 5.13 [ 
-6.95 I 

2.75 
-4.40 

2.20 
-2.75 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 I 

2.20 . 
-3.85 I 

3.30 I 
-4.40 : 

-----,---------

4~0~60 I ~~14~~~~~-

hot bed 

nursery 

seedling 

epidermal cells 
of midrib 

epidermal cells 
on reverse side 

2.95 3 86 3.85 
-4.40 . -4.40 

motor cells 

long and short 
cells I 

long and short 
cells II 

2.20 
-3.30 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

accessory cells I 2.20 
on outside -3.85 

accessory cells 2.20 
on reverse side I -4.20 

2.85 

3.95 

3.87 

2.96 

3.01 

2.75 
-3.30 

2.75 
-4.40 

2.75 
-4.40 

2.55 
-3.85 

2.85 
-3.85 

5.99 5.13 
-6.95 : 

410 2.75 
• I -4.40 

3.11 

3.55 

3.61 

3.09 

3.20 

2.20 
-2.75 

3.30 
-4.40 

3.30 
-4.40 

2.20 
-3.30 . 

2.85 
-4.40 . 

3.64 

3.11 

3.46 

3.71 

3.80 

3.51 

6.12 

3.32 

2.41 

3.91 

3.93 

2.98 

3.69 

5.88 

3.16 

2.37 

3.88 

3.86 

2.76 

3.12 
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As will be seen in the table, the outer walls of the epidermal 
cells of mid-rib and of the reverse side are thickest among all the 
kinds of epidermal cells irrespectively of the kinds of seedlings. But 
on comparing their thickness in each same kind of epidermal cells 
and in the same part of the leaf between the two kinds of seedlings, 
one sees that the outer wall of the hot bed nursery seedlings are 
generally thinner than those of the ordinary bed seedlings though there 
are some fluctuations. Moreover it is noteworthy that such relations 
are quite certain in the case of the motor cells, through which the 
fungus enters the rice plant most frequently. 

b) Silicated epidermal cells: The number of silicated epidermal 
cells in a unit area (1 mm2) of the leaves was calculated from the 
observations on ten optical fields for each material. The results are 
summarized in table 5. 

As will be seen in the table, regardless of the kind of epidermal 
cells and the kind of the seedlings the number of silicated cells was 
greatest on the upper part of the leaf, and diminished in order on 
the middle part and the lower part. But comparison of the number 
of silica ted motor cells in the same part of the leaf between the two 
kinds of seedlings, shows that they are clearly fewer in the hot bed 
nursery seedlings than in the ordinary bed seedlings, while as to the 
long and short cells the relations are often the reverse. 

On summarizing the results of this section, it is concluded at 
least that the thickness of the outer walls of the motor cells are thinner 
in the hot bed nursery seedlings, which are rather susceptibe to blast 
disease, than it is in the ordinary nursery seedlings, which are rather 
resistant to blast disease, and also the silification of the outer walls 
of the motor cells are fewer in the former than in the latter. It is 
noteworthy that the blast fungus penetration into the rice plant occurs 
more often through the motor cells than by any other route. 

3. Chemical analysis of the ashes of the two 
kinds of seedlings. 

It is certain that such morphological characters as examined above 
are concerned with the penetration of the blast fungus into the rice 
plant, but the proliferation of penetrated fungus inside the rice plant 
seems rather to be concerned with the chemical components in the 
rice plants. Therefore in the following, the contents of organic matter, 
inorganic matter and moisture are determined on both kinds of 
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TABLE 5. Number of silicated epidermal cells on both kinds of seedlings. 

exp·1 

1 

kind of the 
seedlings 

ordinary nursery 

seedling 

hot bed nursery 

seedling 

-----

ordinary nursery 

seedling 

2 

hot bed nursery 
I seedling 

I 

ordinary nursery 

seedling 

3 

hot bed nursery 

seedling 

, 

I ordinary nursery 
I seedling 

4 

hot bed nursery 

seedling 

I 

I 
I 

, 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

parts of the 
leaf 

upper part 

middle part 

lower part 

total 

upper part 

middle part 

lower part 

total 

upper part 

middle part 

lower part 

total 

upper part 

middle part 

lower part 

total 

upper part 

middle part 

lower part 

total 

upper part 

middle part 

lower part 

total 

upper part 

middle part 

lower part 

total 

upper part 

middle part 

lower part 

total 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

, 

I 

I 

I 

motor 
cells 

9.44 

2.79 

0.52 

12.75 

1.65 

0.19 

0.02 

1.86 

8.78 

2.43 

0.22 

11.43 

1.84 

0.23 

0.11 

2.18 

14.55 

9.86 

8.83 

33.24 

6.80 

2.11 

1.34 

10.25 

12.45 

8.87 

5.31 

26.63 

5.22 

1.54 

0.95 

7.71 

\ 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I , 

I 
I 

I 

i 
I 
i 
I 

i 

I 

long 
cells 

0.69 

0.23 

0.08 

1.00 

2.36 

0.85 

0.05 

3.27 

1.55 

0.41 

0.08 

2.04 

3.43 

0.48 

0.04 

4.00 

11.52 

2.05 

1.08 

14.65 

12.98 

1.37 

0.95 

15.30 

11.63 

3.43 

1.24 

16.30 

3.15 

1.23 

0.86 

5.24 

I 

short 
cells 

0.12 

0.11 

0 

0.23 

0.18 

0.05 

0 

0.23 

0.21 

0.10 

0 

0.31 

0.15 

0.11 

0 

0.26 

0.86 

0.39 

0.26 

1.51 

0.98 

0.46 

0.36 

1.80 

1.52 

1.00 

0.61 

3.12 

0.21 

0.11 

0.Q9 

0.41 

total 

10.25 

3.13 

0.60 

13.98 

4.19 

1.10 

0.Q7 

5.36 
-- .. -

I 
10.54 , 

i 2.94 

0.30 

I 13.78 

I 5.47 
I 0.82 I 

I 0.15 , , 
I 6.44 , 

26.93 

12.39 

10.17 

49.40 
--

, 20.76 
, 3.94 

2.65 

27.35 

I 25.60 

13.30 

7.16 

: 46.06 
,-----

I 8.58 
I 
i 2.88 

I 1.90 

I 13.36 
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seedlings which are raised in the hot bed nursery and in the ordinary 
nursery. The materials are the same as those used in the preceding 
experiments. Moisture content was measured by drying the materials 
in 95"-98°C thermodesiccator, and the dried materials were burned to 
ash in 5000°C Muffle furnace. The reduction in weight by the burning 
of the dried material was treated as the organic matter. Then the 
ash was dissolved in concentrated hydrochloric acid and prepared for 
the determination of P, K, Ca. Mg, Si by the usual method. Table 6 
gives the results on the contents of moisture, organic matter and in
organic matter. 

TABLE 6. Content of organic- and inorganic matters and 
moisture in the two kinds of seedlings. 

organic matter 

inorganic matter 
(ash) 

moisture content 

hot bed nursery seedling 

-p~rcentage of I percentage of 
fresh weight dry weight 

15.1 83.8 

2.9 16.2 

82.0 

ordinary nursery seedling 

percentage of I percentage of 
fresh weight dry weight 

15.1 71.8 

5.9 28.2 

79.0 

As shown in the table, the moisture content of the hot bed nursery 
seedlings was higher than that of the ordinary nursery seedlings and 
the fresh weight percentage of the organic matters were the same 
in both kinds of seedlings. Therefore the fresh weight percentage of 
inorganic matters is higher in the ordinary nursery seedlings than in 
the hot bed nursery seedlings. Thus as clearly known from the results 
on the dry weight percentage, the hot bed nursery seedlings contain 
more organic matter and less inorganic matter on comparison with 
the ordinary nursery seedlings. 

The results of the chemical analysis on the ashes of the two kinds 
of seedlings are given in table 7. 

As will be seen in the table, every kind of inorganic matter is 
smaller in content in the hot bed nursery seedlings than in the ordinary 
nursery seedlings, but the content of other inorganic matters in the 
table, which were not determined directly, are somewhat higher in 
the former than in the latter. These other inorganic matters may be 
Na, SO., Cl etc.. As clearly shown in the percentage composition of 
the ash, the most part of the ash is occupied by silica in both sorts 
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TABLE 7. Content of each kind of inorganic matter in 
the two sorts of the seedlings. 

Si02 

CaO 

Mg 

K 20 

hot bed nursery seedling ordinary nursery seedling 

! percentage of !percentage com- percentage of jpercentage com-
I dry weight position of ash dry weight I position of ash 

- --- - ----7.9 I 48.3 I 16.4 --1---58.3 

1.4 I 8.8 2.1 7.4 

0.9 5.3 2.7 9.5 

0.4 2.6 0.8 2.9 

12.4 11.3 

other inorganic i 
matter ' 

2.0 

3.6 22.6 

3.2 

3.0 10.6 

of seedlings. And therefore the differences in the silica content be
tween the two kinds of seedlings draw one's attention particularly. 
It must be noticed that silica is concerned greatly with the hardness 
of the rice plant tissue 

4. The content of various kinds of nitrogen in 
the both kinds of seedlings. 

The contents respectively of the various kinds of nitrogen both 
in the hot bed nursery seedlings and ordinary nursery seedlings were 
determined. Samples used in these experiments were the same as 
those which were used in the inoculation experiments above described. 
They were collected just previous to the inoculations. About 10 grams 
of the seedlings were collected from the two experimental sections by 
cutting the stalk just above the roots. Their fresh weights were 
accurately determined. The procedures of separation and determination 
of the various fractions of nitrogen were as follows; the samples were 
first roughly ground in a mortar, then they were transferred into beaker 
and reasonable quantities of 3% acetic acid and water were added. 
The acidified mixture was heated to boiling for about half an hour, 
and after cooling, the mixture was filtrated by suction funnel. The 
residues were washed twice with some quantity of hot 3% acetic acid, 
and were employed for the determination of protein nitrogen by 
KJELDAIII;S method. Filtrate which was combined with the two wash
ings was employed for the determination of total soluble nitrogen, 
amino acid nitrogen, amide nitrogen, soluble protein nitrogen, basic 
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nitrogen, ammonium nitrogen and nitrate nitrogen. For the deter
mination of the total soluble nitrogen in those filtrate the nitrate 
nitrogen was reduced first by treatment with reduced iron according 
to PUCHEH. et al(SO) and then the total nitrogen was determined by 
K.TELDAHl:S method. The sum of the protein nitrogen and the total 
soluble nitrogen makes the total nitrogen in the samples. Some aliquots 
of the filtrate were carefully concentrated on the water bath and were 
employed for the determination of alpha amino nitrogen by the VAN 
SLYKE'S method after subtracting the ammonium nitrogen. For the 
determination of ammonium nitrogen some aliquots of the filtrate were 
weakly alkalinized (pH 8.0) with magnesium oxide and they were sub
jected vacuum distillation at 40°C. For the determination of amide 
nitrogen, some aliquots of the filtrate were treated with some quantity 
of 30% sulfuric acid and they were heated over a boiling water bath 
for 3 hours; then the ammonia produced was determined in the same 
way as described above. The values which were obtained by sub
tracting the ammonium nitrogen previously determined from the re
sults just obtained were multiplied. Thus the content of the amide 
nitrogen was obtained. Nitrate nitrogen was determined by the phenol
disulfonic acid method after subtracting soluble protein from the 
filtrate according to ROBI~ C. BURREL & TllmrAs G. PHILIPS(Sl). Some 
aliquots of the filtrate were treated with some quantities of lead acetate 
(10 g of lead acetate in 90 cc of 1.5% acetic acid) and allowed to stand 
overnight. The pricipitates were separated from the supernatant liquid 
by centrifugation (8000-10000 r.p.m.), and they were washed with some 
quantity of 80% alcohol. The supernatant liquid combined with the 
alcohol washings were then treated with some quantities of mercuric 
acetate (lOg of mercuric acetate in 100 cc of 2.0% acetic acid). The 
mixture was allowed to stand overnight, and the precipitate was re
moved by centrifugation (8000-10000 r.p.m.). The two precipitates 
were combined and were used for the nitrogen determination by the 
K.TEI,DAHL process. This fraction was classified as soluble protein 
nitrogen. After removal of the lead, mercury and also amide by 
distillation, the supernatant was acidified with H2SO. and treated with 
phosphotungustic acid. The mixture was allowed to stand overnight 
and the precipitate was removed by filtration. The precipitate was 
analyzed for nitrogen by KrELDAHI!S method. This fraction of nitrogen 
was classified as basic nitrogen. 

Indicator which was used for the titration was a mixture of 
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methyl red and methylene blue. Blank tests were performed some
times. All the determinations were completed in two days after the 
sampling, while the determination of the ammonium nitrogen was 
completed on the day of the sampling. 

The total nitrogen contents in the two groups of seedlings is shown 
in table 8. The figures represent mg of nitrogen in the seedlings of 
fresh weight per 1 g. 

TABLE 8. Total nitrogen in the two kinds of seedlings. 

expo 1 expo 2. I expo 3 expo 4 

ordinary seedlings 11.7 mg 10.8 mg 8.97mg 9.32 mg 

hot bed nursery seedlings 15.9 " 13.6 " 10.33 " 10.88 " 

As will be seen in the table, the hot bed nursery seedlings contain 
a greater amount of total nitrogen than the ordinary nursery seedlings. 
The total nitrogen is divided into two parts, protein nitrogen and total 
soluble nitrogen. The contents of each nitrogen are recorded in table 9. 

expo 

-

1 

1 

2 

----

TABLE 9. Content of protein- and soluble-nitrogen in 
the two kinds of seedlings. 

fractions I ordinary nursery seedling hot bed nursery seedling 
---- -- -

of percentage 
--

soluble mg per 1 g 
I percentage 
I composition of mg per 1 g composition of 

nitrogen fresh weight total 
nitrogen 

1 

I 

protein-N 7.lOmg 60.68 % 

I 
soluble-N 4.60 " 39.32 " 

protein-N I 6.80 " I 62.96 " I 
I 

I I 
soluble-N I 4.00 " 37.04 " 

1 

80.04 " 

19.96 " 

80.~-;;'-' -1--
19.40 " 

fresh weight 

8.lOmg 

7.80 " 

7.50 " 
6.10 " 

6.52 " 

3.81 " 

6.43 " 

4.45 " 

I 

I 

1 

total 
nitrogen 

50.94 J/, 

49.06 " 

55.15 " 

44.85 " 

63.12 " 

36.88 " 

59.20 " 

40.80 " 

As shown in the table the seedlings raised on the hot bed nursery 
always contain greater amount of total soluble nitrogen tha.n the seed
lings raised on the ordinary nursery; however the percentages of 
protein nitrogen component in the total nitrogen are always lower in 
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the former seedlings than in the latter seedlings while the percentage 
of total soluble nitrogen are always higher at the former than at the 
latter. 

The total soluble nitrogen was divided into fractions and their 
amounts were determined as in the following. The results are sum
marized in table 10. 

TABLE 10. Content of each kind of soluble nitrogen in 
the two kinds of seedlings. 

ordinary nursery seedling hot bed nursery seedling 

expo i 
I 

fractions 
of 

soluble 
nitrogen 

1 percentage i 
mg per 1 g [I composition of I 

fresh weight total soluble 
nitrogen 

m-; P~;-l-g --I co~~f~hI~;~f 
fresh weight total soluble 

nitrogen 

1 
I 

amide N 

ammoniumN 
I 

I nitrate N 

1 other 
I soluble N 

--_.- ------

amide N I 
ammoniumN 

2 nitrate N 

other 
soluble N 

I soluble 
, protein N 

i a-amino N 
i 

3 : basic N 

: amide N 

I a~monium NI 
mtrate N 

soluble 

I 
protein N 

a-amino N 

4 basic N 

I amide N 

ammoniumNI 

: nitrate N 

0.24mg 

0.06 " 

0.05 " 

4.25 " 

0.32 " 
0.09 " 
0.06 " 

3.53 " 

0.40 " 

0.84 " 
0.18 " 
0.23 " 
0.08 " 
0.02 " 

0.64 " 

0.71 " 
0.20 " 
0.19 " 
0.05 " 
0.04 " 

~[--

I 
i 
I 

! 
I 

1 

\ 

i 

1 

1 

I 
I 

5_22 '};; 

1.30 " 

1.09 " 

92.39 " 

8.00 " 
2.25 " 
1.50 " 

88.25 " 

22.35 " 
46.93 " 
10.06 " 

12.85 " 

4.47 " 
1.12 " 

35.40 " 

39.20 " 
11.00 " 
10.50 " 
2.80 " 
2.20 ., 

-

I 

1 

I 

0.60mg 

0.12 " 

0.44 " 

6.64 " 

0.48 " 
0.11 " 
0.39 " 

5.12 " 

1.42 " 

1.53 " 
0.57 " 

0.18 " 
0.08 " 
0.01 " 

1.58 " 

1.55 " 
0.70 " 
0.25 " 
0.07 " 
0.05 " 

I 

7.69 % 

1.53 " 

5.63 " 

85.14 " 
~ 

7.87 " 
1.80 " 
6.38 " 

83.95 " 

37.27 " 

40.16 " 
14.96 " 
4.72 " 
2.10 " 
0.26 " 

35.50 " 
34.80 " 
15.40 " 
5.60 " 
1.60 " 
1.10 " 

In experiments 1 and 2, amide, ammonium and nitrate nitrogen 
were determined directly and the values which were given by sub-
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tracting these three fractions from the total soluble nitrogen were 
dassified as "other soluble nitrogen". The most part of this "other 
.soluble nitrogen" may be soluble protein, a-amino and basic nitrogen. 
As will be seen in the table, those three fractions, ("other soluble 
nitrogen" in exps. 1 and 2) were always greater in amounts in the 
:hot bed nursery seedlings than in the ordinary nursery seedlings. It 
is noticed that the greater part of the soluble nitrogen is supplied by 
these three fractions and amide, as clearly shown in the percentage 
composition of total soluble nitrogen in the table. On the other hand 
the contents of amide, ammonium and nitrate nitrogen seem to be 
widely variable even in the same kind of seedlings. In the expo 3 
the content of amide nitrogen and nitrate nitrogen in the hot bed 
nursery seedlings was rather lower than in the ordinary nursery 
.seedlings and the contents of ammonium nitrogen were equal in the 
two kinds of seedlings, while in exps. 1 and 2 the relations were clearly 
the reverse. 

On summarizing the results it is safely said that the hot bed 
nursery seedlings are apt to contain a greater amount of nitrogen 
in comparison with the ordinary nursery seedlings and moreover the 
-contents of soluble nitrogen such as soluble protein nitrogen, a-amino 
nitrogen and basic nitrogen are always greater in the former seedlings 
than in the latter while the content of protein nitrogen is always less 
:in the former. 

5. Sugar contents in the two kinds of seedlings. 

The differences in the fractions of nitrogen between the two kinds 
-of saedlings may suggest the differences in their sugar contents, as 
the sugars are utilized for the synthesis of organic nitrogenous matters 
as their constitutional materials. In the following the sugar contents 
in the two kinds of seedlings were determined. Samples were the 
same as those used in the former experiments, and the same kinds 
of filtrates as used for the determination of total soluble nitrogen werfl 
employed for the measurements of the sugar content. The sugar con
tents in the original filtrate itself which were determined by micro
BEHTHA.'<D method were classified as reducing sugar. Then the filtrates 
were hydrolized with 25% Hel treatment, and the sugar contents in 
the solution which were determined by micro-BEuTJ{A~D method were 
classified as total sugar content. The differences of the two values 
give the amount of the non-reducing sugar. The total sugar content 
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in the two kinds of seedlings are given in the table 11. 

TABLE 11. Total sugar in the two kinds of seedlings. 

________ L_e_xp_. _l_-.;--_e_x_p_. _2_~~ ___ expo 4 

ordinary nursery seedling 

hot bed nursery seedling 

6.9 mg 

2.0 " 

5.2 mg 

4.6 " 

, , 
5.6 mgl 
2.8 " 

6.3 mg 

2.1 " 

As will be seen in the table, the S:lgar content in the hot bed 
nursery seedlings was always less than that in the ordinary nursery 
seedlings. The sugars found in the plant are considered to be the 
balance between the sugar amounts produced by the photosynthesis 
and the sugar amounts used by the plant as respiration or constitutional 
material. And it is supposed that the amount of sugar used as con
stitutional materials by the hot bed nursery seedlings are greater than 
those used by the ordinary nursery seedlings, becaus~ much organic 
nitrogenous matters are synthesized in the former seedlings as known 
from the previous experiments. On the other hand the sugars produced 
by the photosynthesis are thought to be greater in the latter seedlings 

expo 

1 

2 

TABLE 12. Content of reducing- and non-reducing sugar 
in the two kinds of seedlings. 

fractions of 

sugar 

reducing sugar 

non-reducing 
sugar 

reducing sugar 

non-reducing 
sugar 

ordinary nursery seedling I hot bed nursery seedling 

mg per 1 g I perce?tage 'I mg per 1 g 1- ;r:Ce~~;ge-
composition of compositIOn of 

fresh weight total sugar fresh weight total sugar 

0.2 mg I 2.9 % 1.2 mg 60.0 % 

6.7 " 97.1 " 0.8 " 40.0 " 

1.8 " 
I 

II 34.6 " 2.4 " 52.2 " 

3.4 " 2.2 " 47.8 " i 65.4" I 
--~-------~, ------------ ------- ------

Iii 12.5" 2.2" II 3 

4 

reducing sugar 

non-reducing 
sugar 

reducing sugar 

non-!"e:lucing 
sugar 

0.7 " 

4.9 " 

0.9 " 

5.4 " 

78.6 " 

87.5 " 0.6 " 21.4 " 

14.3 " 1.6 " 76.2 " 

85.7 " 0.5 " 23.8 " 
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on comparison with the former, because the hot bed nursery seedlings 
are covered with cover frame and so are apt to receive comparatively 
less light. These considerations may explain why the sugar content 
is rather less in the hot bed nursery seedlings. 

Then the sugars were divided into two parts, reducing sugar and 
non-reducing sugar; the results are summarized in table 12. 

As will be seen in the table, reducing sugar supplies the greater 
part of the total sugar in the hot bed nursery seedlings, while in the 
ordinary nursery seedlings the greater part of the total sugar is 
supplied by the non-reducing sugar. Thus the hot bed nursery seedlings 
contain the greater amount of reducing sugar and the less amount of 
non-reducing sugar on comparison with the ordinary nursery seedlings. 
The fact, that in the former seedlings the greater part of the sugar 
is supplied by the reducing sugar, may suggest the transfer of the 
sugar into a simple form in preparation for the greater consumption 
in the hot bed nursary seedlings. 

6. Conclusion. 

It is true that the temperature and the moisture are largely 
variable in the hot bed nursery according to the weather or to the 
way of its management, but they are apt to rise to unnecess:irily high 
points in spite of the most careful management. The light which comes 
through the linseed oil paper of the cover frame into the hot bed 
nursery is apt to decrease with the clays as the paper becomes weather 
beaten and the dust becomes attached on it. Moreover the hot bed 
nursery is a kind of land nursery in its soil conditions and it is con
siderably different from the ordinary nursery bed in its soil moisture. 
Seedlings grown in such hot bed nursery are apt to be elongated in 
their internode compared with the ordinary nursery bed seedlings. The 
moisture content is higher and the content of inorganic matter, such 
as Si02, P20" CaO, Mg, and K20, is lower in the former seedlings than 
in the latter while there are not so great differences in their content 
of organic matter. The inoculation experiment of the blast fungus 
indicates that the seedlings raised in the hot bed nursery are apt to 
be more severely attacked by the fungus, producing more numerous, 
larger and often acute type diseased spots. 

The cause of such differences of susceptibility to blast fungus disease 
is partly attributed to the differences of such morphological characters 
as the thickness of outermost layer and the silification of rice epidermis. 
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On comparing such morphological characters between the two kinds 
of seedlings, one finds that in respect to thickness the outer layer of 
the motor cells at least is clearly less in the hot bed nursery seedlings 
than in the ordinary nursery seedlings. And as for the silification of 
the epidermal cells the former seedlings are inferior to the latter, 
especially in the motor cells, while the silica content in the former is 
lower than that in the latter as described above. As is well known, 
the blast fungus penetrates into rice plants most frequently through 
the motor cells and therefore the results above summarized will explain 
the fact that more numerous lesions appear in the hot bed nursery 
seedlings on inoculation experiment. But those results cannot explain 
the fact that the lesions produced on the hot bed nurs3ry seedlings 
are larger and also most of them are acute type ones. It can be sup_· 
posed that the proliferation of blast fungus which has penetrated into 
the rice plant is related with the contents of chemical components in 
the rice plant. The hot bed nursery seedlings contain greater amount 
of total nitrogen than the ordinary nursery seedlings. Dividing these 
total nitrogen between protein and soluble nitrogen. the difference in 
the soluble nitrogen content is remarkable while the difference in 
protein nitrogen is slight. As for the sugar, the content in the hot 
bed nursery seedlings is lower than that in the ordinary nursery 
seedlings. This may be owing partly to the presence of the frame 
cover. On dividing the sugars into the reducing and non-reducing 
sugar, the content of the former is found to be greater, while the 
content of the latter is less in the hot bed nursery seedlings than in 
the ordinary nursery seedlings. 

Chapter II 

Growing stages of rice plants and their susceptibility 
to the blast disease. 

It is often observed in the fields that the blast susceptibility of 
the rice plant may vary according to the progress of their growing 
stages. In order to ascertain such relations and to know the cause 
of the susceptibility, the following experiments were carried on em
ploying as material rice plants which were grown in the pot, in water
culture solution and in the paddy field. The growing stages were 
divided into the following six, viz., (1) the seedling stage, (2) the 
elongation stage (when the transplanted rice plants begin to grow 
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vigorously, increasing their height and beginning to make tillers), (3) 
the ear formation stage (when the tillering is most vigorous and the 
young ears of about 5 mm length are beginning to develope), (4) boot 
stage (when the ear grows to about 10 cm length and its presence is 
recognizable from outside, though it does not appear yet), (5)flowering 
stage, and (6) the ripening stage (about 2 weeks after the flowering). 

1. Inoculation experiments. 

Exp. 1: Rice seedlings raised in the ordinary nursery were trans
planted to soil in WAGNER pots (about 17 cm in diameter). Previous to 
the transplantation the soil in one pot was mixed with 1.5 g ammonium 
sulphate, 2.8 g superphosphate of lime and 0.7 g potassium sulphate. 
Soon after the transplantation of the seedlings the rice plants began 
to increase in height; their growth was most vigorous in the elongation 
stage. They began to tiller from elongation stage and the number of 
tillers continued to increase till the boot stage. The average leaf 
length continued to increase vigorously till the boot stage and then 

TABLE 13. Inoculations of the blast fungus on the rice 
plants of various growing stages. 

height 

number of tillers 

average leaf length 

number of 
leaves examined 

total number of 
lesions 

average number of 
lesions per leaf 

average number of 
lesions per 100 em 
length of leaves 

f 
max. 

length of 
lesions min. t aver. 

type of lesions 

6.5 em 

310 

68 

0.22 

3.4 

0.8 cml' 
0.1 " 

0.4 " 

brown 
spot. 

chronic 

ear ~or-I boot I flowering!, ripening 
matlOn 
stage 'stage stage I stage 

23.6 em- 40.0 e~1 ~ eml- 94.7 cml ~~ cm 

.3 

17.5 cm 

273 

8 

0.03 

0.2 

0.8 em 

0.1 " 

0.5 " 

brown 
spot, 

chronic 

I 

9 I 12 12 I 12 

24.7 eml 27.9 cm 27.5 cml 27.4 cm 

232 '270 315 I 103 

43 

0.19 

O.S 

2.0 em 

0.3 ., 

1.4 " 

chronic, 
aeute 

27 

0.10 

0.4 

1.5 em

l 0.3 " 

1.1 " 

chronic, 
acute 

25 7 

0.08 0.07 

0.3 0.2 

OScm O.S cm 
0.1 " 0.1 " 

0.4 " 0.5 " 

chronic chronic 
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ceased to increase. At each growing stage some rice plants were 
carried into the inoculation box and were inoculated by spraying the 
spore suspension of the blast fungus after their height, number of 
tillers, etc. were recorded. The diseased lesions developed were ex
amined at the 10th day after the inoculation. The results are sum
marized in table 13. 

As will be seen in the table the rice plants are attacked most 
severely by the blast fungus in two growing stages, the ear formation 
stage and the boot stage. In both growing stages comparatively greater 
number of lesions are observed and their size is largest. Moreover 
there are seen some acute type lesions besides the chronic type lesions. 
And it should be noticed that the acute type lesion is never seen in 
the other growing stages. On the other hand, the rice plants are most 
resistant to blast fungus during the elongation stage, producing com
paratively fewer and smaller lesions as a result of the inoculation. 
Furthermore there are to be seen some brown spot lesions, which are 
never seen in the other growing stages. 

Exp. 2: As shown in the previous chapter, the seedlings which 
are raised in the hot bed nursery are more susceptible to the blast 
fungus in comparison with the ordinary nursery seedlings. And it is 
important as well as interesting to know if such characters of the 
seedlings raised in the hot bed nursery remain long after the trans
plantation. Therefore seedlings which were raised in the hot bed 
nursery were transplanted onto soil in pots and inoculated with the 
blast fungus at each growing stage. The state of the growth of the 
plants after the transplantation was not so different from what was 
noted in the case of experiment 1. The results are given in table 14. 
As will be seen in the table, the rice plant remarkably increases its 
resistance to the blast disease at elongation stage as compared with 
seedling stage. The number of lesions becomes less, the size of the 
lesions becomes smaller and the brown spot type lesions are seen here 
ant there, though the chronic type lesions are dominant. However, on 
comparing with the rice plant at the same stage in experiment 1 the 
plants in this experiments seem to be a little higher in their suscep
tibility to the blast disease. 

On the other hand the rice plants become again increasingly bla.st 
susceptible at the ear formation stage and also at the boot stage, but 
this the same tendency as was seen in expo 1. It is also same as in 
expo 1 that the plant leaves decrease again in blast susceptibility during 
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TABLE 14. Inoculations of the blast fungus on the rice 
plants of various growing stages. 

(hot bed nursery seedling) 

I seedling I elonga-I ear ~or-I boot I flowering I ripening 
matI on 

stage tion stage stage stage stage ; stage 

height i 24.2 cml I I 

~"ml 38: em, 
72.1 cm

l 
91.8 em 99.5 em 

number of tillers 4 12 I 12 12 
I I 

average leaf length 6.8 cm~ 15.6 em 23.6 em! 27.5 cm
l 

27.8 em 28.1 em 

number of leaves I 
examined 305 290 248 

I 

288 290 240 

total number of 146 12 45 35 I 17 12 lesions 

average number of I 
lesions per leaf 0.48 0.04 0.18 0.12 I 0.06 0.05 

average number of I lesions per 100 em 7.0 0.27 0.77 0.44 I 0.21 0.18 
length of leaves 

i 
1.0 em 2.0 em 

! 
0.8 em 1.0 em 

i 
max. 1.5 em 1.5 em 

length of 
min. 

I "I lesions l 
0.2 " 0.1 " 0.3 " I 0.3 0.1 " 0.1 " 
0.8 

, 
0.6 1.4 " I 1.0 " I 0.5 aver. " I " " 0.6 " 

chronic, I brown chronic, : type of lesions spot, chronic, I chronic chronic acute chronic acute acute 
I 

and after the flowering stage. Thus it is certain that high blast 
susceptibility of the hot bed nursery seedlings does never continue 
long after their transplantation in the field, although the blast suscep
tibility of the rice plants in the elongation stage is a little higher on 
comparison with the blast susceptibility in the same growing stage of 
expo 1 in which the ordinary nursery seedlings were used. 

Exp. 3: In this experiment the rice plants were cultured in water 
culture solutions. Seeds were sown on quartz sand which had been 
thoroughly washed previously, and the seedlings were transplanted in 
the culture solutions at the time when second leaf began to develope. 
The employed culture solution was recommended by Dr. ISHIzuKA(39); 
its prescription was as follow: NH.H03 114.3 mg/H, KH2PO. 53.6 mg/1e, 
CaCI2 ·6H20 117.2 mg/Ie-, MgSO .. 7H20 183.4 mg/l~, KC] 2.3 mg/l~, traces 
of FeCI" MnSO., and silica sol. The culture solution was changed 
generally Once a week. but it was changed once each five days from 
the boot stage to the flowering stage as the absorption of the solution 
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by the plant was most vigorous. In this culture solution the rice 
plants grew quite favorably through all the growing stages, although 
their height and the number of tillers were a little inferior to those 
of the soil cultured rice plants. Inoculations of the blast fungus at 
each growing stage were carried on in the same way as in the previous 
experiments. As will be noted in table 15, the diseased lesions de
veloped on the plants both in the ear formation stage and in the boot 
stage were largest in size, including acute type lesions which were 
never seen on the plants in the other growing stages. Thus it may 
be safely said that the rice plants are most susceptible to the blast 
disease during the ear formation and boot stages. On the other hand 
lesions developed on the plants in the elongation stage were smallest 
in size and moreover include considerable numbers of the brown spot 
type one, which are thought to develope on the blast resistant rice 
plant. It may. therefore, safely be said that the elongation stage is 
the most blast resistant stage of all rice growing stages, although the 
number of the lesions developed was remarkably great in this ex
periment. 

TABLE 15. Inoculations of the blast fungus on the rice 
plants in various growing stages. 

(water culture) 

I elonga- I ear ~or- boot flowering 
I . I matlOn 

stage stage I tlOn stage
l 

stage 

height 25.0 em 51.8 em 
I 

73.5 em 60.3 cm 

8 I 

I 

number of tillers 3 8 8 I 

average leaf length 9.4 cm 18.5 em 18.8 cml 15.7 cm. 
I i 

I 

number of leaves examined 37 80 89 I 116 

total number of lesions 32 88 44 52 

average number of lesions 0.86 1.10 0.49 0.45 I 
per leaf 

I 
I 

average number of lesions 
per 100 cm length of leaves 9.2 7.0 2.7 2.2 \ 

0.5 em 1.2 cm I 1.0cm 

! 
max. 1.5 cm 

length of lesions min. 
I I 

0.2 " i 0.1 " I 0.1 " 0.2 " 
aver. 0.18 " 0.44 " 0.55" 0.35" ! 

I brown I i 

type of lesions spot. chronic, chronic, 
chronic i 

chronic acute acute 

ripening 

stage 

75.0 em 

8 

18.8 em 

125 

10 

0.08 

0.5 

0.7 cm 

0.2 " 

0.35 " 

chronic 
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Exp. 4: Rice seedlings raised on the ordinary nursery were trans
planted to a 1/125 acre paddy field of the Hokkaido University Farm; 
the diseased lesions which were developed by the natural infection of 
the blast fungus were examined at each growing stage. The results 
of the observations in 1950 are described in the following. The diseased 
lesions on the rice plants were seen first in the beginning of July 
when the rice plants were entering to the ear formation stage. In 
the ear formation stage 35 rice plants selected at random were pulled 
out and the diseased lesions on their leaves were examined. Then at 
about five days before reaching each of the other growing stages 30-
50 rice plants were marked at random and the leaves on which the 
diseased lesions were seen were cut off. About 10 days later the new
ly developed diseased lesions were examined. The results of these 
investigations are shown as the infections of each stage respective
ly in table 16. 

TABLE 16. Inoculation of the blast fungus on the rice 
plants in various growing stages. 

(Paddy field) 

I elonga-
I ear for- boot floweringi ripening 

mation 
tionstage stage stage I stage stage 

! 

53.8 eml 70.3 emf 
I 

height 26.7 em : 83.5 cm l 91.1 em 

I 
I 

number of tillers 3 23~7 eJ 

6 6 6 

average leaf length 18.4 em; 25.2 em 25.4 em 25.5 em 

I number of leaves examined 340 295 I 311 321 280 

total number of lesions 0 27 

I 
31 13 9 

average number of lesions 
per leaf 0 0.09 0.10 0.04 0.03 

average number of lesions 0 0.35 0.40 0.15 0.11 per 100 em length of leaves 

I 
max. 1.2 em 1.5 em 1.2 em 1.0 em 

length of lesions min. 0.2 " 0.2 " 0.1 " 0.1 " 
aver. , 0.64 " 0.77 " 0.43 " 0.39" I 

type of lesions I chronic, chronic, chronic chronic I acute acute 

As will be seen in the table, the lesions found both at the ear 
formation stage and the boot stage were most numerous and also 
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largest in size, while there were seen some acute type ones besides 
the chronic type ones. Considering from these facts it is clear as in 
the previous experiments that the rice plants are most susceptible 
to blast disease at the two stages above mentioned. No diseased 
lesions were found in the elongation stage. Referring to the previous 
experiments, it is certain that the rice plants at the elongation stage 
are quite resistant to the blast disease, but a part of the reason why 
no lesions were found at that stage may lie in the scantiness of the 
dispersing fungus spores in the air because of the unsuitable climate 
for spore formation in this season in Hokkaido. 

Exp. 5: In this experiment the rice plants were grown in the 
culture solutions in which three times as much nitrogen as in the 
standard solutions was applied. As in the previous experiments, the 
inoculation of the blast fungus was carried on at each growing stage. 
On comparing the growth of the rice plants in this culture solution 
with the growth in the standard solution (experiment 3), both the 
height and the average leaf length in each growing stage are seen 
to be gre2.ter in the former but no noticeable differences were seen 
in the number of tillers (table 17). 

Examining the number of the diseased lesions which were developed 
by the inoculation at each growing stage, one sees that they are rather 
fewer on the rice plant leaves both in the flowering stage and in the 
ripening stage. Examining the type of lesions, the acute type ones 
are generally dominant all through the growing stages, and it must 
be noticed that all the lesions which are developed on the rice plants 
from the elongation stage till the boot stage are acute type, while 
there are seen some chronic type lesions as well as the acute type 
ones on the plant leaves in both the flowering stage and the ripening 
stage. Examining the size of the lesions, those which developed on 
the rice plant both in the ear formation stage and in boot stage are 
largest and those which developed in the elongation stage are next 
to them, while those developed on the leaves in the flowering stage 
and in the ripening stage are smallest. 

Thus it may be concluded that the rice plants in the elongation 
stage lose their characteristics of the higher blast resistance as a result 
of the supply of the high level nitrogen, while the rice plants are as 
well most susceptible to the blast infection at the two growing stages 
of ear formation and boot stage. On the other hand the leaves of 
the rice plants become rather resistant to the blast disease during 
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TABLE 17. Inoculation of the blast fungus on the rice 
plants of various growing stages. 

height 

number of tillers 

average leaf length 

number of leaves examined 

total number of lesions 

average number of lesions 
per leaf 

average number of lesions 
per 100 cm length of leaves 

I 
max. 

length of lesions min. 

aver. 

type of lesions 

(high level nitrogen supply) 

I 
elonga- I ear ~or-I boot matlon 

tion stage stage stage I 
flowering I ripening 

stage stage 

25.7 cm 47.5 cm 82.1 cml I 93~ ,m

l 

103.6 em 

3 8.2 9.0 8.8 9.2 

23.7 em 20.8 em 22.8 cm 28.2 em 33.3 em 

232 240 230 221 220 

44 45 42 25 22 

0.19 0.19 0.18 0.11 0.10 

0.8 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.3 

1.5 em 2.0 cm 2.0 em 1.5 cml 1.5 em 

0.3 » 0.3 » 0.3 .. 0.2 ,. 0.2 » 

0.93» 1.30 » 1.20 .. 0.70 .. 0.68» 

acute acute acute chronic, chronic, 
acute acute 

and after the flowering stage, this is the same result as was noted 
in the experiments with the standard amount nitrogen supply. 

Summarizing the five experiments above described, it may be 
concluded as follows; the rice plants are quite resistant against the 
blast infection in the elongation stage, but when they grow up to the 
ear formation stage and the boot stage the rice plants become re
markably susceptible to the disease. In the flowering stage and in 
the ripening stage the leaves become rather resistant to the disease. 
It was shown in the previous chapter that the rice seedlings raised 
on the hot bed nursery are more susceptible to the blast disease on 
comparison with those raised on the ordinary nursery but it is certain 
from the experiments described in this chapter that this character at 
the seedling stage never continues long after their transplantation in 
the field. On the other hand, if the rice plants were supplied with 
high level nitrogen, they become rather susceptible to the blast disease 
in the elongation stage to be almost equally susceptible as the plant 
in the ear formation stage. In other words the elongation stage loses 
the characteristic of the most resistant stage of all the growing stages 
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by the supply of the high level nitrogen, but even in this case the 
leaves of the rice plant in the flowering stage and in the ripening 
stage are comparatively resistant to the disease. 

2. Comparison of some morphological characters of the 
rice plants in different growing stages. 

In this section the results of the measurement of some morphological 
characters, such as the thickness of the outer wall and the silification 
of the epidermal cell of the rice plants in each growing stage are 
described. On the rice plants before the boot stage 2nd leaves from 
above and on the rice plants after the flowering stage 1st leaves from 
above are employed for the measurement. Methods of measurements 
and classification of the epidermal cells etc., are quite the same as in 
the previous chapter. The measurements were carried on nearly all 
the rice plants, which were used in the inoculation experiments from 
experiment 1 to experiment 4, but the results are almost the same 
through all these experiments and therefore in the followings the 
results on the experiment 1 are described as representative. In ex
periment 5 in which the rice plant supplied with excess amount nitrogen 
were used, the number of silica ted epidermal cells was smaller than 
in other experiments, but the data are omitted here because more 
detailed data are shown in the following chapter. 

a) The thickness. of the outer walls of epidermal cells: The re
sults of the measurement are shown in table 18. In the same growing 
stage the thickness of the outer wall varies according to the kind of 
epidermal cells. Epidermal cells of midrib and epidermal cells on 
reverse side are thickest in its outer wall in all kinds of epidermal 
cells but it seems that the blast fungus never cernes into the rice 
plant through these epidermal cells. Comparing the outer wall thick
ness of each kind of epidermal cells between the different growing 
stages, it is clear that the thickness increases with the progress of 
the growing stages till the boot stage. That is to say, in the elongation 
stage, when the rice plants are most resistant against the blast disease 
through all growing stages, the thickness of the outer wall is less than 
that of the rice plant in ear formation stage when the plants are most 
susceptible. Thus it is rather difficult to discover any relations be
tween the fluctuation of blast susceptibility of the rice pJant which 
is shown with the progress of growing stages and the thickness of the 
outer wall of the plant epidermis. 
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TABLE 18. Thickness of the outer walls of the epidermal cells 
on the rice plants in the various growing stages. 

growing kinds of \_. tlPperY~1 middle part lower part 

stages epidermal cells range I aver. range I aver. range I aver. 

epidermal cells of 4.40 6.54 4.95 5.65 
, 4.40 5.13 

midrib -8.80 -6.60 -6.60 

epidermal cells on 2.75 4.32 3.30 3.53 
2.75 3.82 

reverse side -4.95 -4.40 ' -4.40 ; 

motor cells 3.30 3.73 3.30 3.43 
3.30 3.44 

-4.40 -3.85 -4.40 , 
seedling I 

long and short 3.30 3.30 3.30 I 
stage cells I -4.40 

3.66 
-3.85 3.67 -4.40 3.83 

long and short 3.30 3.63 3.30 3.98 
3.30 3.91 cells II -4.95 -,4.40 -4.40 i 

accessory cells on 2.20 3.21 3.30 3.61 3.30 3.43 outside -4.95 -4.40 -4.40 

accessory cells on 2.75 3.61 2.75 3.67 3.30 3.51 
reverse side -4.40 -4.40 -4.40 

----------

epidermal cells of 
, 

4.40 4.40 4.40 , 6.61 5.93 5.66 midrib -8.80 -8.80 -7.20 

epidermal cells on 2.88 4.51 3.36 3.73 2.88 3.58 reverse side -5.04 -4.40 -4.32 

motor cells 3.12 3.75 3.12 3.62 3.12 3.55 
-4.55 -4.33 -4.33 

elongation 
long and short 3.36 3.36 3.36 

stage cells I -4.33 3.66 -4.33 3.71 -4.56 3.75 

long and short 3.36 3.66 3.36 3.59 3.36 3.81 cells II -4.33 -4.33 -4.33 

accessory cells on 2.16 3.18 3.36 3.58 3.30 3.58 
outside -4.33 -4.33 -4.33 

accessory cells on 2.64 3.56 2.64 3.62 2.64 3.54 reverse side -4.33 -4.33 -4.33 

epidermal cells of 4.55 6.85 4.40 I 6.02 4.40 5.61 midrib -8.80 I -7.20 , -7.20 

epidermal cells on 3.12 I 4.62 3.36 3.88 3.12 3.80 reverse side -5.05 -5.04 -4.32 

motor cells 3.12 3.77 3.12 3.72 3.12 3.63 -4.55 -4.33 -4.33 ear 

formation 
long and short 3.12 3.66 3.36 3.68 3.36 3.81 cells I -4.33 -4.33 -5.04 

stage long and short 3.36 3.72 3.36 3.69 3.36 3.94 cells II -4.33 -5.04 -5.04 

accessory cells on 2.16 3.32 
3.12 

3.83 3.12 3.55 outside -4.33 ·-4.33 -4.33 

accessory cells on 2.64 I 3.71 2.64 3.72 2.64 3.60 
_________ t reverse side -4.33 -4.33 -4.33 

---- - - ._- -- ----- _. 
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growing kinds of upper part \ middle part lower part 

stages epidermal cells range I aver. ~nge I aver. range I aver. 

I epidermal cells of I 5.04 6.20 
I 

5.04 7.32 i 4.40 I 5.30 midrib -8.80 . -8.80, -7.20 ! 
, epidermal cells on i 3.12 3.36 4.02 3.36 

reverse side -7.20 I 5.76 -4.40 I -5.04 : 4.12 
I 

I 
3.36 3.12 I 4.12 I 3.12 motor cells -5.04 I 

4.32 -5.04 I -4.33 3.76 

boot stage 
long and short 3.36 3.84 3.36 I 3.81 3.36 3.88 cells I -5.04 -4.33 ' -4.56 

long and short 3.36 3.98 3.36 4.18 3.36 4.14 cells II -5.04 ~ -5.04 -5.04 

accessory cells on 2.40 3.85 3.36 I 4.19 3.30 3.52 outside -4.80 -5.04 ' -4.33 ' 

accessory cells on 2.64 4.00 3.36 4.29 I 3.36 3.65 reverse side -4.80· -4.80 -4.80 

I epidermal cells of 5.04 5.04 4.40 
midrib -8.80 7.32 -8.80 6.18 -7.20 5.89 

epidermal cells on 3.12 5.75 3.36 4.55 3.36 4.22 reverse side -7.20 -5.04 -5.04 

motor cells 3.36 3.98 3.12 3.95 3.12 3.24 -5.04 -5.04 -4.33 
flowering 

long and short 3.36 3.36 3.36 
stage cells I -5.04 3.91 -4.33 3.85 -4.56 3.96 

long and short 3.36 4.00 3.36 4.20 3.36 4.01 cells II -5.04 , -5.04 -5.04 

, accessory cells on 2.40 3.71 3.36 3.81 3.30 3.63 outside -4.80 . -4.33 -4.33 

accessory cells on 3.21 3.92 3.36 4.02 3.36 3.74 reverse side -4.80 . -4.80 -4.80 

epidermal cells of 5.04 6.98 5.04 6.30 5.04 6.18 midrib -8.80 -8.80 ' -8.80 

epidermal cells on 
I 

3.12 5.77 3.36 4.62 3.36 4.22 reverse side -7.20 -5.04 -5.04 

motor cells 3.36 I 
4.00 3.12 2.88 

-5.04 ; -5.04 I 
3.95 -3.84 3.33 

ripening I 
long and short 3.36 3.85 3.36 3.85 3.36 I 3.85 stage cells I -5.04 : -4.33 I -4.56 I 

long and short : 3.36 3.95 I 3.36 I 3.96 3.36 4.00 cells II -5.04 -5.04 i -5.04 

accessory cells on 2.40 3.36 I 3.30 3.82 3.81 I 3.71 outside --4.80 . -4.80 -4.33 : 

accessory cells on 3.12 3.36 I 3.36 I 
reverse side -4.80 , 3.89 -4.80 I 

3.95 
-4.80 I 

3.74 
I 
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b) The silification of the epidermal cells: The number both of 
each kind of epidermal cells and of the silica ted ones in 1 mm2 of the 
leaf surface were examined and the percentage of silicated epidermal 
cells of each kind were calculated. As the difference in the number 
<>f silicated cells between the different parts of one leaf were quite 
small, the percentage was calculated by summarizing all the number 
of silicated ones in every part of the leaf. The silicated accessory 
cells were scarcely found in every growing stages, and therefore their 
counts are omitted in the table. Table 19 shows the silicated cell per
centage of motor cells, long cells and of short cells. As will be seen 
in the table, the silification percentage is highest in the motor cell, 
and increases with the progress of the rice plant growing stages. 
Accordingly there seems not to be any notable relationship between 
the fluctuation of the blast susceptibility of the rice plants with the 
progress of the growing stages and the silification of their epidermal 
cells. 

TABLE 19. Percentage of silitated epidermal cells on the rice 
plants of the various growing stages. 

motor cell long cell 

elongation stage 3.55% 1.62 % 

ear formation stage 3.71 " 1.68 " 

boot stage 3.94 " 1.75 " 

flowering stage 4.20 " 1.78 " 

ripening stage 4.51 " 1.80" 

3. The results of the ash analysis of the rice 
plant leaves in each growing stage. 

short cell 

0.24% 

0.28 " 

0.31 " 

0.44 " 

0.51 " 

Some of the rice plants in each growing stage were dried in 95-
98°C thermodesiccator, and after the measurements of their moisture 
content they were burnt to asb.es in the MUFFLE furnace of 5000°C. 
Then the content of the inorganic matters in the ashes were measured 
by the usual methods as in the previous chapter. The measurements 
were carried on the all rice plants which were used in the inoculation 
experiments. but the results of these experiments were almost same 
each other, and therefore in the followings the results of the experi
ment 1 are mentioned. Table 20 and figure 1 show the content of 
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moisture, organic matters and inorganic matters of the rice plant in 
each growing stage. As will be seen in the table and the figure, the 
contents of the organic matter increase with the progress of the 
growing stages. While the contents of the inorganic matters decrease 
gradually from seedling stage to the boot stage and afterward they 
begin to increase till ripening stage. On the other hand the content 

TABLE 20. Content of organic and inorganic matters and of moisture 
In the rice plants of the various growing stages. 

growing 
stages items organic 

matter 

15.1 % 

71.8 " 
seedling stage i fresh weight percentage 

dry weight percentage 

elongation fresh weight percentage 20.0 " 
stage dry weight percentage 85.1 " 

22.7 " 

90.2 " 
ear formation I fresh weight percentage 

stage dry weight percentage 

boot stage 

flowering 
stage 

ripening 
stage 

(00 

80 

60 

40 

20 

fresh weight percentage 26.0 " 

dry weight percentage 90.5 " 

fresh weight percentage 26.3 " 

dry weight percentage 83.2 " 

fresh weight percentage 29.6 " 

dry weight percentage 85.0 " 

seedlinz elongation f eal"ti boot flowering ripe""l!) 
sta.ge sta.ge orma on stage stage sta~ 

stage 

inorganic moisture matter 

5.9% 79.0% 

28.2 " 

3.5 " 76.5 " 

14.9 " 

2.5 " 74.8 " 

9.8 " 

2.7 " 71.3 " 

9.5 " 

5.3 " 68.4 " 

16.8 " 

5.2 " 65.2 " 

15.0 " 

o moisture 

~Inorganic 
~ rue.tter 

•
orga.nic 
matter 

Fig. 1. Percentage of organic- and inorganic matters and moisture 
in the rice plant of the various growing stages. 
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of the moisture decrease with the progress of the growing stages. And 
therefore the dry weight percentage of the organic matter increase 
from the s3edling stage to the boot stage and then after begin to 
decrease, while the dry weight percentage of inorganic matters de
crease from the seedling stage to the boot stage and then after begin 
to increase. These may suggest some changes in the rice components 
which are taken place at the neighbour of the boot stage. The results 
of the analysis of the ashes are shown in table 21. 

TABLE 21. Content of the various kinds of inorganic matters 
III the rice plant of the various growing stages. 

growing 

stages 

seedling stage 

elongation 
stage 

ear formation 
stage 

boot stage 

--

flowering 
stage 

ripening 
stage 

I 

1 

I 

I 

items 

fresh weight 
percentage 

dry weight 
percentage 

fresh weight 
percentage 

dry weight 
percentage 

fresh weight 
percentage 

dry weight 
percentage 

fresh weight 
percentage 

dry weight 
percentage 

fresh weight 
percentage 

dry weight 
percentage 

fresh weight 
percentage 

dry weight 
percentage 

I 

i Si02 

% 
3.44 

16.4 " 

1.97 " 

8.4 " 

1.36" I 

5.4 "I 
i 

1.69 " 

5.9 ,,1 

3.63 " 

11.5 " 

3.80" I 
I 

10.9 "I 

1 ' 
P 20 5 I CaO i Mg 

the other 
K 20 inorg. 

I matters 

% % % % 0/ 
/0 

0.44 0.57 0.17 0.67 0.63 

2.1 " 2.7 " 0.8 " 3.2 " 3.0 " 

0.26" 0.26" 0.09" ! 0.49" I 0.42" 
i 

I 
1.1 " 1.1 " 0.4 "I 2.1 "i 1.8 " 

1 
0.20" I 0.20" 0.05" i 

-1----
0.48 " 0.20 " 

"I 
, 
I 

0.8 0.8 " 0.2 "I 1.9 " 0.8 " 

I 
0.14" 0.14" 0.06" I 0.49" 0.17 " 

I 
0.5 "I 0.5 " 0.2 " 1.7 "I 0.6 " 

I -_. .- -
I I 0.79" i 0.22" 0.22" 0.10" 0.35 " 

0.7 " 0.7 " 0.3 " 2.5 " 1.1 " 

0.17" 0.17 " 0.07 " 0.63 " 0.35" 

0.5 " 0.5 " 0.2 " 1.8 " 1.0 " 

As will be seen in the table, the contents of every kinds of the 
inorganic matters decrease with the progress of the growing stages 
till the boot stage and thenceforth on the contrary they begin to 
increase. This is the same both in the fresh weight percentage and 
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in the dry weight percentage. This fact seems to be concerned with 
the facts that the content of amino acid, protein and carbohydrate 
increase greatly with the progress of the growing stages till the boot 
stage and thence force their increase became quite slow as will be seen 
in the following section. The percentage of each inorganic matters 
in the ash are shown in figure 2. 

% 
100 

• the 
others 

60 
~ K:20 

II Mg 

40 ~cao 

[ill]] P205 

111 5102 

sea:ll~ stage fo:m~tian s 
stage stage 

Fig. 2. Percentage of various kinds of inorganic matters in the 
ash of the rice plants of various growing stages. 

As will be seen in the figure, most parts of the ash are occupied 
by Si02 through all the growing stages but its percentage in the ash 
decreases with the progress of the growing stages till the ear formation 
stage and then after it begins to increase. The percentage of K,O 
are next to Si02 and it increases with the progress of the growing 
stages till the ear formation stage and thenceforce follow the decreasing. 
The fluctuation of percentage of P20S are likely to K20 while the per
centage of CaO and Mg decrease with the progress of the growing 
stages. Thus it is known from the experiments in this section that 
the content of the organic matters in the rice leaf increase remarkably 
with the progress of the growing stages till the ear formation stage 
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or the boot stage and then begin to decrease gradually, while on the 
contrary the content of the inorganic matter decrease with the progress 
of growing stages till the above mentioned stage and then begin to 
increase. Accordingly the rice plant contain the greatest amounts of 
organic matters and the least amount of inorganic matters in the ear 
formation stage or the boot stage which is the most susceptible stage 
to the blast disease all through the growing stages as shown in the 
previous section. Moreover as the most parts of the inorganic matter 
are occupied by the Si02, the fluctuation of its content with the progress 
of the growing stages takes one's attention particularly. And it must 
be noticed in the present experiments that the less content of the 
silica tends to go parallel with the higher susceptibility against the 
blast infection. 

4. The contents of the various kinds of nitrogen in 
the rice plants at each growing stage. 

The content of various kinds of nitrogen in each growing stage 
was determined. Samples used in the determinations were the same 
as those used in the inoculation experiment above described. Just 
before the inoculation experiment at each growing stage, about 10 g 
leaves were collected from 5-20 rice plants; they were ground in a 
mortar, after their fresh weight was accurately determined. The 
procedures of the separation and the determination of the various kinds 
of nitrogen were the same as described in the previous chapter. The 
total nitrogen content in each growing st:tge is given in the table 22. 
The figures show mg of nitrogen in the leaves of fresh weight 1 g. 
In experiment 2, in w~1ich hot bed nursery seedlings were employed, 

TABLE 22. Total nitrogen in the rice plants in 
the various growing stages. 

growing stages expo 1 ) expo 2 I expo 3 expo 4 ) expo 5 

seedling stage 8.79mg 10.33 mg! -
I 8.

56mgl I 
elongation stage 9.48 " I 9.84 " 13.07 mg 10.77 " 14.03 mg 

ear formation stage 10.00 " 10.21 " 12.06 " 11.32 " 13.94 " 
boot stage 9.71 " 9.89 " 11.31 " 10.98 " 14.20 " 
flowering stage 8.28 " 8.66 " 9.87 " 9.76 " 14.03 " 

I 
ripening stage 8.53 " I 8.46 " 12.26 " I 9.54 " 13.84 " 
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the total content of nitrogen in the seedling stage was greater than 
that found in the other Gxperiments, and it decreased from seedling 
stage to the elongation stage, approaching to the content of the other 
experiments. In experiments 3 and 5 in which the rice plants were 
grown in the water culture solutions, the total nitrogen content was 
generally greater comparing with that found in the other experiments; 
especially in experiment 5 the content was greatest because of the 
excess amount nitrogen supply. Also, in some experiments the nitrogen 
content was pretty high in the ripening stage but this was because 
the moisture content in the leaves becomes remarkably lower at that 
stage. Thus, although there are some differences in the experiments, 
it is safely to be said, in general, that the total nitrogen contents 
increase usually with the progress of the growing stages till the ear 
formation stage or the boot stage and then decrease gradually. The 
total nitrogen was divided into the two parts, the protein nitrogen 
and the total soluble nitrogen. The contents of each nitrogen in every 
growing stages are summarized in table 23. Between the experiments 
there are some differences in the content of protein nitrogen and total 
soluble nitrogen even at the same growing stage, but the tendency 

TABLE 23. Contents of the protein nitrogen and soluble nitrogen 
in the rice plants of various growing stages. 

growing stages fractions of 
nitrogen expo 2 I expo 3 expo 4 I expo 5 

I protein-N 7.18 mg

l

1 

6.25 mg 6.85 mgll 
seedling stage I 

_________ tota_l_s_ol_u_b_le_-N_.-1_.7_9_"--+-_3_.8_1_,,-'I ____ 1_.7_1_,,-'---__ _ 

. I protein-N I' 7.78" I elongatIOn stage; 
I total soluble-N 1.70" 

7.76 :: I 
2.08 

ear \ protein-N 1 5.91 " I 6.15 " I 
formation stage I total soluble-N 4.09 " 4.06 " i , 

I protein-N 
, 

" I 6_75 
" I 

6.81 
boot stage , 

total soluble-N 1 2.96 " 3.08 " I , I 

flowering stage I protein-N I 7.00 " 7.21 
I 

" 
total soluble-N 1.28 " 1.45 " , I 

I 
1 

protein-N I 6.97 
" \ 

6.48 
" \ ripening stage 

I total soluble-N I 2.04 " 1.98 " 1 

11.83 mg, 8.62 

1.24 "i 2.15 

", 9.04mg 

"1 4.63 " 

10.37 " I 7.26 " 9.06 " 

1.69 " 4.06 " 4.88 " 

I 9.32 " i 7.67 " 9.94 " 
1.99 " : 3.31 " 4.26 " 

8.29 7.70 
I 

10.94 " I " i " 
1.58 " 2.06 " 

, 
3.09 " 

10.70 " I 7.63 " 11.07 " 
1.56 " 1.91 " . 2.77 " 
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% expo 1 
(00 

80 

dO 

40 

20 

% 

%' expo 3 
100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

10 expo 5 
fOO 

80 

61 

"10 

20 

% expo ~ 
elC!1ga:tJ.on e3.r' root fJcwa..~ rL~:1ing 

sta.gc fonna.ticn stage stage stage' 
stage 100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

seedlL~ngatian ear, hoot flowering. . n 
stage stage fonnatiDn stage stage npem g 

stage sta.ge 

D soluble N 

• protein 1'1 

Fig. 3. Percentage of protein and soluble nitrogen in the total 
nitrogen of the rice plants of various growing stages. 
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of their fluctuation with the progress of the growing stlges seems to 
be almost the same. Generally speaking, the protein nitrogen content 
increases from the seedling stage to the elongation stage but it de
creases rat:ler remarkably from the elongation stage to the ear for
mation st3.ge or the boot stlge, and then increases again gradually to 
the ripening stage. On the other hand the content of soluble nitrogen 
decreases once from the seedling stage to the elongation stage but 
increases remarkably from the seedling stage to the ear formation 
stage or the boot stage, and then decreases gradually till the ripening 
stage. . In experiment 2, the content of protein nitrogen was com
paratively lower while the content of soluble nitrogen was comparatively 
higher at the seedling stage because of the employment as material 
of thos3 seedlings which had been raised on the hot bed nursery; but 
after the elongation stage the content of those nitrogens comes near 
to that of the other experiments. Thus it is clear that such characters 
in the seedling stage do not remain long after the transplantation. In 
experiment 5, in which the excess amount nitrogen was supplied, the 
content of soluble nitrogen in the elongation stage was rather higher 
than that in the ear formation stage of the other experiments, while 
its content was rather higher in every growing stages comparing with 
the case of the other experiments. However even in this case, the 
tendency of the fluctu.ation of its contents with the progress of the 
growing stages was the same as in other experiments. At any rate 
it should be noticed that the content of protein nitrogen is lowest 
while the content of soluble protein is highest at the ear formation 
or the boot st3.ge through all the experiments. Figure 3 shows the 
percentage of t 11e two classes of nitrogen in the total nitrogen. It is 
clearly shown in the figure that the percentages of protein nitrogen 
are lowest while the percentages of the soluble nitrogen are highest 
at the ear formation stage or the boot stage on comparison with those 
at other growing stages. Next, the fractions of the soluble nitrogen 
were determined. The results are summarized in table 24. Generally 
speaking, the content of every kind of soluble nitrogen increases from 
the elongation stage to the ear formation stage and then it decreases 
gradually with the continuance of growth. In the ripening stage pretty 
high content is shown in every kind of soluble nitrogen, but that high 
value seems to be concerned with the remarkable decrease of the 
moisture content in the rice leaf. Thus a peak is seen at the ear 
formation stage and that is most conspicuous in the following three 
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TABLE 24. Fractions of the soluble nitrogen in the rice 
plants of various growing stages. 

exp·1 
fractions of Seedling! elonga-! ear. ! boot ! flOWering! ripening 

soluble formatIOn 

I nitrogen stage tion stage stage stage stage stage 

0.40mgl 
I 

0.96 mgl 
I 

0.50mgl soluble 0.59mgl 0.81 mg protein-N 0.39mg 

It-amino·N 0.81 " 0.28 " 0.98 " 0.58 " 0.45 " 0.57 " 
1 basic·N 0.84 " 0.74 " 1.60 " 1.51 " 0.22 " 0.24 " 

amide-N 0.23 " 0.17 " I 0.26 " 0.20 " 0.04 " 0.17 " I 

ammonium-N 0.08 " 0.07 " 0.20 " 0.04 " 0.04 0.19 " 
nitrate-N 0.02 " 0.02 "I 0.04 0.03 " 0.02 " 0.05 " 

--~ -------- -_._------ . - - -- _._-- .-- -

soluble I 

" I protein-N 1.42 ., I 0.48 " 1.06 0.62 " 0.58 " 0.79 " 

a-amino-N 1.53 " 
I 0.35 " 0.81 " 0.58 " 0.49 " 0.55 " 

2 basic-N , 0.57 " 0.94 " 1.42 " 1.54 " 0.27 ,. 0.24 " 
I amide-N 0.81 " I 0.21 " 0.30 " 0.22 " 0.05 " 0.15 " 
I ammonium-N 0.08 " i 0.08 " 0.25 " 0.05 " 0.03 " 0.12 " 
I 

nitrate-N 0.01 
I 

0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.04 I " I " " " " " I 

! I I soluble I 

protein-N 
-

I 0.53 " 0.58 " 0.52 " 0.38 " 0.84 " 

u-amino-N - ! 0.33 "I 0.53 " 0.79 " 0.23 " 0.47 " : 
3 basic-N -

I 
0.19 " I 0.44 " 0.53 " 0.23 " 015 " 

amide-N I - 0.15 " 0.02 0.02 " 0.61 " 0.06 " 
I I 

" I ammonium-N .- 0.02 " , 0.10 0.12 " 0.13 " 0.07 " 
I 

I I 
nitrate-N 

I 0.02 I 0.01 - I 0.01 ,. I " 0.01 " 0.01 " " I 

soluble 
I 

I I I 0.43 " I 0.52 " I 0.91 " 0.70 " 
: 0.83 " 0.77 " protein-N I 

a-amino-N 0.22 " 0.33 " 1.02 " 0.82 " 0.70 " 0.55 " 
4 basic-N 0.73 " 0.85 " 1.60 " 1.49 " 0.33 " 0.27 " 

amide-N 0.25 " 0.20 " 0.33 ,. 0.27 " I 0.08 " 0.13 " 
ammonium-N 0.05 " 0.09 " 0.14 " 0.02 "i 0.04 " 0.08 " 

I nitrate-N I 0.02 " \ 
0.07 " 0.06 " 0.01 " I 0.05 " 0.06 " 

soluble 1.16 protein-N " 1.22 " 0.85 " 0.99 " 0.89 " 

a-amino-N 1.71 " 1.80 " 1.66 " 0.83 " 0.69 " 
5 basic-N 0.56 " 0.49 " 0.34 " 0.49 " 0.39 " 

amide-N 1.06 " 1.21 
" I 

1.07 " 0.56 " 0.56 " 
ammonium-N 0.14 " 0.15 " 0.13 " ('.09 " 0.08 " 
nitrate-N 0.12 " 0.12 " I 0.12 " 0.10 " 0.08 " 
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rice plants of the various growing stages. 
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fractions, the soluble protein nitrogen, a-amino nitrogen and basic 
nitrogen, which supply the greater part of the total soluble nitrogen. 
In experiment 2 the contents of soluble protein nitrogen and a-amino 
nitrogen are pretty high in the seedling stage; this is because the 
seedlings raised in the hot bed nursery were employed as materials 
in that experiment. However, their contents become lower at the 
next elongation stage approaching to the values in the other experi
ments. In experiment 5, in which excess amount of nitrogen was 
supplied in the solution, the contents of every kind of soluble nitrogen 
are naturally higher than those in the other experiments; the increases 
of their content from elongation stage to the ear formation stage are 
not so remarkable. The percentage of each soluble nitrogen in the 
total soluble nitrogen are shown in figure 4. As will be seen in the 
figure, the most part of the soluble nitrogen is generally occupied by 
the three fractions: soluble protein, a-amino and basic nitrogen. After 
the flowering stage the percentage of soluble protein nitrogen and 
a-amino nitrogen become comparatively higher while the percentage 
of basic nitrogen becomes comparatively lower. In experiment 5, in 
which excess amount of nitrogen was applied, the percentage of amide 
is rather higher while the percentage of basic nitrogen is rather lower. 
Generally speaking the percentage of the basic nitrogen fluctuates 
inversely proportional to the percent3.ge of the soluble protein nitrogen 
and a-amino nitrogen. 

Then the experimental results in this section may be summarized 
as follows: total amount of nitrogen increases with the progress of the 
growing stages till the ear formation stage or the boot stage and after 
then the amount decreases gradually. Dividing the tot::11 nitrogen into 
two sorts, protein nitrogen and total soluble nitrogen, the content of 
the former decreases with the progress of the growing stages till the 
ear formation stage or boot stage and after then it begins to increase; 
on the contrary the content of the latter increases remarkably till the 
ear formation stage or the boot stage and after then it begins to 
decrease. Thus a rather high peak is seen in the fluctuation curve of 
the soluble nitrogen at the ear formation stage or the boot stage while 
a depression is seen in the curve of the protein nitrogen at the same 
growing stage. Moreover, the remarkable increase of the soluble 
nitrogen on that growing stage of ear formation is caused by the 
remarkable increase of the three fractions, soluble protein, a-amino and 
basic nitrogen, which supply the greater part of the soluble nitrogen. 
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It should be noticed here that if the high level nitrogen were supplied, 
the content of those s:>luble nitrogens becomes so high at the elongation 
stage as almost to equal those contents of ear formation stage .• 

On the other hand, naturally, the cause of the fluctuation of the 
content of each. kind of nitrogen must be considered from various 
view points, but one of the reaSOns at least may be sought in the 
translocation of the nitrogen in the rice plant. In order to examine 
this point, the contents of total nitrogen in the following three parts, 
the leaf, the stem and the ear, were determined at each growing 
stage and the total nitrogen content in whole plant and in each part 
of a rice plant was calculated. The results are given in table 25. 

TABLE 25. Increase or decrease of total nitrogen in the various 
parts of the rice plants between each growing stage. 

growing _1 
stage~ 

items 

seedling 

stage 

1 nitrogen content 

difference from 
the preceding 
growing stage 

, I 

i whole plant I leaf 

5.56mg I 5.56mg 

elongation I 

I 

stage 
::~::~::ecofnr::t i 

38.40 " 12.80 " 

e:lr 
formation 

stage 

I 
I 

the preceding I 
growing stage 

nitrogen content 

difference from 
the preceding 
growing stage 

+32.84 " + 7.24 " 

137.80 " i 48.52" 

I 
+99.40 " I +35.72 " 

272.00 " I 69.90" 

stem ear 

25.60mg 

79.06" 10.22 mg 

+53.64" + 10.22 " 

120.90 " 81.20 " 

boot stage I 

i 
I 

nitrogen content 

difference from 
the preceding 
growing stage 

+ 134.20 " i + 21.38 " I + 41.84 " , +70.98 " 

flowering 

stage 

ripening 

stage 

nitrogen content I 
difference from 
the preceding I 
growing stage 

nitrogen content 

difference from 
the preceding 
growing stage 

301.30 " 59.60 " 118.50 " 

+29.30 " -10.30 " - 2.40 " 

320.60 " 46.10 " 118.50 " 156.00 " 

+ 19.30" -13.50" 0.00" + 32.80 " 
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As will be seen in the table, the increase of the nitrogen content in 
the whole plant is remarkable from the seedling stage to tile boot 
stage while the rate of increase becomes comparatively smaller after 
the flowering stage. This may mean the greater absorption of nitrogen 
by the rice plant at the early growing stages and t~e less absorption 
after the flowering stage, the same as in the case of wheat which 
ISHIZUKA (40) has reported. Moreover, it is known that the nitrogen 
content in the leaf and the stem falls with the progress of growth 
after the boot stage, while the nitrogen content in the newly formed 
ear increases rather greatly in spite of the decrease of the absorption 
of nitrogen by the plant, as a whole. This may suggest the trans
location of the nitrogen from the stem or the leaf to the newly formed 
ear, that may occur after the boot stage. Considering from such view 
point, the remarkable increase of the soluble nitrogen and the decrease 
of the protein at the ear formation stage as shown above may be 
explained as the preparation for the translocation of the nitrogen which 
will take place in the following stages; furthermore it may be at
tributed to the depression of the protein synthesis from the absorbed 
nitrogen by the plant and moreover to the decomposition of some 
protein at the ear formation stage. 

5. Sugar content in the rice plants of each growing stage. 

In the following an examination of the sugar content in the rice 
plants of each growing stage is described. Material used for the deter
mination were the same as those used in the previous sections. And 
the method of analysis and the classification of the sugar were the 
same as those described in the previou3 chapter. The total sugar 
content is recorded in table 26. 

TABLE 26. Total sugar content in the rice plants of 
the various growing stages. 

growing stages expo 1 I expo ·2 
I 

expo 3 expo 4 

seedling stage 5.6mg 2.8mg 

I 
4.8mg 

elongation stage 2.3 " 0.9 " 5.8mg 2.6 " 
ear formation stage 7.3 " 8.7 " I 7.6 " 8.2 " 
boot stage 4.7 " 9.7 " I 7.8 " 5.1 " 
flowering stage 10.6 " 4.6 " 5.2 " 9.8 " 
ripening stage 18.5 " 17.2 " 13.7 " 16.6 " 

\ 
expo 5 

3.2mg 

7.3 " 
6.9 " 
6.0 " 

11.5 " 
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It is true that there are some differences in the sugar content as 
shown by the different experiments, but the fluctuation of the values 
with the progress of the growing stages seems to be almost the same. 
Although the sugar content decreases from the seedling stage to the 
elongation stage, it increases remarkably from the elongation stage to 
ear formation stage. After that stage the increased sugar contant 
in the leaves decreases once a little and then begins to increase again, 
showing high sugar content in the ripening stage. The sugars found 
in the rice plant may be the remainder subtracting the whole amount 
of sugar which is used as respiration material or constitutional matarial 
of the rice plant from the whole amount of sugar synthesized by photo
synthesis. Although there are no data concerning the amount of sugar 
used as respiration material of the rice plant, the fluctuation above 
mentioned in the sugar content may be explained as follow by taking 
into consideration the experimental results on the fluctuation in the 
contents of the various kinds of nitrogen. In the elongation stage, 
w hen the transplanted seedlings are beginning active growth, the 
synthesis of constitutional substances is quite active consuming a great 
amount of the sugars, and this results in the lower content of sugar 
in the plant leaves. In the ear formation stage, when the rice plants 
are preparing for the translocation of some nitrogen from leaves to 
newly formed ears, the amount of sugar used as constitutional material 
becomes comparatively less, because the protein synthesis becomes 
weaker and even protein decomposition occurs. This is thought to be 
an explanation of the leas sugar content in the rice leaves of that 
stage. Then translocation of some soluble nitrogen from leaves to the 
ear that takes place in accordance with the ear development comes 
to activate again the protein synthesis in the leaves using the greater 
amount of sugar as material. Therefore the sugar contents in the 
leaves decrease once at the boot stage. After the flowering stage the 
amount of the sugars which is used as constitutional material become 
less because of the decreased absorption of the nitrogen by the plant 
and at the same time the sugar amount used as the respiration material 
becomes probably less because the leaves had completed their growth 
at that time and thus the sugar content in the leaves comes to be 
comparatively higher. Then the sugars are divided into the reducing 
sugar and the non-reducing sugar. The content of the two kinds of 
sugars in each growing stage are given in table 27, and the percentages 
of each sugar in the total sugar are shown in figure 5. 
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Fig. 5. Percentage of reducing and non-reducing sugar 
in the total sugar of the rice plant at the 
various growing stages. 

On exammmg the tg,ble and the figure it comes to one's notice 
that the amount of reducing sugar is far beyond the amount of non
reducing sugar in the ear formation stage, while the relation is reversed 
in all the other growing stages. And it seems to be that such re
markable increase in the reducing sugar content in the ear formation 
stage is concerned with the changes which are taking place in the 
leaves as the preparation for the translocation of various substances 
to the newly formed ears. 
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TABLE 27. Contents of reducing and non-reducing sugar in 
the rice plants of the various growing stages. 

growing kinds of sugar expo 1 expo 3 expo 4 stages 

seedling reducing sugar 0.7mg 0.5mg 
stage non-reducing sugar 4.9 I> 4.3 " 

elongation reducing sugar 0.3 " 0.9mg 0.3 " 
stage non-reducing sugar 2.0 " 4.9 " 2.3 " I 

I 
ear reducing sugar 6.3 " 4.9 " 6.2 " I 

formation 
I stage non-reducing sugar 1.0 " 2.7 " 2.0 " 

expo 5 

0.5mg 

2.7 " 

4.1 " 
3.2 " 

-- - - . - ---- - ---

I 
reducing sugar 0.2 " 4.2 " 1.5 " 1.1 " boot stage 
non-reducing sugar 4.5 3.6 3.6 5.8 " " " " 

flowering reducing sugar 0.9 " 1.1 " 1.7 " 

I 

1.5 " 
stage non-reducing sugar 9.7 " 4.1 " 8.1 " 4,5 " 

ripening reducing sugar 0.5 " 0.9 " 
, 0.9 " 

I 

0.8 " 
stage non-reducing sugar 18.0 " 12.8 " I 15.7 " 10.7 " 

6. Conclusion. 

In this chapter a description is given of how the rice plants were' 
inoculated with the blast fungus at various growing stg,ges and at the 
same time their morphological characters such as the thickness of the 
outer wall of t"te epidermal cells and also their contents of chemical 
components were examined. Although the experiments were made 
on those rice plants which were grown on the soil in the pot or in the 
water culture solutions or in the paddy field, such differences of the 
cultivation do not result in any important effects on the characters 
examined here. Also in t"hese experiments two kinds of seedlings 
were used, the one those which were raised in the hot bed nursery 
and the other those seedlings raised in the ordinary nursery. And as 
shown already the former seedlings are rather susceptible against blast 
on comparison with the latter. But it is shown in these experiments 
that such characters of the high susceptibility in the former seedlings 
never remain long after their transplantation. In these experiments 
six growing stages were distinguished: seedling stage, elongation stage, 
ear formation stage, boot shge, flowering stage and ripening stage. 
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The moisture content in the rice leaves is greatest in the seedling 
stage and decreases with the progress of the growing stages. The 
content of organic matters in the rice leaves increases rather remarka
bly with t'1e progress of the growing stages till ear formation stage 
or the boot stage but then such matters begin to decrease with the 
farther progress of the growing stages; the content of inorganic matter 
in the rice leaves decreases with the progress of the growing stages 
till the ear formation stage or the boot stage and thenafter begins to 
increase gradually. Such fluctuations are most remarkable in the 
content of Si02, P20S and K 20 among the inorganic matters. According 
to the inoculation experiments rice plants are comparatively susceptible 
to the blast fungus in the seedling stage but when the seedlings were 
transplanted in the fields and they begin to grow vigorously, increasing 
their height and green color, their resistance against the attack of the 
fungus is enhanced greatly. Thus in the elongation stage the rice 
plants are most resistant against the blast disease amongst all the 
growing stg,ges. However when the rice plants grow up to the ear 
formation stage or the boot stage, the rice leaves become very sus
ceptible to the blast fungus, producing rather numerous diseased lesions 
in inoculation experiments. The presence of t1te acute type lesions 
comes to one's attention and als::> their size is generally greater than 
others. Thus it is certain that the rice leaves are most susceptible 
to the blast disease in the ear formation stage and the boot stage. 
The rice plants ordinarily reach the ear formation stage at the begin
ning of July in Hokkaido; it is clear that the weather in that season is 
most favourable for conidia formation by blast fun'Sus, which over
wintered in the straw. It must be noticed that the rice plants reach 
the growing stage of the highest susceptibility to the blast disease 
just when the weather is most agreeable for the formation and spread 
of the conidia of the blast fungus. But when the rice plants grow 
up to the flowering stage and to the ripening stage, they become again 
to ge resistant against the blast invasion so far as the leaves are con
cerned. On the other hand it is known from the experiments that 
the outer wall of the epidermal cells of the rice leaves increase their 
thickness as well as the degree of their silifica tion with the progress 
of the growing stages. Therefore the higher resistance of the rice 
leaves against the blast disease after the flowering stage may be 
explained by the difficulty the blast fungus experiences in penetrating 
through the thicker highly silicated walls. But such consideration 
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cannot explain the highest resistance to blast in the elongation stage 
when the thickness of the outer walls of the rice leaves and also their 
silification are not so great. However, it must be added here that the 
silica contents in the rice leaves of each growing stage always go 
parallel with the fluctuation of the blast susceptibility of t"tese rice 
leaves, and some physiological functions of the silica, which may be 
concerned with the blast susceptibility, needs to be examined in future. 
It is quite impossible to lay all the responsibility of the susceptibility 
or resistance of the rice plant to blast disease on these morphological 
characters of the rice plants. Then the content of the various kinds 
of nitrogen and also the sugar content were determined on the rice 
plants of each growing stage. The total content of nitrogen increases 
with the progress of the growing st:1ges till the ear formation stage 
and then decreases gradually. Classifying the total nitrogen into the 
protein nitrogen and the soluble nitrogen, a remarkably higher content 
of the soluble nitrogen and a rather less content of the protein nitrogen 
are seen in the ear formation stage or in the boot stage on comparison 
with the other growing stages. Such changes in the nitrogen which 
are seen in the ear formation stage may mean the preparation for 
nitrogen translocation, which takes place with the farther progress of 
the growing stages. By examination of the various fractions of the 
soluble nitrogen, it is known that the increase from the preceding 
stage at t;1.e ear formation stage is particularly remarkable in the 
following three, soluble protein nitrogen, a-amino nitrogen and basic 
nitrogen which supply in general the most part of the soluble nitrogen. 
It must be noticed here that the rice plants are most susceptible to 
the blast infection in the ear formation stage. On the other hand 
a rather higher content of the protein nitrogen and a rather lower 
content of soluble nitrogen are seen on the elongation stage. This is 
a good contrast to the amounts seen in the ear formation stage. Also 
the rice plants are least susceptible to blast infection in the elongation 
stage. Thus through all the growing stages, it is certain that the 
higher blast susceptibility goes parallel with the higher content' of 
such soluble nitrogen as soluble protein nitrogen, a-amino nitrogen and 
the basic nitrogen. In the case of the high level nitrogen supply, the 
elongation stage of the rice plant loses its characteristic as the highest 
resistant stage against the blast disease and at the same time the 
nitrogen composition comes near to that of the ear formation stage, 
in which the rice plants are most susceptible against the blast. It is 
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worth notice that such parallelism between the high blast susceptibility 
-of the rice plant and the accumulation of soluble nitrogen are seen 
likewise in the experiments of the previous chapter concerning the 
.seedlings raised on the hot bed nursery and on the ordinary nursery. 
It must be added here that it is quite difficult to find out through 
all the experiments any direct correlation between the blast suscep
tibility and the sugar content. 

Chapter III. Relations between the amount of 

nitrogen applied to the rice plant and their 

susceptibility to the blast disease. 

It has long been well known that applications of high level nitrogen 
intensify the blast disease, being called popularly "Koe-imochi" (high 
level manure blast). A great many researches concerning this problem 
have been reported, but there seems to be no definite opinion about 
the reason why the application of high level nitrogen intensifies the 
disease. In the previous chapter the present writer showed the fact 
that the rice plants supplied with three times as much nitrogen as 
the standard remain susceptible to the blast disease even in the 
elongation stage, in which the rice plants are ordinarily most resistant 
to the blast disease through all the growing stages. According to the 
above reported experiments also the nitrogen composition in the elonga
tion stage becomes near to that in the ear formation stage as a result 
of the application of the high level nitrogen. In order to ascertain 
that point in detail, experiments were planned with experimental 
sections prepared with various nitrogen levels. The effect of the 
additional supply of nitrogen at the ear formation stage was also 
examined in the experiments described in this chapter. All through 
the experiments rice plants in the latter part of the boot stage were 
employed. The standard solution of water culture and the basal amount 
of nitrogen applied to the soil in the pot are the same as described 
already in the previous chapter. 

1. Inoculation experiments. 

Exp. 1: Seedlings were raised on quartz sand and were trans
planted when their 3rd leaves were developing. After ten days they 
were divided into two sections, the one was allowed to continue to 
grow in the standard culture solution and the other was transferred 
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to the culture solution in which two times as much nitrogen as standard 
was added. Examination of their growth at the ear formation stage 
showed that the rice plants in the latter section were greater in height 
and in number of tillers than those in the former section. When they 
were grown to the latter phase of the boot stage, the plants were 
inoculated with the blast fungus. The diseased lesions were examined 
the two weeks after the inoculation. The results are given in table 28. 

TABLE 28. Inoculations of the blast fungus on the rice 
plants of the different level nitrogen supply (1). 

standard amount 
of nitrogen 

double amount 
of nitrogen 

----------------------------~-------------~-----------

height 

number of tillers 

number of leaves examined 

total length of leaves examined 

total number of lesions 

average number of lesions per leaf 

average number of lesions per 
100 cm length of leaves 

length of lesions ~ ::. 
laver. 

type of lesions 

58cm 

9.0 

116 

2342cm 

52 

0.45 

2.2 

1.2cm 

0.2 " 

0.55 " 

chronic, acute 

61 cm 

13.0 

135 

2698 cm 

71 

0.53 

2.7 

1.5cm 

0.2 " 

0.95" 

acute 

As will be seen in the table the number of lesions is a little 
greater in the rice plant applied with two times as much nitrogen 
than in the rice plant supplied with basal amount. Moreover all the 
lesions developed on the former are acute type, while on the latter 
both the acute type and the chronic type are seen. Likewise the size 
of the lesions is greater on the former than on the latter. Thus it 
is certain that the appli~ation of double amount of nitrogen favored 
the susceptibility to the blast disease. 

Exp. 2: After the seedlings were grown in the standard culture 
solution for two weeks, they were divided into five sections in which 
the nitrogen level was different from the basal amount to five times 
as much as the basal. At the ear formation stage the height of the 
plants seems to be a little greater in proportion to the nitrogen level, 
while there were not so great differences in the number of tillers. 
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The inoculation with the blast fungus at the latter phase of the boot 
stage gave the results shown in table 29. 

TABLE 29. Inoculations of the blast fungus on rice 
plants of different level nitrogen supply (2). 

height 

number of tillers 

number of leaves examined 

total length of le'lves examined 

total number of lesions 

average number of lesions 
per leaf 

average number of lesions per 
100 em length of leaves 

f max. 

length of lesions 1 min. 

aver. 

type of lesions 

I 
standard I double I triple I quadruple! quintuple 

an:ount of an:ount of an:ount of aJi.Iount oflan:ount of 
mtrogen mtrogen mtrogen mtrogen mtrogen 

I --- --,-------,--- - - -----1--·--

I 

58 cm ' 58 cm 59 cm , 59 cm I 60 cm 

10.2! 10.8 10.8 10.7 i 10.8 

I 
126 '131 126 127 i 131 

I
, 2770 cm I 2790 cm 2866 cm 2992 cm' 3046 cm 

48 62 68 66 73 

0.38 0.47 0.54 0.52 0.56 

1.37 2.22 ! 2.37 I 2.21 2.40 
I 

1.2cm 1.3 cm 1.5cm 2.1 cm 4.3 em 
I 

" I " I i 0.2 " 0.2 " 0.5 1.0 1.0 " 
I , 

\ 0.61" 0.77" I 0.92" 1.5 " 2.3 " 
chronic, chronic, i chronic, I acute acute acute acute acute ! 

I 

The number of the lesions was clearly greater in the section of 
the double amount nitrogen on comparison with those in the basal 
amount. But the differences were not so remarkable from the double 
amount section to the quintuple amount section. Examining the type 
of the lesions, all of them were the acute type without any traces of 
chronic type in the two sections of quadruple and quintuple amount 
nitrogen, while the chronic type was mixed with the acute type from 
the basal amount section to the three times amount section. Their 
sizes were larger in proportion to the nitrogen level and particularly 
greater size of the lesions in the s3ctions of the quadruple and quintu
ple attracts one's attention. Thus it is safely said that the blast suscep
tibility of the rice plant was increased in accordance with the nitrogen 
level and it became most conspicuous in the nitrogen level beyond 
four times the basal. It must be noticed here that the results of the 
present experiment are a little different from the results in experi
ment 1, when the double amount nitrogen already favoured the sus
ceptibility quite remarkably, 

Exp. 3: In this experiment the rice plants were grown on soil 
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in the pot, and three sections which were different in nitrogen level 
from standard amount to three times amount were prepared. In the 
boot stage the height of the rice plants was greater in the sections 
of high level nitrogen on comparison with the basll section. The 
results of inoculation are shown in table 30. As will be seen in the 
hble, both the numbers and the sizes of the lesions became greater 
with the increase of the nitrogen level. Moreover all the lesions de
veloped in the sections of the high level nitrogen were acute type 
without any trace of chronic type, while in the standard amount section 
the chronic type lesions were mixed with the acute type lesions. 

TABLE 30. Inoculations of the blast fungus on the rice plants 
of different level nitrogen supply (3). 

standard ' double amount triple amount 
amount of 
nitrogen of nitrogen of nitrogen 

height 54 em {jOcm 58 em 

number of tillers 10.5 11.0 11.3 

number of leaves examined 118 120 126 

total length of lewes examined 2610 em 2715 em 2743 em 

total number of lesions 32 53 56 

average number of lesions per leaf 0.27 0.44 0.44 

average number of lesions per 1.23 1.95 2.04 100 em length of leaves 

{ 
max. 1.2 em 1.5 em 1.5 em 

length of lesions min. 0.2 " 0.2 " 0.2 " 
aver. I 0.55" 0.70 " 0.72 " 

type of lesions chronic, acute , acute acute 

Thus in this experiment the application of double as much nitrogen 
clearly favoured the blast susceptibility. 

Exp. 4: The rice plants were grown on soil in W AG~ER pots in 
which 0.8 g ammonium sulfate, 2.8 g superphosphate of lime and 0.7 g 
potassium sulfate were applied as the basal manure. When those rice 
plants were grown up near to the ear formation shge, they were 
divided int1 two groups. In the one group 2 g of ammonium sulfate 
was applied additionally in each pot and in other section they remained 
without change. The rice plant3 which received the additional supply 
of nitrogen seemed to become a little greater in height on comparison 
with t1.e control plants already in two days after the additional supply, 
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and the differences became more remarkable at eight days after the 
treatment. The effects of the additional supply on the number of 
tillers were not certg,in. Then the rice plant3 in each section were 
divided again into two sections; the one was inoculated with blast 
fungus at two days after the treatment and t~e other was inoculated 
at eight days after the treatment. In each case the diseased lesions 
were examined at ten days after the inoculation. The results are 
given in table 31. 

TABLE 3l. Inoculations of the blast fungus on the rice plants 
which received additional supply of the nitrogen (1). 

height 

number of tillers 

number of leaves examined 

total length of leaves examined 

total number of lesions 

average number of lesions per leaf. 

average number of lesions per 
100 em length of leaves 

length of lesions 
.f m~x. 

1 
mm. 

aver. 

type of lesions 

57.1 em 

8 

72 

1044 em 

18 

0.25 

1.7 

1.2 em 

0.2 " 

0.63 " 

chronic, 
acute 

58.0 ern 

9 

83 

1250 em 

16 

0.19 

1.3 

1.2 em 

0.2 

0.60 " 

chronic, 
acute 

additional supply of 

2 d'Y:i<rd:-
57.8 em 

8 

93 

1448 ern 

45 

0.48 

3.1 

1.2 em 

0.2 " 

0.78 " 

chronic, 
acute 

62.4 em 

9 

110 

1870 ern 

60 

0.54 

3.7 

1.5 em 

0.2 " 

0.81 " 

acute 

As will be seen in the table, a far more lesions are developed on 
the rice plant which got the additional supply of nitrogen on com
parison with the control plants, even when they were inoculated on 
the second day after the additional supply. Examining the types of 
the lesions, one sees that there are not so great differences between 
the control plant and those rice plants which were inoculated two days 
after the additional application of nitrogen, but the acute type lesion 
seems to be a little dominant in the latter. It must be noticed, how
ever, that the developed lesions are all acute type when the rice plants 
were inoculated at 8th day after the additional supply of nitrogen. 
The size of the lesions was clearly larger even on those rice plants 
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which were inoculated at two days after the additional apply on com
parison with the control plants; the size was more remarkable on those 
rice plants which were inoculated at eight days after the additional 
application. Therefore it is certain that the additional application of 
excess nitrogen intensifies the blast susceptibility of those rice plants 
already on the second day after the application and it becomes more 
remarkable on the 8th day after the application. 

Exp. 5: The rice plants were grown in water cultllre solutions. 
When they grew up to the ear formation stage, they were divided 
into two groups. The rice plants of the first group were transferred 
to culture solutions in which three times as much nitrogen as the basal 
amount were applied while the rice plants of the other group remained 
in the basal solution. This is the same treatment as the additional 
apply of nitrogen in the previous experiments. The height of the rice 
plants became a little greater in the former plants than in the latter 
even on the second day after the treatment and it became more re
markable at eight days after the treatment. The effect of the treat
ment on the number of tillers was not certain as in the previous 
experiment. Some of the rice plants of each group were inoculated 
with the blast fungus on the same day as the treatment, some of the 

TABLE 32. Inoculations of the blast fungus on the rice plants 
which received the additional supply of the nitrogen (2). 

~ental section I control I treatment 

~ dayst::\er atm nt the samel after I after II the' same' after \ after 
items" - - re e day 2 davs 8 days day I 2 davs 8 days '-- --

height 53.0 cm l 53.2 cm I 54.8 cm 53.0 cm 53.5 em 56.6 em 

number of tillers 8 
I 

8 9 8 8 9 

number of leaves examined 77 I 82 80 74 79 88 

total length of leaves 
examined 1124 cm 11199 cm 1201 cm 1083 cm 1205 em 1315 em 

total number of lesions 12 11 15 12 19 39 
average number of lesions 0.15 0.13 0.18 0.16 0.24 0.44 per leaf 

average number of lesions per 
100 em length of leaves 1.3 1.1 1.5 1.5 2.0 3.4 

f 
max. 1.2 cm 1.2 em 1.2 em 1.2 cm 1.5 cm 1.5 em 

length of lesions min. 0.2 " 0.2 " 0.2 " 0.2 " 0.2 " 0.2 " l aver. 0.58 " 0.54 " 0.60 " 0.65 " 0.81 " 0.79 " 

type of lesions chronic, chronic, chronic, chronic. chronic, acute acute 
I 

acute I acute acute acute 
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other were inoculated two days after and the remainder were inocu
lated eight days after the treatment. In all the cases the diseased 
lesions were examined ten days after the inoculation. The results are 
summarized in table 32. 

As will be seen in the table, it is certain that in the case of the 
untreated plants the· differences of the inoculation date in this ex
periment do not result in any important effects on the number and 
the size of the lesions. But in the case of the plants treated with 
additional nitrogen the inoculation on the second day after the treat
ment resulted in larger and more lesions in comparison with the case 
of the control; such results were mOre remarkable in the case of the 
inoculation on 8th day after the treatment, while they were not so 
remarkable in the case of inoculation on the same day as the treat
ment. Examining the types of lesions. one notes that the acute type 
lesions are generally dominant through all the experiments of the 
additional supply section, while in the control both of the chronic type 
and the acute type are mixed uniformly. Particularly on the rice 
plants which were inoculated eight days after the treatment acute 
type lesions only are developed without any trace of the chronic type. 
Thus it is certain that the additional supply of nitrogen intensifies the 
blast susceptibility of those rice plants and the effects become more 
remarkable with passage of the days after the treatment. 

Summarizing the experiments described in this section, it is evident 
that the apply of high level nitrogen favours the blast susceptibility 
of those rice plants, but it is rather difficult to find out the critical 
amount of the nitrogen by which the effect on the susceptibility be
comes clear, because in some experiments the application of double 
quantity of nitrogen favoured the blast susceptibility quite remarkably 
while in other experiments the effect became barely remarkable on 
the supply of four times as much nitrogen as standard. On the other 
hand the application of the excess amount nitrogen at about the ear 
formation stage favoured the blast susceptibility of those rice plants 
already on the second day after application and the effect became 
more remarkable with the passage of the days after treatment. 

2. Silification of the epidermal cells. 

In this section the effect of high level nitrogen application on the 
number of silicated epidermal cells is examined. Materials were the 
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same as in the inoculation experiments. but the measurements on the 
rice plants of experiments 4 and 5 in the previous section were omitted 
because the effect on the silification of the epidermal cell seems to 
be uncertain at a few days after the additional apply of nitrogen. The 
procedures for the measurement were same as described in the previous 
chapter. Measurements were carried out on the following three kinds 
of epidermal cells: the motor cell, the short cell and the long cell. 
The percentages of silicated cells were calculated on each of these 
epidermal cells. The results are summarized in table 33. 

expo 

1 

2 

I 
3 I 

TABLE 33. Percentage of silicated epidermal cells in the rice 
plants of different level nitrogen supply. 

amount of nitrogen supplied motor cell long cell short cell 

standard amount of nitrogen 3.52 % 1.03 ;:;; 0.88% 

double amount of nitrogen 3.22 " 1.10 " 0.82 " 

standard amount of nitrogen 3.58 " 1.20 .. 0.96 " 

double amount of nitrogen 3.20 .. 1.28 .. 0.86 .. 

triple amount of nitrogen 3.46 ,. 1.05 " 1.10 " 

quadruple amount of nitrogen 3.18 " 1.23 " 0.52 " 

quintuple amount of nitrogen 3.04 " 1.19 " 0.69 .. 

standard amount of nitrogen 4.62 " 1.80 " 1.21 " 

double amount of nitrogen 3.31 " 1.24 " 0.98 .. 

triple amount of nitrogen 3.04 " 1.39 " 1.18 " 

Examining the table, one's attention is first directed to the fact 
the percentage of the silicated epidermal cells of the rice plant supplied 
with standard amount of nitrogen is higher in experiment 3. in which 
the rice plant were grown on the soil in the pot, than in the other 
experiments. in which the plants were grown in the water culture 
solutions. This suggests that the water culture of the rice plants is 
apt to be somewhat unfavorable for the silification of their epidermal 
cells. But it is clearly shown through the three experiments that the 
application of the greater amount of nitrogen decreases the percentage 
of silicated motor cells, while that is not always certain on the other 
kinds of epidermal cells. Further, it may be noticed again that the 
blast fungus penetrates the epidermal cells most frequently through 
the motor cells. 
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3. Content of various kinds of nitrogen in the rice plants 
supplied with different amounts of nitrogen. 

The effects of the application of a high level of nitrogen on the 
content of various kinds of nitrogen in the rice plant are reported in 
this section. The materials were the same as those which were used 
in the previous experiments. The fractions of the examined nitrogen 
and the method of their analysis were all the same as described in 
the previous chapter. In all experiments the content of the nitrogen 
in the whole leaves of one rice plant was calculated besides the content 
of the nitrogen in the leaves of fresh weight 1 g. Table 34 summarizes 
the measurement of the total nitrogen content from experiment 1 to 
experiment 3. As will be shown in the table the total nitrogen content 
in the whole leaves of one rice plant increases with the amount of 
nitrogen applied to the rice plants. Likewise such content in the 
leaves of fresh weight 1 g increases in accordance with the nitrogen 
level in experiments 1 and 3. But only in experiment 2 the increase 
of nitrogen content accompanied by the high level nitrogen supply 
was not so clear. 

TABLE 34. Total nitrogen in the rice plants given 

nitrogen level 
supplied 

standard 
amount of 
nitrogen 

various level nitrogen 

items 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

double amount! in all leaves of one rice plant 
of nitrogen ' in 1 g weight of fresh lelves 

supplies. 

expo 1 

21.79mg 

13.35 " 

37.92 " 
17.66 " 

expo 2 

31.19 mg 

14.30 " 

37.33 " 
13.74 " 

expo 3 

26.40 mg 

11.80 " 

35.50 " 
13.88 " 

~-- -- ---------------,-------:-----c~---

triple amount in all leaves of one rice plant 50.65 " 43.10 " 
of nitrogen in 1 g weight of fresh lewes 14.39 " 14.10 " 

quadruple in all leaves of fresh leaves 45.52 " 
13.01 " 

amount of 
nitrogen in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

67.88 " 
14.60 " 

quintuple in all leaves of one rice plant 
amount of 
nitrogen in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

The results on those rice plants, which were furnished additional 
amount of nitrogen at the ear formation stage, (experiments 4 and 5) 
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are shown in table 35. 

TABLE 35. Total nitrogen in the rice plants which received 
the additional nitrogen supply. 

~ ~ experimental section control I treatment 
........... - ---~ ----- I 

days after 
-- ----

I 

I 

\ 

the additional after after 

\ 

after after 
experiments supply 5 days 13 days 5 days 13 days 

expo 4 11.01 mg 11.86 mg 13.45 mg 15.72 mg 

expo 5 12.15 " 12.41 " 13.24 .. 14.37 .. 

As will be seen in the hble, the increase of the content was 
certain already five days after the treatment and it became more 
remarkable thirteen days after the treatment. 

Then the total nitrogen was divided into two parts, the protein 
nitrogen and the soluble nitrogen. The content of each kind of nitrogen 
from expo 1 tQ expo 3 is given in table 36. On inspection of the table, 
one sees that evidently the content of both kinds of nitrogen in all the 
leaves of one rice plant becomes higher when more nitrogen is supplied 
to the rice plant, although there is a little discrepancy in the value of 
the quadruple amount nitrogen section in experiment 2. The same fact 
holds in the content of the leaves of 1 g fresh weight. But examining 
the increasing rate of each nitrogen, one sees that it is rather greater 
in the contant of solubJe nitrogen than of the protein nitrogen. The 
percentage of each kind of nitrogen in the tQtal nitrogen quantity is 
shown in figure 6. As will be seen clearly in the figure, the percentage 
of protein nitrogen decreases while the percentage of soluble nitrogen 
increases in accordance with the quantity of nitrogen applied. But 
in experiment 2 such tendency is seen barely in the section of quintuple 
amount of nitrogen. The higher percentage of soluble nitrogen which 
is accompanied naturally by a lower percentage of protein nitrogen 
is thought to be an index of the state of nitrogen excess in the rice 
plant. Further, in experiment 2, it is supposed that the rice plants 
are not really in the state of nitrogen excess for some uncertain 
reason till they were given more than four times as much nitrogen 
as the basal amount. It must be noticed here again that in experi
ment 2 the blast susceptibility was not so remarkably intensified till 
the quintuple amount nitrogen as the basal was applied. 
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TABLE 36. Contents of protein and soluble nitrogen in the rice 
plants of the different level nitrogen supply. 

exp·1 nitrogen 

level 
items proten-N 

total 

soluble-N 

1 

---~ 

2 

3 

standard amount 

of nitrogen 

double amount 

of nitrogen 

, standard amount 
I , 
I 

of nitrogen 

I 

I double amount , 

of nitrogen 

triple amount 

of nitrogen 

quadruple 

amount of 

nitrogen 
~-

quintuple 

amount of 
I nitrogen 

1 standard amount 

I 

of nitrogen 

double amount 

of nitrogen 

triple amount 

of nitrogen 

: 

, 
1 

1 

I 

I 
I 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

, 

7.46mg I 
10.70 " 

I , 

27.27 I " I 
12.70 " I 

I 
1 

24.26 " i 
11.12 " i 

1 
-_ .. --

30.29 " 
! 
, 

11.15 ! 
" I 

i ------

40.55 " 

I 11.52 " 
I 
I 

38.74 " 

11.07 " 

51.60 " 
11.10 " 

I 
21.85 " 

: 

9.77 " 

: 
28.19 " I 
11.00 " I 
33.30 " 

10.89 " 

4.33mg 

2.65 " 

10.65 " 

4.96 ,. 

6.93 " 

3.18 " 

7.04 " 

2.59 " 

10.10 " 

2.87 " 

6.78 " 
1.94 " 

16.28 " 
3.50 " 

4.55 " 

2.03 " 

7.31 " 

2.88 " 

9.80 " 

3.21 " 
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Fig. 6. Percentage of protein nitrogen and soluble nitrogen 
in the total nitrogen of the rice plant of the different 
level nitrogen supply. 

Table 37 gives the results in experiments 4 and 5, in which the 
excess nitrogen was applied additionally at the ear formation stage. 
As will be seen in the table the increase in the contant of each kind 
of nitrogen is evident already five days after the giving of the additional 
supply of the nitrogen; that increase becomes more remarkable at 
thirteen days after the treatment. Figure 7 shows the percentage of 
the two classes of nitrogen in the total. As shown in the figure, an 
increase of percentage of the soluble nitrogen accompanied with a 

TABLE 37. Content of protein nitrogen and soluble nitrogen in the 
rice plants which received the additional supply of nitrogen. 

I 

fraction of I control additional supply of 
nitrogen expo 1-------- - ---- --1- --

nitrogen i 5 days I 13 days 5 days 13 days 
-- -- - - -- .0_- - ----

protein-N 9.24mg 9.64mg 11.40mg 12.03mg 
4 

soluble-N 1.77 " 2.22 " 2.05 " 3.69 " 

protein-N 10.30 " 10.28 " 10.43 " 11.24 " 
5 

soluble-N 1.85 " 2.13 " 2.81 " 3.13 " 
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% expo 4 't expo 5 
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13 days 13 days 
after the treat.ment 
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5 days 5 days 
15 days 15 days 

D soluble N 

• proteinN 

after the treatment 
CONT. TREAT. 

Fig. 7. Percentage of protein nitrogen and soluble nitrogen in 
the total nitrogen of the rice plants which received the 
additional supply of nitrogen. 

decrease of percentage of the protein nitrogen is seen already five 
days after the additional application and that increase and decrease 
becomes quite remarkable on the thirteen days after t1:le treatment. 

Thus it is certain that the application of a large quantity of nitrogen 
causes remarkable increase of the soluble nitrogen in the rice plant. 

• Then the fractions of the soluble nitrogen were examined, and the 
results in experiment 1-3 are shown in hble 38. As will be seen in 
the table, the content of the a-amino nitrogen increases quite remarkably 
in accordance with the supply of the larger amount of nitrogen, while 
the content of some other kinds of soluble nitrogen shows even 
decreasing. 

Table 39 gives also the results of experiments 4 and 5, in which 
the excess nitrogen were supplied additionally at ear formation stage. 
From the table, it is evident that the increase in the content of some 
kinds of nitrogen as a-amino nitrogen appears already on the 5th day 
after the additional supply of nitrogen, and it becomes even greater 
on the 13th day. Fig. 8 and fig. 9 give the percentage of each kind 
of soluble nitrogen in the total soluble nitrogen. As will be seen in 
the figure, the most part of soluble nitrogen in the rice plant supplied 
with excess nitrogen is occupied by a-amino nitrogen and the per
centage of some other kinds of soluble nitrogen such as soluble protein 
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TABLE 38. Fractions of the soluble nitrogen in the rice plants 
of the different nitrogen levels. 

I 
nitrogen I I solub~e I a.aminol basic amide I a~- I nitrate 

expo level items pr~elll N N N moNum N 

1 

2 

3 

:~------- -~- - ---~--'-----~--- ---~-

I q q ~ q ~ 
. standard in all leaves of 1.37 0.77 1.60" 0.44" 0.11" 

amount one rice plant 

mg 
0.13 " 

of in 1 g weight of 
: nitrogen fresh leaves 

double 
amount 

of 
nitrogen 

standard 
amount 

of 
nitrogen 

double 
amount 

of 
nitrogen 

triple 
amount 

of 
nitrogen 

quadruple I 
I amount I 

I nit~~O"en I 
~ I 

quintuple 
amount 

of 
nitrogen 

I 

in all leaves of 
one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of 
fresh leaves 

in all leaves of 
one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of 
fresh leaves 

in all leaves of 
one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of 
fresh leaves 

in all leaves of 
one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of 
fresh leaves 

in all leaves of 
one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of 
fresh leaves 

in all leaves of 
one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of 
fresh leaves 

0.84 " 0.47" 0.98" 

1.08.. 7.05" 0.39 " 

1 

0.50 ,,! 3.28" 0.18 " 

I 

2.73" 1.28,,: 0.68 " 

1.25" 0.59" I 0.31 " 

- --~-~ 1---

2.32" 0.86" I 2.74 " 

~86_ ~ ~.32" J 1.01 " 

1.44 " 

0.41 " 

1.53 " 

0.44 " 

3.06 " 

0.66 " 

1.90 .. [ 5.67" 

I 
0.54 " I 1.61" 

I 

2.94 " 1.57 " 

0.84 " 0.45 " 

7.67 " I 4.23 " 

1.65" 0.91" 

standard 
amount I 

in all leaves of I 
one rice plant 1.95 " 1 0.78" , 0.45" 

. of , 
nItrogen, 

in 1 g weight of I 
fresh leaves \ 0.87" 0.35,,: 0.20 " 

------------,---- -

0.27 " 0.07 " 

I 

0.45 " 0.18 " : 0.24 " 

I 
0.21 " 0.08 " I 0.11" 

i 

2.08.. 0.15" 0.11" 

0.95.. 0.07" 0.05 .. 

0.93" 0.17" 0.22" 

0.34" 0.06" 0.08" 

0.46 " 

0.13 " 

0.50 " 

0.14 " 

I 

0.28" 0.21" 

0.08" 0.06" 
I 

0.25 " 0.31 " 

0.07 " 0.09 " 

0.51 " 1 0.61 " 0.65 " 
\ 
I 

0.11" 0.13" 0.14 " 

1.14 " 0.13 " 0.09 " 

0.51 " 0.06 " 0.04 " 

! 
double 
amount 

in all leaves of ! 

one rice plant 2.36 " 2.08 " 0.59" 2.08" 0.15 " I 0.20" 

of , 
nitrogen: 

in 1 g weight of . 
fresh leaves 0.92 " 0.81 " 0.23 " I 0.81 " 0.06" 0.08" 

• 
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expo 

I 
nitrogen I 

level 
items 

I 
solub~e I a-aminol, basic I amide I all}· I nitrate 
protem momum 

N N N N N N 

in all leaves of 
mg' mg mg; mg: mg mg 

triple 1.96 3.92" I 0.98" I 2.44 " I 0040 " 0.34 
amount one rice plant I 

of in 1 g weight of : 
0.80 " I nitrogen fresh leaves 0.64 " 1.28 " . 0.32 " 0.13 " 0.11 " 

I I 

TABLE 39. Fractions of the soluble nitrogen in the rice plants 
which received the additional supply of nitrogen. 

fraction of control additional supply 
of nitrogen expo 

I nitrogen 5 days* 13 days* 5 days* 13 days* 

soluble protein-N 0.85mg 0.94mg 0.56mg 
I 

0.52mg 

a-amino-N 0.22 " 0.36 " 0.53 " 1.55 " 

basic-N 0.41 " 0.56 " 0.27 " 0.30 " 4 
amide-N 0.16 " 0.22 " 0.20 " 0.37 " 
ammonium-N 0.10 " 0.10 " 0.10 " 0.11 " 

nitrate-N 0.10 " 0.11 " 0.13 " 0.20 " 

soluble protein-N 0.50 " 0.51 " 0.82 " 0.66 " 
a-amino-N 0.56 " 0.76 " 0.98 " 1.24 " 
basic-N 0.46 " 0.48 " 0.71 " 0.62 " 5 
amide-N 0.21 " 0.28 " 0.24 " 0.43 " 
ammonium-N 0.08 " 0.10 " 0.15 " 0.15 " 

nitrate-N 0.02 " 0.01 " 0.01 " 0.01 " 

* days after the giving of the additional supply of nitrogen. 

nitrogen or basic nitrogen are rather lower in the rice plants given 
excess nitrogen than in the control rice plant. 

Summarizing the results described in this section, the effects of 
excess nitrogen supply on the content of various kinds of nitrogen in 
the rice plant are clearly seen in the latter phase of the boot stage*. 
When excess nitrogen is supplied, the total nitrogen content in the 
rice plant increases fairly, and the increasing rate of soluble nitrogen 

* As was mentioned in the previous chapter, the effects of excess nitrogen supply on 
the content of nitrogen are not so clear in the ear formation stage. 
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Fig. 8. Percentage of each fraction of the. soluble nitrogen in 
the rice plants of different nitrogen levels. 

3 If 

is rather higher on comparison with that of protein nitrogen. In the 
percentage composition of total nitrogen, therefore, the percenhge 
of protein nitrogen is rather lower while the percentage of soluble 
nitrogen is higher in the rice plant supplied with excess nitrogen on 
comparison with the percentages in the standard rice plant. Moreover 
the increase of a-amino nitrogen among aU the kinds of soluble nitrogen 
is most remarkable. Such composition of the nitrogen in the rice plant 
seems to be an index of the excess accumulation of nitrogen in the 
rice plant. However, it is rather difficult to determine the critical 
amounts of nitrogen supply for the appearance of excess accumulation 
of nitrogen in the rice plant, as shown in the experiments. 

When the excess nitrogen is supplied additionally during the course 
of plant growth, such excess accumulation of nitrogen in the rice plant 
as described above become evident already on the 5th day after the 
additional supply, becoming more eminent on the 13th day after the 
additional supply. 
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Fig. 9. Percentage of each fraction of the soluble nitrogen 
in the rice plants which received the additional 
supply of nitrogen. 

It is worthy of notice, taking the results of inoculation experiment 
into consideration. that fluctuation of the blast disease susceptibility 
resultant from excess nitrogen supply is closely related with the 
appearance of such excess accumulation of nitrogen in the rice plant 
described above. 

4. The kind of a-amino acids in the rice plant. 

In the previous section it was shown that excess supply of nitrogen 
to the rice plant leads to the increase in quantity of a-amino acid in 
the plant. In this section an investigation on the effect of excess 
nitrogen supply on the quality of a-amino acid in the rice plant is 
described. The same rice plants as used in the previous experiments 
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TABLE 40. Kinds of amino acids found in the rice plants 
of the different nitrogen levels. 

I gl~-I"~~I glu- i"P·mj gly- ala-

I 

leu- I a~gi-I hi~ti-expo nitrogen levels tamlC tIC 
acid acid taminel gine cine nine cine mne dIne 

I standard amount 
I I 

I 
I 

I 
I I ! of nitrogen + - + + + + + + 

1 I 

I 
I 

I I 
I double amount 

I I of nitrogen + 
I 

+ + + 
I 

+ + + + 
--- -- - ---

I 
I standard amount + + + + + - - + of nitrogen 

double amount +, + + 
I 

+ + + + + of nitrogen 
, 

2 I triple amount I + + + + - + - + of nitrogen I 
I 

quadruple amount 
I 
I 

+ + + + + + + + I of nitrogen I 
quintuple amount + I + + + I 

- + + + of nitrogen , 
--- - -------- ---- --- ------ --~ ---

3 

expo 

I 

: 

4 

I 
I 

5 

standard amount + I + + + + - - + of nitrogen 
I double amount 

of nitrogen + I + + I -!- + + - + 

I 

! 

triple amount + + + + + + + + of nitrogen' 

TABLE 41. Kinds of amino acids found in the rice plants which 
received the additional supply of nitrogen. 

experi-
days I I I after the glu- aspar- glu- laspara- gly- ala- leu- argi-

mental addi- tamic tic 
tamine! gine I I section tional acid acid cine nine cine nine 

supply I 

5 days I + 

I 

-

I 

+ 

I 

-

I 

+ -

I 

-

I 

+ 
control 

13 days I + - + - + + - + 

additioml I 

I I I 

I 

I I I 

5 days I + + + + + + - + 
supply of 

13 days, I nitrogen + + + + - + - + 

I 5 days I + 

I 

+ 

I 

+ 

I 

+ + 

I 

- -

I 

+ control 
113 days I + + + + - - - + 

additional I 5 days-I + 

I 

+ 

I 
+ 

I 

+ 

I 

-

I 

+ 

I 

-

I 

+ 
supply of 

[13 days i
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nitrogen + + + + - + - + 

+ 

I + 

+ 

+ 

-
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+ 
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+ 
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-

-
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-

-

-

-

I 

-
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were used for the following experiments. Water extractions of the 
rice plant leaves were deproteinized and after the removal of ammonia 
by distillation in vacuum they were concentrated to a small quantity. 
The kinds of amino acids in the concentrated sap were determined 
by paper partition chromat~graphy. Anyone of phenol, but'lnol and 
lutidine were employed as the solvents of one direction development. 
All the amino acids which were detectable all through the experiments 
were the nine: glutamic acid, aspartic acid, glutamine, asparagine, 
glycine, alanine, leucine, arginine and histidine. In addition to them 
there were often found some undeterminable spots on the testing paper. 
Table 40 shows the presence of the amino acids in every section of 
experiments 1, 2 and 3. As will be seen in the table, the kinds of 
amino acids detectable are not always the same even in the control 
sections of each experiment. But it may safely be said that the 
number of kinds of amino acid detectable is apt to increase in com
pany with the increasing of the amount of nitrogen supplied, though 
there are some discrepancies in experiment 2. Table 41 shows the 
results of experiments 4 and 5 when excess nitrogen was supplied 
additionally in the course of the rice plant growth. In these experi
ments the kinds of amino acid detectable were generally fewer in 
comparison with the results in the previous experiments. But the 
inclination for the number of amino acids to increase with the additional 
supply of nitrogen may be recognizable. 

In conclusion it seems to be certain that the excess nitrogen supply 
exerts some effects on the amino acid composition in the rice plant, 
but they are rather indistinct in comparison with the effects on the 
quantity of amino acids in the rice plant. 

5. Sugar content. 

The effects of the excess nitrogen supply on the sugar content in 
the rice plant were investigated as described in this section. Use was 
made of the same rice plants as used in the previous experiments 1, 
2 and 3. The sugar contents were determined by BF,RTH.A.:-<D-method on 
the expressed sap of the leaves which had been previously deproteinized. 
The total sugar content is shown in table 42. 

It will be seen from the table that the sugar content not only in 
the whole amount of leaves of one plant but also in 1 g fresh weight 
of leaves increases fairly with the increase of nitrogen supply. On 
the other hand it is shown in tbe previous section that the increasing 
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TABLE 42. Total content of sugar III the nee plants of 
the different nitrogen levels. 

nitrogen 
levels items 

standard Ii in all leaves of one rice plant I 
amount of 

nitrogen in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

double I in all leaves of one rice plant I 
amount of 

nitrogen in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

tripl~ amount I in all leaves of one rice plant I 
of mtrogen in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

~ _________ ,c ________ __ 

quadruple in all leaves of one rice plant I 
amount of I 

nitrogen in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

quintuple I in all -leaves of one rice plant I 
amount of 

nitrogen in 1 g weight of fresh .leaves 

% expo 1 

standard 2 N 
N 

% expo 2 

100 

80 

20 

standaro2N 3N 4N 5N 
N 

'It expo 3 
100 

80 

6() 

standaxd 2 N 
N 

3 N 

o reducing sugar 

III non-reducing sugar 

Fig. 10. Percentage of reducing and non-reducing sugar in the total 
sugar of the rice plants of the different nitrogen levels. 
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of the nitrogen supply to the plant results in the increasing of the 
content of amino acid in the rice plant. And the formation of the 
more amino acid has to be accompanied by the more consumption of 
sugar. Therefore the increase of sugar content shown in the table 
seems to mean the higher activity of photosynthesis in the rice plants 
supplied with excess nitrogen. The total sugar was divided into re
ducing sugar and non-reducing sugar. The content of each kind of 
sugar is given in hble 43. Generally speaking it will be clearly seen 
from the table that the content of reducing sugar in the rice plant 

EXP.j 

1 

2 

3 

TABLE 43. Content of reducing and non-reducing sugar in 
the rice plants of the different nitrogen levels. 

nitrogen 
levels 

standard 
amount of 
nitrogen 

- - -----

double 
amount of 
nitrogen 

stand'lrd 
amount of 
nitrogen 

double 
amount of 
nitrogen 

triple 
amount of 
nitrogen 

quadruple 
amount of 
nitroCfen ., 

quintuple 
amount of 
nitrogen 

standard 
amount of 
nitrogen 

-----

double 
amount of 
nitrogen 

triple 
amount of 
nitrogen 

items 

! in all leaves of one rice plant, 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 
------

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

I in all leaves of one rice plant 

I in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

i in all leaves of one rice plant 

, in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 
.- ----- ---- ---- ~ 

in all leaves of one rice plant 

in 1 g weight of fresh leaves 
, 

red. sugar I non-red. sugar 

17.92mg 

I 
14.08mg 

10.98 8.63 ., 

33.20 " 11.48 " 
15.46 " 5.34 " 

22.94 " 5.47 " 
12.61 " 0.42 " 

41.81 ., 34.21 .. 
15.37 " 12.58 " 

6.86 " 98.35 " 
1.95 .. 27.94 " 

41.37 " 78.33 " 
1182 " 2238 ., 

, 
108.39 " 26.64 " 
23.31 " 5.73 " 

25.83 ., I 18.16 " 
11.53 " 7.13 " 

----
39.37 " 24.94 .. 

I 
15.38 .. 

I 
9.74 .. 

I 
62.97 .. 24.88 " 
20.58 " 8.13 .. 
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increases with the increasing amount of nitrogen supply, though there 
are some discrepancies in experiment 2. The cont::mt of non-reducing 
sugar never increases in the same proportion and on the contrary there 
are sometimes found some decreases in its content. Therefore, taking 
the percentage composition of each kind of sugar into consideration 
(see figure 10), there are clearly shown the increase of reducing 
sugar perc.3ntage G~nd the decrease of non-reducing sugar percentage 
accompanied by the increase of nitrogen supply, though there are 
some exceptions in experiment 2. This fact may be explained as 
follows. In the rice plant supplied with excess nitrogen the most part 
of the sugar is converted int::> the form of reducing sugar with which 
the organic nitrogenous substances such as amino acid are conveniently 
synthesized. 

6. Conclusion 

In this chapter the experiments have been described which were 
planned to learn the critical point of nitrogen supply at which the 
blast susceptibility of the rice plant comes to be enhanced. and also 
t::> learn the critical amount of nitrogen supplied by which the accumu
lation of soluble nitrogen in the rice plant begins to appear. The 
effect3 of the additional supply of excess nitrogen at about the ear 
formation stage upon the blast susceptibility of the rice plant as well 
as upon the chemical components were also examined. In addition the 
attention was paid on effect of supply of high level nitrogen on the 
silification of the epidermal cells of the rice plant. 

As shown by the experiments, however, it is quit3 difficuit to find 
out the critical point of the nitrogen supply just at which the blast 
susceptibility of the rice plant comes to be enhanced because in some 
inshnces the blast sus~eptibility of the rice plant is enhanced by the 
supply of double the amount of nitrogen as the standard while in other 
instance such effects do not appear so remarkably till the application 
of five times as much nitrogen as the standard. On the other hand 
the additional supply of excess nitrogen at about the ear formation 
stage begins to enhance the blast susceptibility of the plants on the 
second day after the additional supply and it becomes striking with 
the lapse of time till 8th day after the additional supply. On exam
ining the degree of silification of the epidermal cell of those rice plants, 
one finds clearly, especially on the motor cell, that its silification be
comes the less with the supply of the larger amount of nitrogen. It 
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is clearly known by observation of the number of diseased lesions 
developed by the inoculation experiment that their number is greater 
on the rice plant applied with the larger amount of nitrogen. There
fore, taking into consideration the fact that the blast fungus enters 
the rice plant mostly through the motor cells, it is certain that a part 
of the reason for the higher susceptibility of the rice plant supplied 
with the excess amount of nitrogen lies in the lower silification of the 
epidermal cells which is caused by the application of the excess amount 
nitrogen. 

As for the nitrogen content in the leaves of these rice plants, the 
applications of high level nitrogen results in the increase of total 
nitrogen in their leaves. Among the parts of the total nitrogen, how
ever, in that case the s:)luble nitrogen increas3 at a far greater rate 
in comparison with the protein nitrogen. Therefore, on observation 
of the percentage composition of both sorts of nitrogen in the total 
nitrogen, it is seen that protein nitrogen percentage decreases while 
the soluble nitrogen percentage increases in the rice plants supplied 
with high level nitrogen. It must be noted that, on such occasion, the 
increase of a-amino acid among the soluble nitrogens is most remarkable. 
Such a state of nitrogen composition in the rice plant which is caused 
by the application of the high level nitrogen appears already in the case 
of two times as much nitrogen apply as standard in some experiments 
while in other experiments it does not appear till five times as much 
nitrogen is supplied as standard. Thus it is rather difficult to find 
out the critical amount of the nitrogen level for producing the symp
toms of excess nitrogen supply. It is quite the same as in the diffi
culties of finding the critical amount of nitrogen for the enhancement 
of the blast susceptibility. However it must be noticed that in these 
experiments the degree of blast susceptibility always goes parallel 
with the increase of such soluble nitrogen as a-amino acids. 

Such parallelisms are also seen in the case of the rice plants which 
were given the additional supply of excess amount of nitrogen in the 
course of the plant growth. On the other hand it is ascertained that 
the increase in the amount of amino acid in the rice leaves which is 
caused by the supply of the excess amount nitrogen does not always 
mean the increase of the kinds of amino acids detectable in the rice 
leaves. The kinds of amino acids which are ordinarily found in the 
leaves, are following nine: glutamic acid, aspartic acid, glycine, alanine, 
leucine, arginine and histidine. 
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The effects of the excess amount nitrogen application on the sugar 
content in those rice leaves are quite complicated and it is rather 
difficult generally to find out any direct relations between the blast 
susceptibility and the sugar contents in these experiments. However 
there are some instances in which the high sugar content induced by 
the excess amount nitrogen application seems to be concerned with 
the induced high blast susceptibility. 

Chapter IV 

The kind of nitrogen supplied to the rice plants 
and their blast susceptibility. 

It seems to be interesting to examine if the supply of the different 
kind of nitrogen to the rice plant gives some effects on tbeir rice blast 
susceptibility and their nitrogen component. In experiments described 
in this chapter the rice plants were cultivated in water culture solutions 
of which nitrogen source were either of ammonium sulfate, ammonium 
nitrate, natrium nitrate or urea respectively, and they were inoculated 
with the rice blast fungus and at the same time their nitrogen con
tents were examined. It must be noted that the rice plant does not 
grow well in a culture solution of rather high pH value, and the pH 
value in t4e culture solution of which the nitrogen source is natrium 
nitrate is apt to rise on account of the unequivalent absorption of ions 
by the plant. Therefore in the culture· solution of natrium nitrate 
nitrogen source the pH values were carefully adjusted to pH 5.0-5.4 
by occasional addition of proper quantity of dilute hydrogen chloride. 
As for tne quantity of the nitrogen supplied, two experimental sections 
were prepared with each nitrogen source, standard amount section and 
quintuple amount section. When the rice plants were grown up to 
the latter phase of the boot stage, they were employed for inoculation 
and for the chemical determinations. 

1. Inoculation experiments. 

Speaking first of the rice plants of standard nitrogen level, am
monium nitrate most favourably influenced the height of the rice plant 
and followed with a little differences by urea and natrium nitrate in 
order while the height was rather lower in the case of the ammonium 
sulfate. As for the number of tillers, the order was a little different 
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as follow: ammonium nitrate, urea, ammonium sulfate and natrium 
nitrate. The supply of high level nitrogen as great as quintuple amount 
seemed to be unfavorable to the growth of rice plants which showed 
lower height and smaller number of tillers in all cases of every 
nitrogen sources excepting urea. 

TABLE 44. Inoculations of the blast fungus on the rice plants which 

were supplied with the different kinds of the nitrogen source. 

~
nitrOgen 
~ standard amount of nitrogen 

mtrogen I I I . ',sourcesNH.NOa NaNOa (NH.),SO. urea 
Items~-

height I 67 cm 

number of tillers
i 

11.5 

number of 1120 
leaves examined 

I 
total number 1 50 

of lesions 
I 

average number ' 
of lesions per leaf 0,42 

65 cm 

8.3 

108 

46 

0.43 

average number I' 

of lesions per 
100 cm length ,1.8 2.0 

of leaves I 
I 

1 
max. 1.2 cml 1.1 cm 

length of . 
lesions mIn. 0.2" 0.2" 

aver. 0.49" 0,47 " 

I chronic, chronic, 
type of lesions acute acute 

, 
61 cm I 66 cm 

9.3 10.0 

132 ' 120 

53 61 

0,40 0.51 

1.9 2.2 

1.4 cm: 1.5 cmi 
0.2 " ! 0.2 "r 

I 

0.51 " 0.52" : 

chronic, I chronic,! 
acute I acute I 

quintuple amount of nitrogen 

NH~~~'r~aNo:1 (NH~),;~.I urea 

65 cm' 64 cm 

10.0 

130 

62 

0.48 

1.9 

1.3cm 

0.2 " 

0.52 " 

acute 

7.3 
I 
: 119 
I 

I 63 
I 

, 0.53 

2.2 

1.2cm 

0.2 " 

0.50 " 

acute 

57 cm 

10.0 

130 

68 

0.52 

2.5 

1.5cm 

0.3 " 

0.63 " 

acute 

67 cm 

11.0 

126 

73 

0.58 

2.3 

1.5cm 

0.4 " 

0.86" 

acute 

Urea is the only nitrogen source of which a high level favors the 
plant growth. 

The results of the blast fungus inoculation on those rice plants 
are given in table 44. In the caS3 of the standard nitrogen level, 
there are not seen so great differences in the number of lesions 
developed between the sections of each nitrogen source, though the 
number is a little greater in the urea section than in the other sections 
of nitrogen sources. 

The size of the lesions is somewhat larger in both the sections of 
urea and ammonium sulfate than in the other sections, while their 
types are chronic and acute through all the experimental sections. On 
the other hand the lesions which develop on the rice plant of high 
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level nitrogen are all the acute type irrespective of the kind of nitrogen 
source; also their number and size are greater than thos9 which 
develop on the rice plant of standard nitrogen level. Such relations 
are specially prominent in the cases of both urea and ammonium sulfate 
nitrogen source. In conclusion it is certain that the difference of the 
nitrogen sources supplied to the rice plant does not exert any great 
effects on their blast susceptibility, though the employment of urea 
or ammonium sulfate as nitrogen source a little enhances their blast 
susceptibility. On the other hand the supply of excess amount of 
nitrogen always favors their susceptibility irrespective of the kind of 
nitrogen source. 

2. Contents of the various kinds of nitrogen 
in the rice plants. 

The contents of the various kinds of nitrogen in the previously 
employed rice plants are determined. The plants were collected two 
days after the inoculation and were immediately used for the deter
mination. The results are summarized in t2,ble 45, the figures in the 
table showing mg of each kind of nitrogen in 1 g fresh weight of rice 
plant. 

In the rice plants of stand2,rd nitrogen level, the total nitrogen 
content was greatest in the urea section followed by ammonium nitrate 
section, ammonium sulfate section and natrium nitrate section in order. 

TABLE 45. Contents of each fraction of the nitrogen in the rice plants 
which were supplied with the different kinds of nitrogen sources. 

~~;'J, standard amount of nitrogen quintuple amount of nitrogen levels 

nitrogen 
NH:N03[ Na;~~ (N~4hS04[ urea INH4N03! NaN03i (NH41.S04i . sources urea Items _ 

mO" mg mgl mg mg mg' mO"' mg 
12.23 "I " ! total-N 11.85 11.99 12.51 14.82 13.52 14.26 

! 

14.93 

protein-N 10.42" I 9.68" 9.51 " 9.96" , 11.23" 10.15 " 9.89" i 10.25 

soluble-N 1.81 " 2.17 " 2.48" 2.55 " 3.59 " 3.37 " 4.37 .. 4.68 " 

soluble protein-N~ 0.63 " 0.54 " 0.64 " 0.73 " 1.08 " 1.02 " 1.38 " 1.35 " 

a-amino-N 0.64 " 0.65 " 0.72 " 0.87 " 1.22 " 1.05 " 1.36 " 1.40 " 

basic·N 0.36 " 0.48 " 0.50" 0.51 " 0.72 " 0.66" 0.77 " 0.84 " 

amide-N 0.14 " 0.43" 0.48" 0.38 " 0.54 " 0.58 " 0.74" I 0.98 " 

ammonium-N 0.03 " 0.04" 0.10 " 0.04 " 0.03 " 0.04 " 0.10 " 0.08 " 

nitrate'N 0.02" 0.03" 0.04 " 0.02 " 0.01" I 0.03 ,. 0.02" I 0.02 .. , 
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However. the differences between them are rather small. Dividing 
this nitrogen into the parts of protein and soluble nitrogen, the content 
of protein nitrogen was highest in the ammonium nitrate section 
followed by the sections of urea, natrium nitrate and ammonium sulfate 
in order respectively. The content of soluble nitrogen was highest in 
the experimental section of urea followed by the ammonium sulfate, 
natrium nitrate and ammonium nitrate in order. But the differences 
among the experimental sections were not very great. 

The percentage composition of each nitrogen was calculated and 
the results are shown in figure 11. As will be seen in the figure, about 
85% of total nitrogen is protein nitrogen while the remainder 15% is 
soluble nitrogen in the ammonium nitrate section; such distribution of 
each kind of nitrogen is thought to be normal. The similar distribution 
of each kind of nitrogen is shown in the natrium nitrate section. On 
the other hand in the urea section and also in the ammonium sulfate 
section there seems to be some tendency toward soluble nitrogen 
accumulation though not so clear, showing 80% of protein nitrogen 
and 20% of soluble nitrogen. Examining the amount of the each kind 
of nitrogen in the total soluble nitrogen, one sees that there are not 
so great differences in each nitrogen content through all experimental 
sections. However it must be noticed that the content of a-amino 
nitrogen and soluble protein nitrogen are comparatively greater in the 

fOO 

80 

NH.NO, NaNO, (NH,b.SO .. urea NH.NO, N<-.NO,(NH.).S04 Ul'ea 

STANDARD AMOUNT OF N QUINTUPLE ANOUNT Oli' N 

o soluble N 

•. proteinN 

Fig. 11. Percentage of protein and soluble nitrogen in 
the total nitrogen of the rice plants which were 
supplied with different nitrogen sources. 
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urea section in which greater amount of total soluble nitrogen is also 
seen, and that the content of ammonium nitrogen is comparatively 
greater, while the content of amide is comparatively smaller in the 
ammonium nitrate section. 

When the high level nitrogen is supplied, the content of the total 
nitrogen always becomes greater through every experimental sections 
than in the case of standard nitrogen level. Dividing this nitrogen 
into protein and soluble nitrogen, the increasing of the soluble nitrogen 
is prominent in every experimental section in comparison with the 
increase of protein nitrogen. 

As will be seen in figure 11, the percentage of protein nitrogen 
constituent of the total nitrogen is smaller while the percentage of 
soluble nitrogen is greater in comparison with the case of standard 
nitrogen level. In short the symptoms of soluble nitrogen accumulation 
are clearly shown through all sections of high level nitrogen supply. 
Among the soluble nitrogen the content of such kinds of nitrogen as 
soluble protein, a-amino, basic and amide nitrogen are greater through 
all sections in comparison with the case of standard nitrogen supply. 
Especially in the urea section remarkably greater content of a-amino 
and soluble protein nitrogen attracts one's attention. At the same 
time. the contents of ammonium or nitrate nitrogen are not so greatly 
different from those in the plants of standard nitrogen level. 

In conclusion, the difference of nitrogen source supplied to the rice 
plant does not result in remarkable effects on the content of any kind 
of nitrogen in the plants, with the one exception of the case of the 
urea in which some tendency toward soluble nitrogen accumulation 
is seen. The supply of a high level of nitrogen always leads to higher 
contents of soluble nitrogens in the rice plant such as soluble protein. 
a-amino, basic and amide nitrogen irrespective of the kind of nitrogen 
supplied to the rice plant as nitrogen source. It must be added here 
that such tendency is most remarkable in the case of the urea nitrogen 
source. 

3. The kind of amino acid found in the rice plants supplied 
with different kinds nitrogen source. 

In order to know whether the kind of nitrogen supplied to the 
rice plant exerts any effects on the kinds of amino acid found in the 
rice plant, the kinds of amino acid were examined by paper partition 
chromatography on those rice plants used in the previous sections. 
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The procedures of the measurement are quite the same as those 
described in the previous chapter. 

The results are given in table 46. 

TABLE 46. Kinds of amino acids which are found in the rice 

plants supplied with different nitrogen sources. 

~ nitrogen 
"~_ levels standard amount of nitrogen quintuple amount of nitrogen 

'------------
'" nitrogen I \ ! ~H4N03: ~a-~;:I(;~~)~~I . ~NH4N03' NaN03 (NH4JzS041 urea urea 

_ J!ems______ _ _ I _____ - --
I 

glutamic acid + I + + + + + + + 
aspartic acid + - + + + + + -i-

I 
glutamine + + + -1- + + 

I 
+ + 

asparagine + - I + -i- -1- + + + 
I 

I 
glycine - + - -1- - -1- - + 

I 
I 

alanine 
I 

+ .+ + + + I + + I , 
I I I 

leucine I + + I + I + + + I + + I I I 

I 
arginine 

I 
+ + + I + -1- + + + 

histidine - - - I -,- - - - + I I 

The full list of amino acids found in the rice plants through every 
experimental section is the following nine: glutamic acid, aspartic acid, 
glutamine, asparagine, glycine, alanine, leucine, arginine and histidine. 
Among them the five amino acids, glutamic acid. glutamine, alanine, 
leucine and arginine are always found in every rice plant no matter 
what the nitrogen source. Aspartic acid and asparagine are also 
recognizable all through the experimental sections with one exception 
of the case of standard amount supply of natrium nitrate. Glycine is 
not found in the rice plants supplied with ammonium nitrate Or am
monium sulfate as nitrogen source irrespective of the amount of supply; 
histidine is found only in the rice plants supplied with urea as nitrogen 
source. As described in the previous section the content of amino acid 
is apt to become greater when urea is supplied as nitrogen source and 
it is shown in this experiment that the number of kinds of &mino acid 
found in those rice plants also becomes greater. 

However, it may attract one's attention that the larger amount 
of nitrogen supplied does not always resl.l1t in the greater number of 
the amino acids found in the plants. 
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4. Conclusion. 

The rice plant can utilize each kind of nitrogen: natrium nitrate, 
ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate and urea, as the nitrogen source 
for their growth as long as the pH values of the culture solutions are 
adjusted continuously to 5.0-5.4 with careful attention especially in the 
case of natrium nitrate. It is rather difficult to speak as to the superi
ority of some nitrogen source beyond the others for the rice plant 
growth, although the ammonium nitrate and the urea may be a little 
superior to ammonium sulfate and the natrium nitrate may be a little 
inferior to the ammonium sulfate as the best nitrogen source. Ir
respective of the kinds of nitrogen sources applied, with one exception 
in the case of urea, the growth of the rice plants supplied with five 
times as much nitrogen is a little inferior to the growth of those 
given standard amount of nitrogen. 

It is known from the experiments that the difference of the 
nitrogen source in the culture solution used does not result in any 
differences in the blast susceptibility of the rice plant, likewise it does 
not result in any important differences in their nitrogenous components 
with one exception in the case of the urea nitrogen source. The rice 
plants supplied with urea as their nitrogen source become a little more 
susceptible to the attack of the blast fungus, and at the same time 
there is seen some tendency of accumulation of the soluble nitrogen 
in those plants, on comparison with those supplied with other nitrogen 
sources. 

Irrespective of the kind of nitrogen source, the application of the 
high level nitrogen as much as five times the standard amount makes 
the rice plant more susceptible to the blast disease while also the 
remarkable accumulation of the soluble nitrogen such as a-amino ni
trogen accompanied by the increase of the total nitrogen, are seen in 
those rice plants. Among all the sources tested, such effects of the 
excess nitrogen supply are most remarkable in the case of the urea 
nitrogen source. It is also to be added here that the increase in the 
total amount of amino acids in the rice plant is not always accompanied 
by the increase in number of the kinds of amino acids detectable in 
the rice plants. 
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Chapter V 

General conclusion. 

In the previous chapters those instances, in which the blast sus
ceptibility of the same rice variety "Eiko" fluctuates with the environ
mental conditions or with the differences of their growing stages, are 
ascertained. At the same time the morphological characters of the 
epidermal cells that may he concerned with the infection of the fungus 
and their principal chemical components are examined with the final 
purpose of finding out why the blast sllsceptibility in the same rice 
variety fluctuates with the environmental conditions. 

All the experimental results described in the foregoing chapters 
are summarized in this chapter in an attempt to reach some general 
conclusions. The rice variety "Eiko" which was employed all through 
the experiments is originally medium in its susceptibility or resistance 
to the blast disease. The diseased lesions which develop usually on 
the rice plants cultivated under ordinary conditions are mostly of the 
chronic type. However if the procedure through which the diseased 
lesion develops is observed in detail, it is found that the lesion appears 
first as a very small brown spot. In a while an area which appears 
somewhat transparent develops around the brown spot, hking on the 
w hole the appearance of the acute type lesion. Ordinarily they do 
not long retain such appearance but are soon converted into the typical 
chronic type lesion, disintegrated zone and necrotic zone coming clearly 
into appearance. In short, the development of the diseased lesion on 
the rice variety "Eiko" follows the course: brown spot-4acute type-4 
chronic type. If the susceptibility were enhanced under some con
ditions, the diseased lesions often continue to enlarge remaining in 
the acute form for a long. If the rice plant becomes more resistant 
under certain other conditions most of the lesions remain in the brown 
spot type for a long. According to the inoculation experiment, the 
rice seedlings grow up more susceptible to blast disease in the hot 
bed nursery on comparison with those which are raised in the ordinary 
nursery. The lesions developed on the former seedlings are either of 
chronic type or of acute type and never of brown spot type, while the 
lesions developed on the latter seedlings are either of chronic type or 
of brown spot type. The developed lesions are more numerous and 
their size is larger in general on the former seedlings than those on 
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the latter ordinary nursery seedlings. But it is clear that such char
acters in the seedling stage never remain long after the plants are 
transplanted to field from the nursery bed. The susceptibility of rice 
plants to the blast dis3ase fluctuates rather greatly with their growing 
stages. In the elongation stage, irrespective of the kind of nursery 
in which they are raised, the rice plants are most resistant against 
the infection of the blast disease when they begin to grow vigorously 
after transplantation. The lesions developed in the course of inoculation 
experiment are comparatively few, and their sizes are generally smaller, 
while their type are mostly of the brown spot accompanied with some 
of the chronic type. On the contrary the next "ear formation stage" 
is the most favourable st'3.ge for the infection of the blast fungus. 
The number of lesions developed by the inoculation at that stage are 
quite numerous and their size is remarkably larger while their type 
is mostly acute accompanied by some of the chronic type. The rice 
plants are rather susceptible to the infection also at the next "boot 
stage". But it is evident that the leaves at the "flowering stage" 
become rather resistant against the infection of the blast disease, in 
view of the results of inoculation experiments. The leaves of the rice 
plant in the ripening stage are also clearly resist"nt against the in
fection. This is the general story of the fluctuation of the blast sus
ceptibility during the development and growth of the rice plant, which 
is cultivated under ordinary conditions. On the other hand, when the 
rice plants are cultivated under the condition of excess nitrogen supply, 
the elongation stage loses its characteristic of the stage most resistant 
against blast disease, since the plants are infected as favourably as in 
the following "ear formation stage" Or in the "boot stage". Both at 
the "ear formation stage" and at the "boot stege" the enhancement 
of the blast susceptibility by high level nitrogen supply is not so great 
as has been supposed, because plants in both stages are basically rather 
highly blast susceptible even when standard level of nitrogen is sup
plied. On the other hand, at the "flowering stage" and the "ripening 
stage" the tendency for the leaves of the rice plants to become rather 
resistant to the blast fungus remains, even when high level nitrogen 
is supplied. But it must be noticed that the high level nitrogen supply 
increases the length of the growing stages having the higher blast 
susceptibility as well as enhancing the blast sus~eptibility of each 
growing stage. It seems, however, to be quite difficult to know the 
critical amount of the nitrogen upon the supply of which the rice sus-
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'ceptibility to blast disease is clearly effected, because it is more or less 
concerned with other environmental conditions besides the nitrogen level. 
If the excess amount of nitrogen is applied a little before the ear 
formation stage, an eight day's interval is sufficient for the clear 
.appearance of effects respecting the blast susceptibility of the rice 
plant. The furnishing of the nitrogen source as (NH4)2S0., NH.N03 , 

NaNOa. urea respectively in the water culture of the rice plant does 
not result in any great effect on the blast susceptibility of the rice 
plant. However, the high level nitrogen supply always favours the 
blast susceptibility irrespective of the kind of nitrogen source; the 
effects are especially remarkable in the case of urea nitrogen source. 

In order to ascertain whether the differences in blast susceptibility 
may be attributable to the differences in morphological characters of 
the rice plant epidermis, such characters were examined as the thickness 
of the outer layer of epidermal cell and the silification that may be 
.concerned with blast fungus infection. According to these experiments, 
the outer wall of epidermal cells is generally thinner in the hot bed 
nursery seedlings which have been proven to be more susceptible than 
those of the ordinary nursery seedlings. The silification of the epider
mal cells in the former seedlings is inferior t() that in the latter 
seedlings. Moreover it is worthy of notice that such differences are 
most striking in the motor cells, through which the blast fungus has 
been proven to penetrate most frequently into the rice plant. Similar 
,examples are seen in the case of excess amount nitrogen supply. The 
silification of the motor cells in the rice plants of which the suscep
tibility has been enhanced by the excess amount nitrogen supply is 
clearly higher than in the control rice plant. But on the contrary, the 
thickness and the silification of the outer layer of epidermal cells 
generally increase with the progress of the growing stages and there
fore those characters do not always go parallel with the fluctuation of 
the susceptibility. Thus it is beyond question that the weakness of 
some morphological characters of rice epidermal cells favours the in
fection of the blast fungus but it is naturally impossible t() attribute 
to them all the responsibility for the blast susceptibility. 

Therefore the relations between the blast susceptibility of rice 
plant and the principal chemical components were examined on the 
rice plants described above. According t() the experiments, the amounts 
of inorganic substances are comparatively lower and the moisture 
content is higher in the seedlings raised in the hot bed nursery than 
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in the ordinary nursery seedlings while there is not so great difference 
in the amounts of organic substances. Regarding ·the fluctuation of 
such contents with the growing stage, the moisture content in the 
rice plant decreases while the amount of organic subst:3.nces increases 
generally with the progress of the growing stage. The amount of 
inorganic substances in the rice plant is least in both "the ear for
mation stage" and "the boot stage" when the rice plants are most 
susceptible to the blast disease. Thus it will be seen that the amount 
of inorganic substances is lower in the rice plants which are t~e rather 
blast susceptible. On examining the content of the inorganic sub
stances, one finds the amount of the almost every kind of inorganic 
element such as P, K, Ca, etc. to be comparatively lower in the more 
susceptible rice plant while such a condition is most conspicuous in 
the amount of the silica. The relation between the susceptibility and 
the silica content of rice plants has been discussed since many years 
ago, and it has been thought that the silica acts as a preventive against 
the penetration of the causal fungus through the cuticle. But according 
to the present experiments, the correlation between blast resistance 
and the amount of silica in the leaves is always quite significant even 
when there exists a rather reverse relation between the silification of 
the epidermal cell and the bla t resist::tnce. This may suggest tlJ.e 
existence of other functions of silica which may act against tbe in
fection of the blast fungus. In fact W. ENGEL (1953) suggested some 
physiological function of the silica from the fact that t"h.e most of that 
element in the rice plant is connected with galact~se. This is a problem 
which needs to be examined fully in t"h.e future. 

Estimations of the amount of sugar in the rice plants above men
tioned, show that it is lower in the hot bed nursery seedling than in 
the ordinary seedling because of the presence of the frame covel' in 
the former. But on the other hand t"h.e fluctuations of sugar cont:mt 
in rice plants with the progress of t"h.eir growing st':tge are pretty 
intricate. It is rather difficult t:> find out any relations"h.ip between 
the blast susceptibility and the amount of sugar, while the fluctuation 
of the sugar content may be partly explained as dependent upon the 
nitrogen metabolism of the rice plant. 

The amounts of the various kinds of nitrogen in the rice plants 
described above are reviewed in the following. First, on comparison 
between the hot bed nursery seedlings and the ordinary seedlings, 
the total amount of the nitrogen is higher in the former than in the 
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latter. When the total is divided between the protein nitrogen and 
the soluble nitrogen, the protein nitrogen percentage is found to be 
lower while the soluble nitrogen percentage is higher in the former 
seedling than in the latter seedling. Therefore the amount of soluble 
nitrogen in Ig fresh weight of the former seedlings is far beyond 
that of the latter seedling while the differences in the protein nitro
gen amount are not so great. On inspecting the composition of the 
soluble nitrogen, one sees that the amount of every kind of such 
subst30nce as soluble protein or a-amino acid and so on is always higher 
in the hot bed nursery seedlings than in the ordinary seedlings because 
the total amount of soluble nitrogen is great in the former, but the 
difference in the amount of soluble protein nitrogen is mOre striking. 

Regarding the fluctuation of the nitrogen amount in the rice leaves 
with the progress of their growth, the total amount of nitrogen in
creases gradually with the progress of their growth till the ear for
mation stage and then decreases a little. On dividing this total nitrogen 
into its two compositions, protein nitrogen and soluble nitrogen, one 
notices that both the growing stages of "the ear formation st3.ge" and 
"the boot stage" are quite different from the other growing st3.ges in 
the percent"ge composition of the nitrogen. The percentage of soluble 
nitrogen in the total nitrogen is remarkably higher at both the stages 
just mentioned on comparison with any other growing stages. Further, 
the amount of soluble nitrogen in 1 g fresh weight of rice leaves is 
greatest at "the ear formation stage" or at "the boot stage", while 
the amount of protein nitrogen is least at those two stages. Examining 
the details of the soluble nitrogen one sees certg,inly that the amounts 
of every kind of soluble nitrogen are always higher in the rice leaves 
of the two, ear formation and boot stages than in the rice leaves of 
the other growing stages, and among them difference in the amount 
of three nitrogen fractions, that is a-amino, soluble protein and basic 
nitrogen, is quite prominent. When the high level nitrogen is supplied 
to the rice plants, the amount of nitrogen found in the leaves of that 
rice plants become higher through every growing stage. Moreover it 
takes one's attention that the effects of the excess amount nitrogen 
supply are most noticeable at "the elongation stage". In that growing 
stage the percentage of soluble nitrogen in the total nitrogen, becomes 
higher and the percentg,ge of protein nitrogen becomes lower as a result 
of the supply of the high level nitrogen, thus the conditions become 
nearer to those in "the ear formation stage" or "the boot st9.ge". 
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It must be noted that the amount of a-amino nitrogen and s()luble 
protein nitrogen among the fractiom of the soluble nitrogen arc caused 
to become remarkably greater by the supply of high level nitrogen 
during "the elongation st3.ge", resembling t1:J.e stage in the ear formation 
st3.ge or the boot st1ge. When the excess amount of nitrogen is 
supplied just before "the ear formation stage", the effects on the 
nitrogen composition of the rice plant. as shown by the remarkable 
increase of the amount of soluble nitrogen such as a-amino acid, begin 
to appear on 5th day after the supply, becoming more evident on the 
13t'1 day after the supply. However it is quite difficult b find out 
the critical amount of nitrogen, of which supply just gives the typical 
effect of high level nitrogen supply on the nitrogen component in the 
rice plant. 

The variation of the nitrogen source to the rica plant among any 
one of NH.NO" (NH 4J2SO .. NaNO, and urea does not result in any great 
effects on the nitrogen amount nor on its composition, excepting the 
caae of urea in which the tot::!'l amount of nitrogen is a little higher 
than when other nitrogen sources are given. It is same in each nitrogen 
s~)Urce that the high level nitrogen supply gives al ways those effects 
as already mentioned 0:1 t'1e nitrogen amount and on the nitrogen 
composition in the rice plant, while the effects seem t::> be more evident 
in the case of the urea nitrogen s::>urce. 

On putting together the above summarized results of inoculation 
experiments and of the nitrogen analysis in the rice plants it is clearly 
evident that those rice plants of which nitrogen composition is com
paratively lower in t'3.e percentlge of protein nitrogen while compara
tively higher in t'2e percentage of s::>luble nitrogen are always more 
susceptible t::> the infection of the blast disease as far as the present 
experiments are concerned. Also as the amounts of t::>tal nitrogen in 
the rather blast susceptible rice plants are generally higher, the amount 
of soluble nitrogen in the susceptible plants becomes remarkably 
greater. Thus the parallelism between t1:J.e greater amount of s()luble 
nitrogen in the rice plant and their greater blast susceptibility draws 
one's att,mtion. When the t::>tll amo'.lnt of soluble nitrogen is com
paratively greater in the rice plant, every fraction of the s::>luble 
nitrogen also seems generally to be great9r. But it is important as 
well as interesting t::> find out what kinds of fractions of the soluble 
nitrogen in' the rice plant are most closely correlated with the blast 
susceptibility of the plant. Therefore the correlation coefficient be-
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tween the amount of every fraction of the nitrogen in the rice plant 
and the size of the lesions developed in the inoculation experiment 
were calculated on the 59 examples of the above described experiments. 

As will be seen in table 47, there is found some positive correlation 
between the amount of total nitrogen and the size of the lesions, though 
not very distinct. 

TABLE 47. Correlation coefficient between each fraction of the 
nitrogen in the rice plants and the sizes of the lesions 
which were developed by the inoculation experiments. 

I 
correlation probable error coefficient 

total nitrogen + 0.26 ± 0.08 

protein nitrogen - 0.02 ± 0.08 

total soluble nitrogen + 0.37 ± 0.D7 

soluble protein-N + 0.15 ± 0.09 

a-amino-N + 0.46 ± 0.06 

basic-N + 0.32 ± 0.D7 

amide-N + 0.02 ± 0.09 

ammonium-N + 0.35 ± 0.08 

nitrate-N + 0.29 ± 0.08 

On dividing the total nitrogen into protein nitrogen and soluble 
nitrogen, one finds with certainty a positive correlation between the 
soluble nitrogen amount and the lesion size, while there seenlS to be 
no correlation between the protein nitrogen amount and the lesion 
size. Among the every fraction of the soluble nitrogen, correlation 
coefficients are comparatively greater in the three fractions, that is 
a-amino nitrogen, basic nitrogen and ammonium nitrogen. Especially 
the correlation with the a-amino nitrogen is the strongest. Smaller 
values in the correlation coefficients of amide nitrogen and soluble 
protein nitrogen are rather contrary to the expectation. However it 
is important to pay attention to the fact t"1.at the soluble protein and 
amide are easily converted to amino acid, which has clear correlation 
with the susceptibility. It is also known from the experiments that 
the following kinds of amino acids or amides, viz., glutamic acid, 
aspartic acid, glutamine, asparagine, glycine, alanine. leucine, arginine 
and histidine are ordinarily found in the rice plant. And even though 
the total amount of these amino acids or amides varies, the numbers 
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of their kinds to be detected in the rice plant do not ordinarily vary 
so greatly. From the experimental results described above the fol
lowing conclusions may be drawn with safety. The rice variety "Eiko", 
which is originally medium in its blast susceptibility, changes its blast 
susceptibility in accordance with the progress of the growing stages 
and with the differences in conditions of cultivation. It is certain that 
one part of the direct cause responsible for such fluctuations of blast 
susceptibility lies in sucb morphological characters as the thickness and 
the silification of the outer wall of the rice epidermal cells, but they 
are concerned chiefly with the penetration of the blast fungus through 
epidermis and have no connections with the proliferation of the fungus 
in the rice plant. The fungus proliferation in the rice plant is con
cerned rather with some chemical components of the plant. It is 
certain through all the experiments that the blast susceptibility of the 
rice plant fluctuates parallel with the increas9 or decrease of the soluble 
nitrogen amount contained in the plant. Among the fractions of the 
soluble nitrogen, amino acids or those fractions which are easily con
vert3d into amino acid are most closely correlated with the susceptibility. 

Such correlations between the blast susceptibility and the soluble 
nitrogen amount may be explained from two different standpoints. 
The one is the standpoint which attaches much importance to the 
defensive reaction of the rice plant against the blast infection. On 
thinking from this standpoint, the accumulation of a large quantity of 
soluble nitrogenous substances such as amino acids may be supposed 
to weaken or make slower the development of such defensive reaction 
against the infection. From the other standpoint much importance is 
attached to the strength of the aggressiveness of the parasitic fungus 
in the rice plant. On thinking from this standpoint, the accumulation 
of much soluble nitrogenous substances may increase the strength of 
the aggressiveness of the causal fungus in the rice plant. Thus the 
problem needs to be investigated from the both standpoints. It is, 
however, worthy of notice that, as will be known from the developing 
process of the diseased lesion on the rice plant, the defence reaction 
against the blast infection is not originally very strong nor very quick 
in the rice variety "Eiko" which is used in these experiments. There
fore in the following part of the report on the present investigation, 
physiological studies on the blast fungus are carried on with the final 
purpOS9 to follow the problem from the latter of the standpoints 
mentioned above. 
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PART B 

Physiological studies on the rice blast fungus. 

It is shown in the previous part that the accumulation of soluble 
nitrogen such as sJluble protein, a~amino, basic and amide nitrogen in 
the rice plant favours their susceptibility to the blast disease. Truly 
there is need to examine from the various points of view why such 
accumulation of soluble nitrogen promotes the susceptibility. However 
the present writer believes that the first step to solve this problem 
lies in knowing what effects such accumulation does exert on the 
physiological characters of blast fungus, as the disease development is 
concerned with the struggle between the host plant and the parasite. 
The experiments which were planned from such view point are de~ 
scribed in the following. 

Chapter I 

Growth factor of the blast fungus. 

For the physiological studies of rice blast fungus it is quite neces~ 
sary to culture the fungus on a synthesized culture medium. But the 
blast fungus does not grow well on the pure synthesized culture medium 
without the addition of such natural substances as rice straw or potato 
decoction and so on. The intentions of TOCHINAJ and NAKA.NO (1940) to 
culture the fungus on complete synthesized media resulted in failure, 
while the very good growth of the fungus obt::tined on the media added 
with the peptone of which chemical component was rather ambiguous. 
Recently F. W. LEAVEl{, and his co-workers(54), TANAKA and KATSUKI/1l2

,1l3) 

and also the pres:mt writer(74) have come to know that the lack of 
some growth factor results in the failure of the good growth of the 
fungus and have discovered that the addition of biotin and vitamin B, on 
the synthesized media improves remarkably the growth of the fungus. 

Exp. 1: First, biotin was extracted from beef liver as its meth~ 
ylester according to GYORGY. After having been saponized some 
quantity of it was added to the standard culture media. The concen~ 
tration of the extracted growth factor was determined by bioassay using 
"FLEISCIElfAN'S Saccharcmyces cerevisiae" as test organism according to 
SNELL, and the concentration on which the growth of yeast in 12 hours 
became maximum was determined as two units. TOCHINAI and NAKANO'S 
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culture solution was employed as standard; its composition was as fol
lows: KN03 2g, KH2PO. 19, MgSO .. 7H 20 0.5g, CaCI2·2H20 O.lg, sucrose 
3.0 g, trace of FeCl3 and water added up to 1000 cc. Each chemical 
used was biotin-free; if it was shown by the bioassay that the chemicals 
contained trace of biotin, it was removed by treatment with charcoal. 

The fungus was of same strain as used in the inoculation experi
ments of previous part. Hydrogen ion concentration of the culture 
solution was pH 5.4 initially. After incubation of 20 days in the 28°C 
thermostat, the fungus was filtered out and pH of the filtrate was 
determined. The filtrated fungus was fully washed with hot water 
and its dry weight was determined. 

The results are shown in table 48. As will be seen in the table, 
the fungus does not grow at all in the biotin-free culture solution, 
while in the culture solution containing one unit biotin and vitamin 
BI the fungus growth reaches to 8.0 mg in the dry weight. The addition 
of more biotin till 50 units improves the more the fungus growth, 
showing the growth of 37.6mg weight in 50 units biotin supply. 

TABLE 48. Addition of biotin ahd vitamin BI and 
growth of the blast fungus. 

(crude biotin) 

experimental I concentration I addition of 
section of biotin added vitamin BI 

fungus I spore \ final pH 
. growt~.~~~~tnation of medium 

1 50 units + 37.6 mg ± 7.4 

2 30 + 37.9 " ± 7.4 

3 10 + 34.5 " ± 7.6 

4 5 + 13.0 " 7.6 

5 1 + 8.0 " 5.8 

6 1 3.8 " 5.8 

7 0 + 0 5.4 

8 0 0 5.4 

However in the culture solution containing one unit biotin and no 
vitamin Bu the growth of the fungus remained 3.8 mg dry weight. 
The addition of vitamin BI to the biotin-free culture solution was invalid. 
In the cultures in which the biotin of ten units and more were added, 
the formation of a few spores was observed. It is also shown that 
the pH value of the culture solution increases with the growth of the 
fungus because of the unequivalent absorption of ions. Thus it is clear 
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that the biotin is indispensable for the growth of the fungus and 
vitamin B, is a supplemental factor. 

Exp. 2: In order to know the optimum concentration of biotin 
for the fungus growth and also to check the previous results the next 
experiments were planned using synthesized biotin. 

Culture solution containing 0.57 of vitamin B, and 0; I, 5, 10, 15, 20, 
25, 30, 40, 50, 70, 90, 110 m7 of biotin respectively in each flask were 
prepared and the fungus was inoculated. The dry weight of the fungus, 
formation of the spore and final pH after 20 day's incubation are given 
in table 49. As will be seen in the table there is no growth in the 
biotin-free culture solution. The fungus growth is improved with the 
addi tion of biotin till 90 m7, while the addition of too much biotin as 
110 m7 seems to be unfavourable for the fungus growth. 

TABLE 49. Addition of biotin and vitamin B, and 
the blast fungus growth. 

biotin added 

o mY 

1 " 
5 " 

10 " 
15 " 
20 " 

25 " 
30 " 
40 " 
50 " 

70 " 

90 " 
110 " 

(purified biotin) 

fungus dry 
weight 

0 mg 

46.0 " 

55.4 " 

64.8 " 

76.3 " 

84.0 " 

95.5 " 

107.6 " 

142.3 " 

197.4 " 

205.5 " 

202.0 " 

183.4 " 

spore 
formation 

± 

± 

± 
± 

± 

± 

± 

± 

± 
± 
± 

final pH of 
medium 

54 

6.0 

6.2 

6.2 

6.2 

6.4 

6.4 

6.6 

6.4 

6.8 

7.2 

7.2 

7.2 

Some spores, though quite few, are found in the culture solution 
containing biotin of 5 m7 and more. pH value of the culture solution 
on which the fungus growth was fair always increases, because of the 
unequivalent absorption of the ions. On calculating the optimum con
centration of biotin from the results, one finds it to be in the 2.3-
3.0 mr Iml. In order to certify again the necessity of vitamin B, as 
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a factor supplementary to biotin, some cultures as shown in table 50 
were prepared. 

culture 
No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

TABLE 50. Indispensability of biotin and vitamin Bl 
for the blast fungus growth. 

addition of 
biotin 

+ * 
+ 
-

-

I 
a?diti?n of I 
vitamIn Bl 

+ ** 
-

+ 
-

fungus dry 
weight 

203.5 mg 

78.R " 

0 " 

0 " 

final pH of 
medium 

7.2 

6.0 

5.4 

5.4 

* showing the addition of 80 mr biotin in 30 cc culture solution. 
** showing the addition of 50 mr vitamin Bl in 300 cc culture solution. 

It is clearly shown that the addition of vitamin Bl to the biotin
containing culture solution greatly improves the fungus growth while 
its addition to the biotin-free culture solution is invalid. 

To summarize the results, it is known that the presence of biotin 
is indispensable for the blast fungus growth and the optimum con
centration lies in 2.30-3.00mT jml. Moreover the vitamin Bl acts as 
supplementary growth factor with biotin for the fungus growth. 

Chapter II 

Nitrogen sources of the blast fungus. 

As shown in the previous chapter, the addition of biotin and vitamin 
Bl to the pure synthesized culture solution made it possible to culture 
the blast fungus on the solution. So the Gxp2riments were planned 
first to learn the nitrogen sourC2 of this fungus in detail. The relations 
between the kinds of nitrogen sources and the fungus growth, the 
aspect of nitrogen absorption by the fungus and the relations between 
the level of nitrogen supplied and the fungus growth are described 
in the following. Through all the €xpsriments 80 mT biotin and 0.5 r 
vitamin Bl were added in each flask of 30 cc culture solution. 

1. The kind of nitrogen source and fungus growth. 

The value as nitrogen source for the fungus growth was compared 
on various kinds of nitrogen by replacing th2 nitrogen of standard 
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solution by each one respectively of the following nitrogenous com
pounds; KN03, Ca(N03)" NaN03 as nitrate nitrogen; (NH.),SO., (NH.),HPO •. 
ammonium oxalate as ammonium nitrogen; NH.N03 as ammonium 
nitrate nitrogen; KNO" NaNO, as nitrite nitrogen; glycocoll, I-alanine, 
dl-a-amino-butyric acid, dl-valine. I-leucine, dl-norleucine, I-cystine, dl
methionine, tyrosine, arginine-hydrochloride, dl-ornithine hydrochloride, 
aspartic acid, d-glutamic acid, creatine, taurine, urea, asparagine as 
amino-acid and amide nitrogen. All these chemicals were certified not 
to contain any trace of biotin by bioassay using Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
and if any trace of it were found, th3 traces were removed by charcoal 
absorption before use. In all cases same amount of nitrogen as in the 
standard solution was supplied. 

As the addition of some kinds of nitrogenous compounds acidifies 
the solution, adequate qunatities of 0.5-0.2N NaOH were added to 
adjust their pH at 5.4. The fungus growth (in dry weight), spor3 for
mation and the pH value after 20 day's incubation were examined. 
The results are given in table 51. From the table it is known that 
the supply of nitrate nitrogens always favours the fungus growth 
irrespective of their kind of anion and that the pH of the culture 
solution increases with the fungus growth. The fungus grows fairly 
in cass of the supply of ammonium nitrogen or ammonium nitrate as 
nitrogen source, but the growth is clearly inferior to that in the nitrate 
nitrogen culture. In this case, however, the pH value in the solution 
decreases with the fungus growth. Therefore the decrease of pH value 
in the culture solution which probably is due to the unequivalent 
absorption of ions hinder the further growth of the fungus. It is 
evident from th3 table that any nitrite nitrogen is inadequate as 
nitrogen source for the fungus growth. The value of amino acids and 
ami des as nitrogen source is different respectively. The supply of 
glycocoll, I-alanine, aspartic acid, dl-glutamic acid, asparagine in each 
case greatly favour the growth; each of urea, dl-valine, I-leucine, 1-
cystine, dl-norleucine, dl-methionine, tyrosine, arginine hydrochloride, 
dl-ornithine hydrochloride is inferior to the above noted amino acids 
or amides in value as nitrogen source, though rather fair growths are 
observed. Each taurine, creatine and dl-a-amino-butyric acid is rather 
an inadequate nitrogen source for the fungus growth. According to 
the daily observation on the fungus growth (see table 52) the growth 
rate seems to be greater in cultures of I-alanine, asparagine, aspartic 
acid, dl-glutamic acid. respectively than in nitrate nitrogen cultures. 
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TABLE 5l. Various nitrogen sources and the blast 
fungus growth. 

nitrogen sources 
dry weight of the formation final pH of 

the fungus of spores medium 

Ca (NOa). 181.7 mg ± 6.0 

KNOa 208.7 " ± 8.0 

NaNOa 215.4 " ± 7.6 

NH.NOa 64.2 " 4.4 

(NH.).SO. 38.5 " 4.1 

(NH.)2HPO. 55.6 " 3.4 

Ammonium oxalate 60.2 " 4.8 

KN02 0 5.6 

NaN02 0 6.0 

glycocoll 249.5 " ± 5.4 

I-alanine 230.4 " ± 5.4 

dl-a-amino-butyric acid 0.6 " 5.4 

dl-valine 64.2 " 5.2 

I-leucine 90.6 " 5.4 

dl-norleucine 153.5 " ± 5.4 

I-cystine 45.5 " 5.0 

dl-methionine 70.5 " 5.4 

tyrosine 152.3 " ± 5.4 

arginine hydrochloride 115.8 " 5.4 

dl-ornithine hydrochloride 81.5 " 4.6 

aspartic acid 218.7 " ± 7.6 

dl-glutamic acid 216.2 " ± 7.4 

creatine 7.7 " 5.4 

taurine 19.9 " 5.4 

urea 95.4 " 5.4 

asparagine 269.6 " ± 5.4 

With respect to the change of pH value in amino acid or amide nitrogen 
cultures, it increas2s up to 7.4 in aspartic acid or dI-glutamic acid 
culture while in dl-ornithine hydrochloride culture it decreases to 4.6. 
In the other cultures pH does not vary so greatly. 

The formation of a few conidia is to be seen in each culture of 
Ca(NOa).. KNO.. NaNO.. glycocoll, I-alanine, dl-norleucine, tyrosine, 
aspartic acid, dl-glutamic acid and asparagine. 
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TABLE 52. Speed of the blast fungus growth on the culture 

solutions of various nitrogen sources. 

~:::.~:~I 
I I 

I I I nitrogen (days) 1 i 2 

I 
3 4 5 6 

sources 

KN03 - ± 
i 

± + + ++ 
NaN03 - ± I ± + + ++ 

I 

Ca (N03). - ± ± + + ++ 
i 

glycocoll ± + I ++ ++ +++ +++ 
alanine i 

! 
± + I ++ ++ +++ +++ 

spartic acid ± I + ++ ++ +++ +++ I 

I i glutamic acid ± I + I ++ ++ +++ +++ 
I 

asparagine ± I + I ++ ++ +++ +++ 
I I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

2. Rate of growth of fungus on some culture solutions and 
the absorption of nitrogen by the fungus. 

7 

++ 
++ 
++ 

+++ 
+++ 
++-+ 

+++ 
+++ 

In the previous section it is described that the fungus seems to 
grow fastsr in some amino acid culture solutions than in the nitrat3 
nitrogen culture solutions. In order to make certain of this point and 
to know the aspact of nitrogen absorption by fungus, the following 
experiments were planned on cultures of KNO" NaNO" glycocoll and 
asparagine respectively. All the handling for preparing culture solu
tions and inoculating tha fungus were the same as describad in the 
previous saction; 5-15 cultures in accordance with the fungus growth 
were taken out to determine the dry weight of fungus at every two 
days from the 2nd till 20th or 26th day of culture. And at the same 
time the nitrogen amount left in each culture solution was determined 
by KJELDAHL method. From thes3 results increased amount of fungus 
dry weight and the amount of nitrogen absorbed for every two day 
period were calculat:::d. In all expariments the results per one flask 
are shown. The nitrogen amount supplied per one flask was 8.28 
mg in all expariments. 

i) KN03 culture: The result.3 on the KN03 culture are shown in 
table 53 and figure 12. 

A little fungus growth is saen already at 2 days after the be
ginning of tha culture and the growth rata increases remarkably from 
6th day till 16th day of culture. Then the growth becomes slow and 
reaches the maximum at 22nd or 24th day of culture. During the 
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TABLE 53. Increase of blast fungus dry weight measured at 2-day 
intervals and nitrogen absorption by the fungus. 

culture age 
(days) 

fungus dry 
weight (mg) 

(KN03 culture) 

increased weight' 
of the fungus I 

(mg) 
6.1 26.2 34.2 22.6 39.3 33.9 15.9 9.1 12.5 1.4 4.9 -1.4 

amount of 
nitrogen left 
in the culture 
solution (mg) 

amount of I 
nitrogen 0.59 0.93 0.68 1.44 0.64 1.04 0.16 0.44 0.16 0 0.04 0.08 

absorbed (mg) 
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Fig. 12. Increase of blast fungus dry weight and the decrease 
of nitrogen in the culture solution at 2-day intervals. 

(KN03 culture) 
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-period of vigorous fungus growth, that is from 6th till 16th day of 
culture, most remarkable increase of the fungus dry weight is seen 
on the 10th-12th days of culture when an increase as great as 39.3 
mg is recorded for this two days. In view of the absorption of the 
nitrogen by the fungus, it is evident that the fungus absorbs the 
nitrogen vigorously during th8 same period when vigorous growth is 
seen. But it is to be noticed that the maximum absorption of nitrogen 
as great as 1.44 mg occurs on 8th-10th days of culture which period 
precedes the days of the most vigorous growth, viz., the 10th-12th 
days. The absorption rate of the nitrogen drop3 once on 10-12 days 
·of culture but vigorous absorption recoverS again soon after. But after 
the 15th day of culture the nitrogen absorption decreases in accordance 
with the decrease of growth rate of the fungus. About 2.0 mg nitrogen 
remain;;; in the culture solution when the fungus growth reaches the 
maximum on 22nd day of culture. From these results it will be said 
that the activity of the fungus is greatest at the rather earlier stage 
of fungus growth and the greater amounts of nitrogen are also ab
sorbed at the earlier stage. Then immediately after the greatest 
amount of nitrogen has been absorbed, the m08t vigorous growth of 
the fungus occurs as a result of utilization of that nitrogen. 

ii) NaNO, cultun~: The experimental results on NaNO, culture 
are shown in table 54 and figure 13. They are almost the same as in 
the KNO, culture. The rather vigorous growth begins on 6th day of 
cultun and it continues till the 16th day. 

TABLE 54. Increase of the blast fungus dry weight measured at 
2·day intervals and nitrogen absorption by the fungus. 

(NaNO, culture) 

culture age 
(days) 

fungus dry 
weight (mg) 

: 2 I 4 I 6 I 8 1 10 I 12 I 14 I 16 I 18 I 20 I 22 I 24 

\ 2.0 I 7.2\ 26.1, 53.5 i 82.9\120.8\144.3\174.1\193.01 206.1 \205.9\211.9 

increased I 
weight of the 5.2 18.9 27.4 29.4 37.9 23.5 29.8 18.9 13.1 -0.2 6.0 

fungus (mg) 

amount of I I I I I I : I I r r nitrogen left I ; i i j' in the. culture 8.24 7.64 7.20 I 6.01 4.60 3.1'4 2.96, 2.44 2.00 2.16 I 1.92 1.88 

solutIOn (mg) I ' 
amount of I 
nitrogen 0.60 0.44 1.19 1.41 0.76 0.88 0.52 0.44 -0.16 0.24 0.04 

absorbed (rug) 
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Fig. 13. Increase of the blast fungus dry weight and the decrease 
of nitrogen in the culture solution at 2-day intervals. 

(NaNOa culture) 

The greatest increase of fungus dry weight, as great as 37.9 mg, is 
observed on the 10th-12th days of culture while the greatest absorption 
of nitrogen occurs on 8th-10th days which precede the timo of the 
greatest increase of the fungus. The nitrogen absorption drops once 
on 10th-12th days of culture but recovers soon after. After the 16th 
day the fungus activity declines gradually accompanying the decr3ase 
of nitrogen absorption. The fungus dry weight finally on 24th day 
of culture is 211.9 mg. 

iii) Asparagine culture: The experimentg,l results on the aspara
gine culture are shown in table 55 and figure 14. 

The aspects of fungus growth and the nitrogen absorption are 
almost same as in the case of nitrate nitrogen culture but the speed 
of fungus growth is clearly faster. The fungus shows a growth of 
7.0 mg already on 2nd day of culture and remarkable increases in 
fungus weight are observed from 4th day till 12th day of culture. The 
greatest increase of the fungus weight among the two day periods 
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TABLE 55. Increase of the blast fungus dry weight measured at 
2-day intervals and the nitrogen absorption. 

culture age 
(days) 

(asparagine culture) 

fungus dry 
weight (mg) I 7.0 111.6134.81114.11153.71186.6[209.01213.41220.11222.31224.51222.01222.6 

increased I 
weight of the 
fungus (mg) 

4.6 23.2 79.3 39.6 32.9 22.4 4.4 6.7 2.2 2.2 -2.5 0.6 

amount of I 
nitrogen left 
in the culture 
solution (mg) 

amount of I 
nitrogen 

absorbed (mg) 
0.72 1.04 0.80 1.26 1.35 0.43 0.52 0.48 0.20 0.40 0 0.08 
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Fig. 14. Increase of the blast fungus dry weight and the decrease 
of the nitrogen in the culture solution at 2·day intervals. 
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occurs on 6th-8th days of culture, that is about 4 days earlier than 
in the nitrate nitrogen culture. Moreover that greatest increase is as 
great as 79.3 mg which is far beyond the amount in the nitrate nitrogen 
cultures. After the 14th day of culture the increase of fungus weight 
becomes slow and it reaches its maximum of 222mg in dry weight at 
the 20th day of culture. Viewing the aspect of nitrogen absorption 
by the fungus, one sees that much nitrogen is absorbed on 4th-6th 
days of the culture when the amount reaches to 1.04 mg. But the total 
amount of nitrogen absorbed before the greatest fungus growth, ap
pearing on the 6th-8th days, is 1.76mg which is far less in comparison 
with the 3.6mg nitrogen absorbed in the case of nitrate nitrogen 
cultures. This may show the higher value of this amino acids as 
nitrogen sourcs for this fungus on comparison with nitrate nitrogen. 
The nitrogen absorption drops once on the 6th-8th days of the culture 
when the greatest increase of the fungus weight occurs; but it recovers 
soon showing greater absorption of nitrogen, as great as 1.26 mg on 
8th-10th days and 1.35 mg on 10th-12th days of the culture. These 
periods of greater nitrogen absorptions may be due to the remarkable 
increase of fungus mycelium volume. After the 12th day of the culture 
the nitrogen absorption declines accompanied by the decline of fungus 
activity. 

iv) Glycocoll culture: The experimental results on the glycocoll 
culture are shown in table 56 and figure 15. In this case the speed 
of the fungus growth is also clearly faster than that in the nitrate 
nitrogen culture, though it does not attain to that in case of the aspara
gine culture. The greatest increase of fungus weight, as great as 51.5mg 
for two days, appears on the 8th-10th days of the culture while greatest 
nitrogen absorption, as great as 1.60 mg for two days, occurs on 6th-8th 
days. The total nitrogen amount absorbed before the greatest fungus 
growth, which appears on 8th-10th days of the culture, is 2.52 mg that 
is les3 than the absorption in the case of the nitrate culture, revealing 
the higher value of this amino acid as nitrogen source for this fungus 
growth. Other aspects of the fungus growth and the nitrogen absorption 
are almost the same as in the asparagine culture. 

On summarizing the results above set forth, the period of the 
fungus growth may be divided into three stages. The first is the 
"early stage" during which the increase of fungus weight is not so 
great, the second is the stage to be called "middle stage" during which 
the fungus growth is most vigorous and the last is the stage to be 
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TABLE 56. Increase of the blast fungus dry weight measured at 
2-day intervals and nitrogen absorption by the fungus. 

culture age 
(days) 

fungus dry 
weight (mg) 

increased 
weight of the 
fungus (mg) 

(glycocoll culture) 

2 I 4 I 6 I 8 I 10 I 12 I 14 I 16 I 18 I 20 I 22 1 24 

15.2 32.1 49.7 51.1 32.6 26.4 17.6 5.8 0.7 0.8 -1.2 

i~i~~~~~lf~~~ 1 8.12: 7.6°17.201_5.6._° 1._4.11 .. 1_3.3_612.4411.7211.6411 1.33 I 1.24 I 1.12 
_ ._S~luJ;lOn (mgL ___ ' _ 1 __ 1 __ 

amount of 'I nitrogen 0.52 0.40 1.60 1.49 0.75 0.92 0.72 0.08 0.31 0.09 0.12 
absorbed (mg) 
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Fig. 15. Increase of the blast fungus dry weight and the decrease 
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called "latter stage" in which the activity of the fungus declines 
gradually. It is till the middle stage that the vigorous nitrogen absorp
tion occurs and it is in the earlier part of middle stage that the greatest 
increase of fungus weight appears, the greatest amount of nitrogen 
having been absorbed just before. This earlier part of middle stage 
when the greatest increase of fungus weight appears may be called 
the "greatest activity period" of the culture. In table 57 the "greatest 
activity period" of the four cultures and the amount of increase in 
fungus weight during that period are given. 

TABLE 57. Period of greatest activity in the culture of blast 
fungus on four kinds of nitrogen source and the increase 

of the fungus dry weight within that period. 

nitrogen sources greatest activity fungus weight increased 
during the greatest 

of the culture period activity period 

KNO. lOth-12th days 39.3mg 

NaNO. lOth-12th days 37.9 " 

asparagine 6th- 8th days 79.3 " 

glycocoll 8th-10th days 51.1 " 

It is certain that the "early stage" of the fungus growth is shortened 
in the culture in which such better nitrogen sources as asparagine or 
glycocoll are supplied 'and consequently, the "greatest activity period" 
appears earlier. Also in those cultures fungus growth in the middle 
stage, especially in the greatest activity period is far more great. Thus 
it is known that the differences of fungus growth in cultures different 
in their nitrogen source are determined during the middle stage of 
growth. 

The utilization ratios of various nitrogens for fungus growth, which 
are calculated by dividing the fungus weight grown by the nitrogen 
amount absorbed, are shown in table 58. 

On comparing the ratios which are calculated at the end of the 
culture, one sees that they are a little greater in the nitrate nitrogen 
culture than in the amino acid nitrogen culture. But this is because 
the greater amount of nitrogen absorbed by the greater volume of 
fungus at the latter stage of the fungus growth comes into the calcu
lation. The ratios which are calculated at the greatest activity period 
are clearly greater in the amino acid nitrogen cultures than in the 
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TABLE 58. Utilization ratio of four kinds of nitrogen 
source on the blast fungus culture. 

nitrogen sources at the end of at the greatest 
of the culture the culture activity period 

KNO, 33.5 2.98 

NaNOs 33.1 27.2 

asparagine 31.2 43.9 

glycocoll 34.6 36.1 

nitrate nitrogen cultures, showing the high utilization of such amino 
acids as asparagine and glycocoll by the blast fungus. 

3. Transformations of the nitrogen supplied in the culture solution. 

The nitrogenous compounds supplied in the culture solutions are 
generally transformed by the fungus into ammonium nitrogen before 
they are absorbed. In order to examine this point on blast fungus, 
the filtrates of the cultures were chemically analyzed on each culture 
of KN03 , NH.N03 , aspartic acid and glycocoll. 

i) KNO, culture: When nitrate nitrogen is supplied in the cul
ture solution, it is usually presumed that the nitrate nitrogen is 
reduced to ammonium nitrogen by the fungus before it comes to be 
assimilated. In order to make certain of this point on the nitrate 
nitrogen culture, five cultures were taken out at 2-day intervals and 
the amounts of nitrate and ammonium nitrogen in the filtrate were 
examined. Nitrate nitrogen was determined colorimetrically by phenol
disulfonic acid method and ammonium nitrogen was determined colori
metrically by NESSLER'S reagent. Table 59 and figure 16 give the 
experimental results. The figures in the table show the mg of nitrogen 
per one flask filtrate. 

As will be seen in the table and the figure, ammonium nitrogen 
is not detected till 16th day of the culture. On the 18th day, when 
the fungus growth and the nitrogen absorption become smaller, the 
ammonium nitrogen becomes detectable, and after then the amount 
increaSes gradually, reaching to the amount of 0.48 mg on the 24th 
day of the culture. This may suggest that all the reduced nitrogen 
is immediately absorbed by the fungus while its growth is vigorous, 
and that the ammonium nitrogen becomes detectable when the nitrogen 
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TABLE 59. Decrease of the nitrate nitrogen and the appearance of 
ammonium nitrogen in the process of blast fungus growth. 

(KNO, culture) 

---
mO" 

n!trate- I 
mg: mg mg, mg; 

" 
mg' mg mgl mg mg, mg 

8.08 7.52 I 6.72 5.76 [ 4.68 3.72 3.04 2.64
1 

2.12 
1.80 I 1.61 1 mtrogen i 

! 

0.48,,1 ammonium- I 
0 0 0 

" 

0.24"1 nitrogen 0 " 0 " 0 " o "I " " 0 " ", 0.32"[ I 

1 

, 

I 1 
total 8.08" 7.52,,1 6.72" 5.76"1 4.68" 3.72" 3.04" 2.64" 2.36": 2.12"1 2.09", 

I I I I 

§ 8 
o 
'H 

t 

days 
culture age 

Fig. 16. Decrease of the nitrate nitrogen and the appearance of 
ammonium nitrogen in the process of blast fungus growth. 

(KNO, culture) 

mg 
1.44 

0.18" 

1.92" 

absorption COmes to be rather smaller in the latter stage of growth. 
YOSHII (1936), TA:-lAKA and KATSUKI (1951) reported that no trace of nitrite 
or ammonium nitrogen is found in the filtrate of nitrate nitrogen 
culture. This is perhaps because their experiments were carried on 
by using the filtrates of rather younger cultures. 
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ii) NH.N03 culture: Though the fungus growth is not SO good in 
the ammonium nitrate culture solution, it seems of interest to ascertain 
which kind of nitrogen, ammonium or nitrate, is absorbed mostly by 
the fungus when ammonium nitrate is supplied in the culture as nitrogen 
source. Therefore culturing the blast fungus in ammonium nitrate 
culture solutions, the writer determined both the ammonium and lll

trate nitrogen in the filtrate on every other day of the culture. 

TABLE 60. Decrease of nitrate and ammonium nitrogen 
in the course of blast fungus growth on 
the ammonium nitrate culture solution. 

mg mg mg mg mg mg: mg mgl mg mg nitrate-
nitrogen 4.16 4.12 I 4.08 4.08 

4.
04

1 

4.01 I 4.00 I 3.96 : 3.91 . 3.92 • 
I I 

i 1 
ammonium-

nitrogen 4.08" 3.88" 3.48" 2.80". 2.40',' 2.52" 2.58" 2.62" 

I 

::::::1 
2.48"1 

E.84,,! 
I 

total 8.24" 8.00"1 7.56" 6.41" 6.48"1 6.48" 6.49" 6.S4"! 

. ' .. 
' .. 
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Fig. 17. Decrease of nitrate and ammonium nitrogen in the course 
of blast fungus growth (NH,N03 culture) 

I 

mg 
3.98 

2.58" 

6.56" 
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The results are given in table 60 and figure 17. As will be seen in 
the table, ammonium nitrogen in the filtrate decreases clearly with 
the fungus growth while the decrease of nitrate nitrogen is rather 
uncertain. Thus it is clear that the fungus absorbs mostly the am
monium nitrogen when both kinds of nitrogen, ammonium and nitrate, 
are supplied. It is expected that the unequivalent absorption of the 
ammonium ion results in the depression of pH; the pH determination 
of the filtrate verifies this point (Table 61). 

TABLE 61. Decrease of pH value in the culture solution 
of ammonium nitrate culture in the course 

of the blast fungus growth. 

culture age 

I 2 I 4 I 6 I 8 
I 

10 
I 

12 
I 

14 
\ 

16 
I 

18 
I 

20 22 (days) 

pH 
I 

5.4 
1 5.4.1 

5.0 

I 
4.6 

I 
4.2 

I 
3.8 

I 
3.2 

1 

3.2 

1 

3.4 

1 

3.2 3.2 

Therefore the reason, why the fungus growth is not so good m 
the ammonium nitrate nitrogen culture, lies in such depression of the 
pH value of the culture solution. 

iii) Glycocoll culture: When amino acids are supplied in the 
culture solutions as nitrogen source, they may be decomposed by the 
fungus before the nitrogen is absorbed. Therefore the fluctuation of 
the amount of amino acid and ammonium in the filtrates of glycocoll 
culture were examined on every other day. The amino acid nitrogen 
was determined by VA~ SLYKE'S method and the ammonium nitrogen 
colorimetrically by N ESSLEl{'S reagent. Table 62 and figure 18 show 
the results. The figures in the table indicate the amount of nitrogen 
per one flask filtrate. While the amino nitrogen decreases with the 
days of culture, the ammonium nitrogen becomes detectable on the 
6th day of the culture. The ammonium nitrogen in the filtrate reaches 
to the maximum 0.76 mg on the 10th-12th days of the culture and then 
decreases gradually. These facts may suggest the decomposition of 
the amino acid by oxidase which is produced by the fungus. As 
described in the following chapter, the blast fungus does produce the 
oxidase in fact and its activity is strong during 6th-14th days of 
the culture. As will be seen in the table, however, the ammonium 
nitrogen found in the filtrate is rather less even in the high activity 
period of the oxidase; this is because most of the ammonium produced 
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by the decomposition of amino acid is immediately absorbed by the 
fungus. 

TABLE 62. Decrease of the amino nitrogen and the appearance 
of ammonium nitrogen in the glycocoll culture solution 

in the process of the blast fungus growth. 

--- ----
mg' amino- i mg mg mg mgl mg mg mg mg. mg 

nitrogen 8.32 5.12 3.98 2.92 2.01 1.52 1.20 1.00 I 

I 

7.58\ 6.40 I 

ammonium-
, 

0 o " 0.40" 0.72" 0.72" 0.76" 0.64" 0.56" 0.44" 0.44"i nitrogen 

total 

" , 

I I 

8.32" 7.58" 6.8°"1 5.84" 4.70" 3.68" 2.65" 2.08" 1.64" 1.44"; 

culture age 

Fig. 18. Decrease of the amino nitrogen and the appearance 
of ammonium nitrogen in the glycocoll culture solution 
in the proceS3 of the blast fungus growth. 

mg' mg 
0.881 0.80 

0.44..1 0.44" 

1.32"1 1.24" 

iv) Aspartic acid culture: Experiments were carried On the aspar
tic acid culture. The results are shown in table 63 and figure 19. 

In this case the ammonium nitrogen becomes detectable on the 
4th day of the culture and reaches maximum 0.64 mg On 8th day. 
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TABLE 63. Decrease of the amino nitrogen and the appearance 
of ammonium nitrogen in the aspartic acid culture solution 

in the process of the blast fungus growth. 

mgl amino-
I 

mg mg mg, mg mg mg mg mg mg 

nitrogen 7.96 7.12 I 4.76 2.84 2.08 I 1.64 1.36 1.20 0.98 
I 

mgr 
5.89

1 3.
68

1 

0.28,,1 1 ammonium-! 
0.56,,1 

I 
0 " 0.64"1 0.56"i O.4t" 0.48"1 0.34" 0.28" 0.16" 0.22" nitrogen 

total 

I 
7.40"i I 

I 
7.96" 6.45", 5.40", 4.24", 3.28" 2.56"/ 1.98" 1.64" 1.36" 1.20" 

I , 

aSjJartic acid N 

8 12 If) 20 24 days 

culture age 
Fig. 19. Decrease of the amino nitrogen and the appearance 

of ammonium nitrogen in the aspartic acid culture 
solution in the process of the blast fungus growth. 

--
mg 

0.88 

0.21" 

1.09" 

It may be said that the amino acid is vigorously decomposed by the 
fungus producing ammonium in 6th-14th days of culture when the 
activity of the amino acid oxidase is most vigorous as described in 
the following chapter. But the amount of the ammonium nitrogen 
found in the culture solution during these period is rather small be
cause the most of the ammonium produced by the fungus would be 
immediately absorbed by the fungus. 
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4. The nitrogen level and the fungus growth. 

In all experiments above described the nitrogen given in each 
culture solution was always 8.28 mg per flask (30cc culture solution). 
In the followings the effects of the supply of greater amounts of nitrogen 
on the fungus growth are examined. In these experiments each KNO" 
NaNO" asparagine and glycocoll was employed as nitrogen source, the 
amount supplied being 8.28 mg, 16.56 mg, 33.12 mg, 49.68 mg, 66.24 mg, 
82.80 mg and 99.36 mg respectively. After 20 days of culture in each 
culture solution, the fungus was filtrated out; the fungus dry weight 
and the amount of nitrogen absorbed were determined. The fungus 
dry weight per 1 mg nitrogen absorbed was calculated in each case. 
When the large quantity of nitrogen was supplied, it was found by 
other experiment undescribed to be often necessary to add sugar 
during the course of the culture; 3 cc of sugar solution, containing 
6.0 g sugar in 100 cc, was added strilely on the 12th day of the culture. 

i) KNO, culture: Experimental results on KNO, culture are given 
in table 64. Experimental sections 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, means the supply 
of nitrogen of 8.28 mg, 16.56 mg, 33.12 mg, 49.68mg, 66.24 mg, 82.80 mg 
and 99.36 mg per each flask (30 cc culture solution) respectively (same 
in the following experiments). 

TABLE 64. Blast fungus growth, nitrogen absorption, and 
the utilization ratio of the nitrogen in the culture 

solution of various nitrogen levels. 

(KNO, culture) 

experimental 1 2 3 4 5 6 section 

fungus dry 210 mg 227 mg 
I 

256 mgl 271 mgl 231 mgl 244 mg weight 
I 

I nitrogen I 
6.40 " 13.16 " 26.24" I 40.25 " 53.87 " 67.22" I absorbed 

I utilization 
I 

5.03" I ratio 32.81 " 17.25 " 9.30" I 6.36 " 4.18" I 

7 

290 mg 

79.48 " 

3.16 " 

As shown in the table, the more the amount of nitrogen supplied 
in the culture solution, the greater the fungus growth becomes. On 
the other hand while the amount of nitrogen absorbed during 20 day's 
culture becomes greater with the greater amount of nitrogen supply, 
the ratio of nitrogen utilization is contrariwise reversely proportional 
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to the amount of nitrogen supply. 
ii) NaN03 culture: Experimental results on the NaN03 culture 

are given in table 65. 

TABLE 65. Blast fungus growth, nitrogen absorption and 
the utilization ratio of the nitrogen in the culture 

solution of various nitrogen levels. 

experimental 
section 

fungus dry 
weight 

nitrO;2;en 
absorbed 

utilization 
ratio 

1 

220 mgi 

6.50" I 

33.85 " 

(NaNOa culture) 

2 3 4 5 6 

I I I 
2.29 mg 238 mg: 247 mg 255 mg; 261 mgl 

13.57 " 26.61 " 39.24 " 52.19 " 65.27" i 
I 

16.88 " 8.95 " 6.29 " 4.89" I 4.0J" i 

7 

--

287 mg 

77.46 " 

3.71 " 

As in the casa of KN03 culture, the greater amount of nitrogen 
supply favours larger fungus growth in company with the mOre nitrogen 
absorption. But the utilization ratio of nitrogen becomes less with 
the greater amount of nitrogen supply. 

iii) Asparagine culture: Experimental results on asparagine cul
ture are given in table 66. 

TABLE 66. Blast fungus growth, nitrogen absorption and 
the utilization ratio of the nitrogen in the culture 

solution of various nitrogen levels. 

experimental 
section 

fungus dry 
weight 

nitrogen 
absorbed 

utilization 
ratio 

1 

235 mg I 

7.27 " 

32.32 " 

(asparagine culture) 

2 3 4 5 6 

251 mg 264 mg 279 mg 290 mg I 302 mg 

14.12 " 28.80" 47.71 " 60.36 " 73.26 " 

17.78 " 9.17 " 6.24" 4.80" 4.12 " 

7 

- -- ---

327 mg 

87.05 " 

3.76 " 

As already described, asparagine is a nitrogen source more favor
able for the fungus growth than nitrate nitrogen; the fungus growth 

reaches to 235 mg even in the solution with original amount (8.28 mg) 
of nitrogen supply. On the other hand the greater supply of the 
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asparagine favors more the plant growth, and supplying of 99.36 mg 
asparagine nitrogen results in a fungus growth as great as 327 mg. 
The amount of nitrogen absorbed by the fungus increases in proportion 
to the amount of nitrogen supply. 

The ratio of nitrogen utilization is contrariwise reversely propor
tionalto the amount of nitrogen supply, quite the same as in the 
.case of the nitrate nitrogen cultures. 

iv) Glycocoll culture: Experimental results on the glycocoll cul
tUre are recorded in table 67. 

TABLE 67. Blast fungus growth, nitrogen absorption and 

the utilization ratio of nitrogen in the culture 

solutions of various nitrogen levels. 

(glycocoll culture) 

experimental 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 section 

fungus dry I 1289 mg 
I , 

239 mg 259 mg 275 mg 306 mg 310 mg: 324 mg weight 
I 

nitrog~n I 
absorbed 7.06 " 14.18 " 29.23" 45.15" . 60.69" 74.67 " 89.15 " 

utilization 33.85 " 18.27" 1 9.41 " 6.40 " 5.04" 4.15 " 3.63 " ratio 

Glycocoll is one of the most favourable nitrogen sources for the 
fungus growth; the fungus growth is somewhat great even in the 
original amount of nitrogen supply as is also true in the case of the 
asparagine culture. The greater the amount of glycocoll nitrogen sup
plied, the more the fungus growth, accompanied a greater absorption 
of the nitrogen, quite the same as in the asparagine culture. The 
ratio of nitrogen utilization is reversely proportional with the greater 
amount of nitrogen supply. 

Summarizing the results of the four experiments above described, 
it is evident that the nitrogen level in the standard culture solutions 
acts rather as a limiting factor for the fungus growth while the increase 
of the nitrogen level hvors the fungus growth. So further experiments 
were planned to examine the relations between the growth rate of the 
fungus and the nitrogen level sllpplied. Asparagine cultures were 
€mployed. In these experiments three sections were prepared; the one 
was the standard nitrogen level (section I), the second was given half the 
amount of nitrogen of the standard (section II) and the third was given 
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eight times as much nitrogen as the standard (section III). Some of 
the cultures were filtrated each two days, and the fungus dry weight 
per one flask was determined. The results are given in table 68 and 
figure 20. The figures given between the adjacent culture days in the 
table show the increase of fungus dry weight during the two days. 

Examining the fungus growth, one notes that the early stage 
continues till the 6th day of culture in the case of section I; in the 
case of the section III it is till the 4th day, while in the case of section 
II it is prolonged to 10th day of the culture. On the other hand "the 
greatest activity period" of the fungus growth, when the greatest 
growth for two days is seen, is found to be on the 6th-8th days period 
in the case of section I; in the case of section III it is distinguished 
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Increase of the fungus dry weight by two-d'lY periods 
in the culture solution of different nitrogen levels. 
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TABLE 68. Increase of the blast fungus dry weight by 2-day periods 
in the culture solutions of the different nitrogen levels. (mg) 

culture [2nd [4th [6th 18th I 10th I 12th I 14th [16th [18th [20th [22nd [24th I 26th 
age day day day day day day day day day day day day day 

I 
7.0 [ 11.6 I 34.8 1 114.1[153.7[186.6[ 209.0 [ 213.4[220.1[222.3[ 224.5 [ 222.0 I 222.6 

4.6 23.2 79.3 39.6 32.9 22.4 4.4 6.7 2.2 2.2 -2.5 0.6 
~--i---~--

r-~~~·~ 1 38.2 1 59.1 1 80.81109.01118.2: 130.01138.11140.51141.3 
II 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U 1U ~ M M 

III 
~ ___ 41.0 1121.0 1190.8/ 229.~ I 258.0 I 281.5! 282.~ I ~85.~J 290.~ 1_::1.5/ 2~~[~90.2 

32.0 80.0 69.8 38.8 28.4 23.5 0.5 3.0 5.0 1.5 0.5 1.8 

earlier on 4th-6th days of the culture; in the case of section II it is 
found later on 10th-12th days of culture. Thus it is evident that the 
duration of "the early stage" is shortened in the high level nitrogen 
section while it is prolonged in the low level nitrogen section; there
fore the growth rate of the fungus becomes the greater in the solution 
having the greater amount of nitrogen supply. As will be seen, most 
of the fungus growth is completed in the middle stage which continues 
for about 10 days in every section. But the increase of the fungus 
dry weight during this stage is naturally greater in the case of the 
higher level nitrogen supply. 

The amounts of nitrogen absorbed in each two-day period of the 
culture are shown in table 69. 

TABLE 69. Amount of nitrogen absorbed in every other day in 
the culture solution of the different nitrogen level. (mg) 

It 1 ~-2ndl2nd-,.th- 1
6th-18th- 'Oth--I'2th- l14th-['6tl>--' 18th-[roth-l22nd--I,·th-cu ure 4thl 6th 8th 10th 12th 14thl 16th 18th 20th 22nd 24th 26th 

age day day day I day day day day day day day day day day 

I 0.12 0.68 1 1.36 0.92 1.29 1.20 0.78 0.35 0.20 0.13 1 0.11 0.04 0.05 

II 0.02 0.24
1 

0.35 0.70 1.00 0.64 0.80 0.20 0.06 0.08 0.02 0 0.02 
i 

III I 0.26
1 

11.45! 11.12 924 10.95 6.40 7.20 2.40 0.61
1 

0.28 0.13\ 0.08 0.18 
I 

In all the experimental sections the greatest absorption of nitrogen 
occurs just before the appearance of the greatest fungus growth ("the 
greatest activity period") while the nitrogen absorption in the latter 
stage of the fungus growth is rather small. On the other hand the 
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amount of nitrogen absorbed by the fungus during the time from the 
early stage till the middle stage of growth is greater in the section 
of greater amount nitrogen supply while it is smaller in the section 
of lower level nitrogen supply. 

The ratio of nitrogen utilization in each section, which was deter
mined by dividing the fungus dry weight by the nitrogen amount 
absorbed, is recorded in table 70. 

When the fungi completed their growth, the ratio is greater in 
the section of the lower level nitrogen supply. But on the contrary 
the ratio calculated at "the greatest activity period" of the fungus 
growth is greater in the first section (I) than in the second (II), while 
in the third (III), in which fungus was supplied with the greatest 
amount of nitrogen, the ratio is the least; this is because the amount 
of nitrogen absorbed is extremely greater in the third section (III). 
In other words the supply of a greater amount nitrogen does not 
always mean the more effective utilization of the absorbed nitrogen 
although the fungus growth is always the greater in the case of greater 
amount of nitrogen supply. 

TABLE 70. Utilization ratios of nitrogen in the blast 
fungus cultures on the culture solution 

I 

II 

III 

of different nitrogen levels. 

at the full growth 
of the fungus 

30.6 

34.2 

4.8 

at the greatest 
activity period 

37.9 

20.0 

5.3 

In conclusion of this section, it may be said that the nitrogen 
amount in the standard culture solution acts as a rather limiting factor 
for the fungus growth and therefore the increase of the nitrogen level 
supplied favors the fungus growth. And the greatsr amount nitrogen 
supply leads to the greater amount of nitrogen absorption at the early 
stage of the fungus growth, resulting in the faster growth of the 
fungus. 

5. Conclusion. 

There have been reported some studies on the nitrogen sources 
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of the blast fungus. Among them the studies by TOCIIINAI and NAKANO 
(1940) using synthesized culture solutions go into detail. But at the 
time of those studies it was not yet known that biotin and vitamin 
Bl are indispensable for the blast fungus growth and therefore the 
growth on the synthesized culture solutions was generally quite poor. 
As the fungus growth seems to have been hardly maintained by the 
trace of biotin contained in the supplied chemicals such as sucrose in 
those experiments, the nitrogen source of the blast fungus needs to 
be re-examined by means of the use of synthesized culture solutions 
which contain both biotin and vitamin B1 • According to the present 
studies, some amino acids or ami des such as glycocoll, alanine, aspartic 
acid, glutamic acid and asparagine are quite excellent nitrogen sources 
for promotion of the fungus growth, while the fungus can synthesize 
the inorganic nitrogen also. When each one of the above mentioned 
,amino acids or amides are supplied, the growth of the blast fungus is 
quite improved, the duration of the "lag phase" shortened and the 
increase of the fungus dry weight in "the middle stage" of the fungus 
growth becoming quite large. But the fungus growth is rather poor 
on the amino acids other than those mentioned above. This is because 
the action of the amino acid oxidase which is produced by the blast 
fungus is specific for those amino acids as described in the following 
chapter. Examining the value of the inorganic nitrogen as the nitrogen 
SOurce of the blast fungus growth, one learns that nitrate nitrogen is 
superior to ammonium nitrogen. But it is evident that the depression 
of pH value of the culture solution by the unequivalent absorption of 
ions in the ammonium nitrogen culture is the direct cause of these 
difference in their value as the nitrogen source. 

In view of the fact that the ammonium becomes detectable in the 
culture solution in which the amino acids are supplied as nitrogen 
source, it is certain that the amino acids are decomposed to ammonium 
by the blast fungus before the assimilation. Studies on the amino acid 
oxidase of the blast fungus are described in the following chapter. 

On the other hand it is certain, in view of the fact that the am
monium becomes detectable in the culture solution in which the nitrate 
nitrogen is supplied as sole nitrogen source, that the nitrate nitrogen 
is reduced to ammonium nitrogen preceding the assimilation. 

The, nitrogen absorption by the blast fungus is generally vigorous 
at the rather earlier growing stage and the greatest nitrogen absorption 
by the fungus always occurs just before the greatest increase in fungus 
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dry weight appears. 
On calculating the utilization ratio that means the increase of 

fungus dry weight by 1 mg nitrogen absorption, one finds that the 
better nitrogen sources are not always higher in utilization ratio. But 
this is because the ratio was calculated at the end of the culture (at 
about 24 days culture). When the ratio is calculated at the earlier 
part of "the middle stage" of the fungus growth in which it is quite 
vigorous, it is certain that the better nitrogen sources are also higher 
in their ratio of utilization. No matter what kind of nitrogen is sup
plied as nitrogen source in the culture solution, nitrogen concentration, 
0.275 mg/ml, that is original in standard solution, is a rather minimum 
concentration for the fungus growth. A greater nitrogen supply clearly 
favours the more vigorous growth up to the conc~ntration of 3.312mg/ml. 
When a greater amount of nitrogen is supplied, much of it is absorbed 
early and the duration of "the lag phase" is quit a shortened; moreover 
the fungus growth in "the middle stage" becomes remarkably vigorous. 
But on the other hand, the utilization ratio of the nitrogen is rather 
lower in the case of greater nitrogen supply, though the fungus 
growth is remarkably greater. 

Chapter III 

Amino acids oxidase of rice blast fungus. 

As descrihed above, the ammonia becomes detectable in the culture 
solution in which only amino acid is supplied as nitrogen source. This 
naturally means the decomposition of amino acid by the blast fungus. 
The decomposition of amino acid by the micro-organisms is a catalysis 
by either oxidase, reductase or hydrase; decomposition by oxidase is 
most common. The presence of amino acid oxidase in the blast fungus 
culture was first reported by tha present writer (1954); NAKAolURA,. 
SHDIO~fURA and SUGnlOTO (1955) reported the production of I-amino acid 
oxidase by the fungus. In the followin~ the experiments on that 
.enzyme produced by the blast fungus are described. As every effort 
to extract the pure enzyme from the fungus has not come to success 
yet, the thoroughly washed fungus mat itself was used in the following 
experiments. The oxygen absorption by the fungus, which was.cultured 
in the standard cult'lre solution for ten days, was determined by 
WARBURG manometer. Each glutamic acid, aspartic acid or glycocoll 
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was employed as substrate for tbis determination; their pH values 
were adjusted to 7.0 with phcsphate buffer and the temperature of the 
water bath was adjusted to 30°C. At the same time the oxygen con
sumption by natural respiration by the fungus was determined in 
distilled water. The value obtained by subtracting oxygen consumption 
by nat1J.ral respiration was treated as the oxygen consumption by the 
oxidase of amino acid. On the other hand, the decrease of the amount 
of amino acid in the ves3el of W ARBURG manometer was determined by 
VAN SLYKE'S method, and the increase of the ammonia in the vessel was 
determined calorimetrically by NESSLER'S reagent. The results are 
shown in table 71. The figures in the table show the consumption of 
oxygen by the fungus of dry weight 100mg in one hour. As will be 
seen in the table, about 65mm3 oxygen are consumed by the oxidase 
of the blast fungus, while th3 estimated value of decreasing amount 

TABLE 71. Amino acid oxidase in the blast fungus. 

oxygen I d"""~" o<amino acid I increase of ammonia 
substrate consumption 

estim3.t~d I calculated l> estimated I calculated * by oxidase 

glutamic acid 63.3 mm3 I I 

0.095mg , 0.082mg 0.079mg 0.098mg 
I i 

I 
aspartic acid 60.8 " I 

0.071 " 0.076 " 0.093 " 0.092 " 

glycocoll 69.5 " 0.085 " 0.037 " 0.102 " 0.105 " 

i> calculated from the oxygen comsumption. 

of amino acid and also of increasing amount of ammonia are quite near 
to the value calculated from the oxygen consumption. Thus the pro
duction of amino acid oxidase by the blast fungus is quite certain, 
and the activity of this enzyme is rather weak on comparison with 
that of bacteria, while the value is rather strong on comparison with 
saprophytic fungus such as penicillium, aspergillus, neurospora. Some 
characters of amino acid oxidase caused by the blast fungus are deter
mined in the following. In all the experiments the oxygen absorption 
was determined by WALmURG manometer under the conditior,s of 30°C 

and pH 7.0. 
i) Specificity of the amino acid oxidase: The activities of the 

enzyme in relation to some kinds of amino acid were examined. In 
these experiments the fungus which was cultured on the standard 
culture solution for ten days was employed as the test organism. 
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The results are given in table 72. The enzyme does not act against 
each dl-methionine, dl-valine or arginine hydrochloride; these amino 
acids are valueless nitrogen sources for the fungus growth as described 
already. The activity against the dl-tyrosine is doubtful. The activity 
toward the each of glycocoll, I-aspartic acid, I-glutamic acid, d-glutamic 
acid, dl-glut'1mic acid, I-alanine, I-leucine, dl-Ieucine is certain; all these 
amino acids are good nitrogen sources for the fungus growth. 

TABLE 72. Specificity of the amino acid oxidase 
of the blast fungus. 

substrate activity 
I_I ~_ substrate 

dl-tyrosine 

I-leucine 

activity 

glycocoll 

I-aspartic acid 

1-6"lutamic acid 

d-giutamic acid 

dl-glutamic acid 

I-alanine 

-1-

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

arginine hyd rochlorid~ 

dl-Ieucine 

dl-valine 

dl-methionine 

± 

+ 

+ 

ii) Effect of KeN addition: Employing the fungus cultund in 
glutamic acid culture solution for ten days as the test organism, the 
effects of the addition of 1/1000 M KeN on the enzyme action were 
examined. The results are shown in table 73 and figure 21. 

TABLE 73. Effect of KeN addition on the amino acid 
oxidase of the blast fungus. 

--------
- time 10 min. I 20 min./ 30 min./ 40 min. o . I 60 min. expo - 5 mm'

l se ct ion --------------
I I 

cont. n.6mm'l 28.5mm' 41.0mm'l 59.0mm' 66.3mm'] 82.5mm3 

addition of KeN 5.8 " 12.0 " 18.0 " 22.3 " 29.4 " I 35.8 " 

As will be seen, the addition of M/100 KeN obstructs the action 
of the oxidase as much as about 57%. As the amino acid oxidase 
itself is originally indifferent to the addition of KeN, this result may 
suggest the intermediation of cytochrome system in the living cell of 
the fungus on the transfer of oxygen from outside to the oxidase as 
USAlII1, KANEKO and SASAKI (1954) suggested on living cell of proteus. 
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Fig. 21. Effect of KeN addition on the amino acid 
oxidase of the blast fungus. 

iii) The age of the culture and the oxidase activity: Some of 
the cultures in the glutamic acid culture solution were filtered out 
on every other day from the 2nd till 26th day of the culture, and the 
oxidase activity against glutamic acid was examined by W ARBUUG 

manometer. The results are given in table 74 and figure 22 (curve I). 
The figures in the table show the amount of oxygen which was ab
sorbed in one hour by the fungus of 100 mg dry weight. As noted 

TABLE 74. Culture age of the blast fungus and the activity 
of the amino acid oxidase. 

(standard culture) 

age of culture oxygen absorption age of culture oxygen absorption 

2nd day 9.8mm3 16th day 60.1 mm3 

4th .. 25.0 .. 18th .. 34.9 .. 
6th .. 62.6 .. 20th .. 22.1 .. 
8th .. 75.1 .. 22nd .. 14.2 .. 

10th .. 82.7 .. 24th .. 9.2 .. 
12th .. 82.8 .. 26th .. 6.3 .. 
14th .. no .. 
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Fig. 22. Fluctuation of amino acid oxidase activity with 
advance of age of culture of the blast fungus. 

already the fungus growth is most vigorous in the period of the 6th-
10th days of the culture when glutamic acid is supplied as nitrogen 
source. On the other hand, as will be seen in the table and the figure, 
the activity of amino acid oxidase is also most vigorous on 6th-10th 
days and then its activity falls gradually. As mentioned in the previous 
chapter, the greatest amount of nitrogen is absorbed on 4th-6th days 
of the culture when glutamic acid is supplied as nitrogen source. And 
it must be noticed that the greatest increase of the oxidase activity 
also appears on the 4th-8th days of culture. The same kind of experi
ments were carried out on those fungi which were cultured in culture 
solution of double nitrogen level (16.56 mg per flask). The rc:sults are 
shown in table 75 and figure 22 (curve II). In this case the activity 
of the amino acid oxidase was rather vigorous already o~ the 2nd 
day of the culture, and the oxygen consumption reached to 103.5 mm3 

on the 8th day. This is in accordance with the faster and greater 
growth of the fungus in the case of the high level nitrogen supply. 
Thus it is known that the blast fungus growth is closely connected 
with the activity of the amino acid oxidase produced by this fungus. 
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TABLE 75. Culture age of the blast fungus and the activity 
of the amino acid oxidase. 

(high level nitrogen culture) 

age of culture oxygen absorption age of culture oxygen absorption 

2nd day 30.8 mm3 16th day 45.0mm3 

4th " 75.3 " 18th " 35.1 " 
6th " 98.9 " 20th " 31.1 " 

8th " 103.5 " 22nd " 28.4 " 
10th " 101.1 " 24th " 26.3 " 
12th " 80.0 " 26th " 24.1 " 
14th " 89.8 " 

iv) Nitrogen source of the culture and the activity of amino acid 
oxidase: The differences of nitrogen source in the blast fungus culture 
may exert some influences on the activity of the amino acid oxidase. 
In order to examine this point, five kinds of cultures, in which each 
KN03, I-aspartic acid, I-glutamic acid, I-leucine or I-alanine were given 
as nitrogen source, were prepared; the activity of amino acid oxidase 
of each culture was examined employing I-aspartic acid, I-glutamic 
acid, I-leucine, I-alanine as substrate. The measurements were carried 
on with the fungus of 10th-14th day's culture, as the activity of the 
oxidase was high at that age of the culture. The results are given 
in table 76. As will be seen in the table, the activity of the amino 
acid oxidase is most vigorous on the same kind of &mino acid as given 
as nitrogen source of the culture, and it is clear that the activity of 

nitrogen 

TABLE 76. Nitrogen sources of the blast fungus culture 
and the activity of amino acid oxidase 

produced by the fungus. 

source 

for the fungus 

I substrate for enzyme action 

I-aspartic acid II.glutamic acid I I-leucine I-alanine 

RN03 60.8 mm3 63.3 mm3 62.9mm3 58.8 mm3 

I·aspartic acid 90.6 " 70.4 " 74.2 " 71.5 " 
I-glutamic acid 72.3 " 82.5 " 69.5 " 67.4 .. 
I-leucine 70.2 " 75.5 " 80.8 " 72.1 " 
I-alanine 69.3 " 63.8 .. 70.2 " 80.1 " 
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the enzyme is rather adaptive to the same kind of amino acid given 
as nitrogen source of the culture. However the activity of the oxidase 
is clearly detectable even when only inorganic nitrogen is given as 
nitrogen source, although it is comparatively lower than that noted in 
the case of amino acid nitrogen source. When the amino acid is given 
as nitrogen sOurce of the culture, the difference of the kind of the 
amino acid supplied does not make so great differences in respact to 
the production of the enzyme, as long as the amino acid provides 
adequate nitrogen source for the fungus growth. 

Summarizing the experimental results in this section, the oxidase 
activity of the blast fungus is far beyond that of such saprophytic 
fungi as penicillium, aspergillus or neurospora while the activity is far 
inferior to th at of bacteria. The enzyms is inactive for some kinds 
of amino acid s~ch as dl-methionine, dl-vealine, arginine-hydrochloride 
which are also inadequate nitrogCln sourcas for the fungus growth. But 
the activity is quite evident for such kind of amino acids as glycocoll, 
I-aspartic acid, I-glutamic acid, d-glutamic acid, dl-glutamic acid, I
alcmine, I-leucine, dl-Ieucine, each of which is a good nitrogen source 
for fungus growth. The activity of the enzyme is detectable even 
when only inorganic nitrogen is given as nitrogen source, but its activity 
is comparatively lower than that in th8 fungus supplied with some 
amino acids nitrogen source. When th8 some kind of amir:.o acid is 
given as nitrogen source the action of the enzyme is greatest against 
the same kind of amino acid as employed as nitrogen sourC8, suggesting 
the adaptive production of the enzyme to the amino acid given as 
nitrogen source. Considering from the fact that the action of the 
oxidase is hindered by the addition of KeN, the cytochrome system 
may intermediate the transfer of oxygen from outside ta the oxidase 
in th8 living fungus. On seeing the fluctuation of the enzyme activity 
with the age of the culture, one notes that the activity begins to in
creaS8 immediately after the fungus growth begins and it is most 
vigorous at the earlier part of "middle stage" when tbe fungus growth 
is most vigorous, after which it begins to fall. If the fungus growth 
rate is favoured by the high level nitrog8n supply, th8 peak of enzyme 
activity appears the earlier and its activity becomes remarkably high. 
It must be noticed here that the growing stage of the most vigorous 
enzyme 2<ctivity is always in accordance exactly with the growing stage 
of th8 most vigorous nitrogen absorption. 
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Chapter IV 

The proteolytic enzyme of the blast fungus. 

It seems to be quite natural to suppose that the proteolytic enzyme 
produced by the phytopathogenic fungi may exert some important 
effects on the process of the disease development. 

In this chapter, therefore, examination of the proteolytic enzyme 
produced by the blast fungus is reported. As every effort to extract 
the enzyme from the filtrate or the mycelium has not yet come to 
success, all the experiments were carried on by employing the filtrate 
or mycelium itself as the enzyme source. Five cultures were filtered 
out after some days of the clllture and the filtrate was concentrated 
to the total volume 25cc by vaccum distillation at temperature of 38°-
40°C. Five cc portions of the material were uS8d as the enzyme source 
in the following experiments. On the other hand the fungus mats 
remaining on the filter paper were thoroughly washed with distilled 
water and stood still at room temperature for some time in order to 
drain off the water. Some parts of them, supposed about 20 mg in 
dry weight, were also employed as enzyme source in the followings. 
In this case the accurate dry weight of th:; used fungus was determined 
at the (md of each experiment and the activity on the fungus of dry 
weight 20 mg was calculated on the basis of the supposition that the 
enzyme activity is proportional to the amount of the fungus. Six 
percent gelc:.tine or six percent casein were employed as substrates for 
the debrmination of the enzyme activity. Five cubic-centimetres of 
the substrate were added with 5 cc of phosphate buffer of each hydrogen 
ion concentration. The enzyme was allowed to act on that solution 
with a drop of toluol in the thermobath of 40°C, and at some interval 
the increase of amino nitrogen was determined on 2 cc of the solution 
by VAN Sr,YKE's method. Thus the enzyme activity was shown by the 
increase of the amount of amino acid in the substrC'.te. All the vessels 
used for the experimer._ts were stsrilized previously and all attention 
wc:s paid during the whole procedure to avoid contamination by bacteria. 

1. The proteolytic enzyme detectable in the filtrate 
(exo-emzyme). 

i) The time of reaction and the kind of substrC'.te: The enzyme 
source was prepared from the filtrate of 15 day's cultures and gelatine 
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was employed as sUbstrate,the pH being adjusted to 5.4. The increc:,s9 
in amount of amino acid in the solution was determined at 2 hours, 
4 hours, 8 hours, 18 hours, 24 hours, 32 hours and 48 hours of the 
reaction respectively. Table 77 shows the results. 

TABLE 77. Proteolytic exo-enzyme of the blast fungus. 

time of reaction 

2 hrs. 

4 " 

8 " 

18 ,. 

24 " 

32 " 

48 " 

amount of amino-N 

O.Olmg 

0.04 " 

0.08 " 

0.14 " 

0.22 " 

0.31 " 

0040 " 

As will be seen in the table, the increase of amino acid in the 
solution becomes detectable already at 2 hrs. of the reaction, ;:md the 
amount continue to increase with time, reaching to 0.40 mg at 48 hrs .. 
On the basis of these observations, the activity of the proteolytic enzyme 
in the filtrate of blast fungus may be said to be not so great though 
its activity is evident. A part of the cause of r2.ther lower activity 
in this experiment may lay in the rather inadequate pH of the solution 
as described below. The enzyme activity was next examined on sub
strates of each gelatine, casein, glycyl-glycine and chloracetyl-l-tyrosine. 
The pH value was adjusted to 7.0 in thes3 experiments, and the 
increases of the amino acid in the solution were examined at 24 hrs. 
of the reaction. The results are given in table 78. 

TABLE 78. Specificity of proteolytic enzyme 
of the blast fungus. 

(exo-enzyme) 

substrate activity 
----------------------~-----------------------

glycyl-glycine 

chloracetyJ -l-tyrosine 

casein 

gelatine 

+ 

-I

+ 
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The enzyme is active against each one of glycyl-glycine, casein, and 
gelatine, while it is inactive toward the chloracetyl-l-tyrosine. 

ii) pH and the enzyme activity: In order to know the optimum 
pH for the enzyme activity, each preparated of pH 2.2, 2.6, 3.6, 4.6, 
5.6, 6.6, 7.0, 8.6, and 9.6 were made. Gelatine was employed as sub
strate cmd the increasing amounts of amino acid were determined at 
12, 24 and 48 hrs. of the reaction. All the results are shown as com
parative values by treating the increased amount of amino acid at 48 
hours of reaction in the section of pH 7.0 as 100. The results are given 
in figure 23. The enzyme c:,ctivity is remarkably low in every sample 
below pH 5.6. When the pH was adjusted to 7.6, the enzyme activity 
was quite vigorous till 12 hrs. of the reaction but at the longer reaction 
times activity began to fall. The same kind of tendencies are also 
seen in both s8ctions of pH 8.6 2nd 9.6; on the other hand, the in
creasing state of the amino acid in both sections of pH 7.0 and 6.6 
seems to be normal and the amino acid found in the section of pH 7.0 
at 48 hours of the reaction was greatest of all. 

100 

90 

80 

70 
:>, 
+' 
·N 60 :> 
·N 
+' 
<.l 50 
al 

v 
~ 4-0 

N 
.: 
v 30 

2.2 

~~==~-----~-----------~ 
Z4 '18 hrs. 

time of reaction 

Fig. 23. Relations between pH value and the proteolytic 
enzyme activity. (exo-enzyme) 

Therefore it is certain that the optimum pH for the enzyme action 
lies at the pH 7.0 and the activity of the enzyme is rather high on 
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the side of decreasing alkalinity. 
iii) Temperature for enzyme activity: In order to know the 

optimum tempzrature for enzyme action, sections of each 20°C, 30°C. 
40°C and 50°C were prepared. Casein was employed as substrate and 
the pH was adjusted to 7.0. The determination of the amino acids in 
the solution was carried on at 12, 24 and 48 hours of reaction. All 
the results are shown as comparative values by treating as 100 the 
amount of amino acid in tha section 40°C at 48 hrs. of reaction. The 
results are given in figure 24. 

100 

90 

80 

70 

20 

10 

12 24- 48 hrs 
time of reaction 

Fig. 24. Relations between the temperature and the proteolytic 
enzyme activity. (exo-enzyme) 

As will be seen in th efigure, the temperature of 20°C is too low 
for the enzyme action while the temperature of 50°C is rather too 
high. And it is clear that the temperature of 40°C is the optimum 
for the enzyme action. 

iv) Addition of cysteine or KCN and enzyme activity: In some 
proteolytic enzymes as papain their action is activated by the c:,ddition 
of some SH-compounds or cya.n-compounds. It is important to know if 
the activity of the proteolytic enzyme in question is influenced by 
the addition of such chemicals. Therefore the effects of the addition 
of cysteine or KCN on the enzyme activity were examined. The 
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concentrations of added chemicals were each 1/100, 1/200, 3/1000, 1/1000, 
1/2000M, and casein was employed as the substrate. The pH and the 
temperatura of the reaction were adjusted to 7.0 c:,nd 40°C respectively. 
The effects of the addition of cysteine are shown in table 79. 

TABLE 79. Effect of cysteine addition on the proteolytic enzyme. 

(exo-enzyme) 

concentration of duration of reaction 

cysteine 24 hrs. 48 hrs. 72 hrs. 

cont. 70 95 100 

1/2000 mol 68 90 97 

1/1000 " 62 93 98 

3/1000 " 57 91 105 

1/ 200 " 41 105 172 

1/ 100 " 43 127 191 

The results are calculated by treating the amount of amino acid 
at 72 hrs. of reaction in control section as 100. The effect of the 
addition of cysteine is evident at the concentrations above 1/200 M, while 
there are no effect at the concentration below 3/1000M. When the 
cysteine is added at the concentration above 1/200M, the amount of 
amino acid in the cysteine added section is less than that in the control 
at 24 hrs. of reaction, but with the longer duration of reaction time 
the amino acid amount in the cysteine added section comes to get ahead 
of the amount in control. And it is clear that the activity of the 
enzyme in the blast fungus is encouraged by the addition of cysteine 
at concentration above 1/200 M. The reason why action of the enzyme 
is inhibited temporarily at 24 hrs. of the reaction by the addition. of 

TABLE 80. Effect of KeN addition on the proteolytic enzyme. 

(exo-enzyme) 

duration of reaction concentration 
of KeN 24 hrs. 48 hrs. 72 hrs. 96 hrs. 

0 mol 66 93 98 100 

1/2000 " 59 86 90 96 

1/1000 " 57 79 92 98 

3/1000 " 46 83 94 105 

1/ 200 " 43 80 101 104 

. 
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cysteine is uncertain. but a part of the reason may lie in the employ
ment of unpurified material as enzyme source instead of the purified 
one. The effect of the addition of KeN on the enzyme action is sum
marized in table 80. The results are calculated by treating the amount 
of amir.o acid at 96 hrs. of reaction in the control as 100. 

There seems to be some tendency for the addition of KeN to 
inhibit the actio!} of the enzyme at 24 hours of reaction and on the 
longer dUratioD of reaction for the activity of the enzyme to be 
activated a little. But the effort to get the clearer evidence that the 
action of enzyme is promoted by the addition of KeN has not come 
to success, though the determination was continued to 96 hrs. of the 
reaction. The proteolytic enzyme that is activated by the addition of 
SH-compoUI:d is to be also activated by the addition of KeN. The 
reason why the enzyme is not activated by the addition of KeN in 
this experiment, while it is activated by the addition of cysteine, is 
uncertain. A part of the reason may lie in the employment of unpurified 
material as the er.zyme S::lurce. 

v) Age of the culture and the activity of the enzyme: The activity 
of the enzyme fluctuates with the age of the culture. In order to know 
the details, four cultures of KNO, nitrogen source were filtered out 
at each 4, 7, 9, 12, 14, 16,21,26 days of the culture and the filtrate were 
concentrated respectively to 50 cc by vaccum distillation. Employing 
5 cc of this concentrated filtrate as the enzyme source, the enzyme 
activity was determined at each age of the culture. The substrate 
was gelatine and the pH was adjusted to 7.0. The enzyme activities 
were determined by the measurement of amino acid at 24 hours of the 
reaction. The results are shown in figure 25. The results were calculated 
by treating the activity of 9 day's old culture as 100. As will be seen 
in the figure, the enzyme activity increases gradually till 9th day of the 
culture and after then begins to fall suddenly. The activity in the 
21 day's old culture is quite weak. It is noticeable that the enzyme 
activity reaches maximum on the 9th day of the culture when the 
most remarkable fungus growth appears. 

vi) The kind of nitrogen source of the culture and the enzyme 
activity: It seems to be of interest to know if differences of nitrogen 
SOurce' of the culture exert any effect on the activity of the proteolytic 
enzyme produced by the fungus. In order to find out about such 
relations, the following described experiments were planned. The 
nitrogen sources employed in these experiments were asparagine, 
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Fig. 25. Culture age and the proteolytic enzyme activity. 

(exo-enzyme) 

glycine, I-alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, urea and KNO" which 
have all been proved to be good nitrogen sources for the fungus growth. 
Gelatine was used as substrate and the pH was adjusted to 7.0. The 
enzyme activity was determined by the increasing of amino acid in 
the substrate at 24 hours of the reaction. As ~hown in the previous 
section the enzyme activity fluctuates with the age of the culture in 
every experimental secti01";.S of each nitrogen source. Therefore the 
age of the culture when the peak of the enzyme activity appears, and 
the value of maximum enzyme activity are shown in table 81. The 
figures which represent the enzyme activity in the table were calculated 
by giving the amino acid in KNO, section a value of 10. The enzyme 
activity of the urea section was inferior to that of the KNO, section; 
at the same time the urea is a rather inferior nitrogen source to KNO,. 
The peak of the enzyme activity appears earlier in the KNO, section 
than in the urea section. All the other amino acids and amides, with 
the one exception of glycine, were excellent for the enzyme production 
and the enzyme activity was generally greater in such amino acid or 
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TABLE 81. Relations between the nitrogen source of the culture 
and the enzyme activity. 

(exo-enzyme) 

activity of age of culture dry weight of 
N-sources when the activity mycelium when 

the enzyme reached maximum activity examined 

KN03 10 9th day 70.6 mg 

asparagine 17.3 9th 120.1 " 
glycine 5.8 9th ,. 105.1 " 
I-alanine 16.4 16th " 195.5 " 
aspartic acid 19.1 12th " 163.2 " 
glutamic acid 17.8 9th " 83.4 " 
urea 7.9 16th " 75.1 " 

amide cultures than in KN03 culture. But only in the glycine culture 
the enzyme activity was exceptionally weak, although glycine is an 
adequate nitrogen source for the fungus growth. The age of culture 
at which the enzyme activity reaches maximum seems not to have any 
correlation with the greatness of the enzyme activity or the growth 
rate of the fungus. This statement takes into consideration the facts 
that the peak of the enzyme activity appears on the 9th day of the 
culture both in the KN03 and asparagine sections while the difference 
in the value of the maximum activity of the enzyme is rather great 
between the two sections and also the facts that in the case of aspartic 
acid culture the peak of the enzyme activity appears on 12th day of 
culture which is 3 days later than in the other amino acid sections 
while the greatest value of the enzyme activity is seen in that culture. 

2. The proteolytic enzyme detectable in the mycelium 
(endo-enzyme). 

The endo proteolytic enzyme of the blast fungus was examined 
by employing the mycelium as the enzyme source. 

i) The reaction time and the substrate: The fungus which was 
cultured for 15 days in standard culture solution was employed as the 
enzyme source. The substrate was gelatine and the pH was adjusted 
to 5.4. The results are shown in figure 26. The relation between the 
time and the proteolytic enzyma is almost the same as in the casa of 
the exo-enzyme, but tha activity is a little greater in the mycelium 
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Fig. 26. Proteolytic endo-enzyme of the blast fungus. 

of dry weight 20 mg than in the 5 cc of concentrated filtrate. The 
specificity of the enzyme was examined for each one: gelatine, casein 
glycyl-glycine and chloracetyl-l-tyrosine. The results are shown in 
table 82. Like as in the exo-enzyme, the endo-enzyme is active against 
each gelatine, casein and glycyl-glycine while it is inactive toward 
chloracetyl-l-tyrosine. 

TABLE 82. Specificity of proteolytic enzyme of the blast fungus. 

(endo-enzyme) 

substrate 

glycyl-glycine 

chloracetyl-l-tyrosine 

casein 

gelatine 

enzyme activity 

+ 

-I-

-I-

ii) pH and the enzyme activity: Employing the mycelium as the 
enzyme source, the writer examined the relations between the pH of 
the solution and the enzyme activity in the same way as in the previous 
section. The results are calculated by treating the amino acid at 27 
hrs. of reaction in the section of pH 7.0 as 100. Figure 27 shows the 
results. 
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Fig. 27. Relations between pH value and the activity 
of the proteolytic enzyme. 

( endo-enzyme) 

--27 
hrs. 

It is quite same as in the previous section that the optimum pH 
for the enzyme action lies in 7.0. But the range within which the 
enzyme action pretty fair, is rath3r narrow. In the pH below 5.0 and 
above 8.0 the enzyme action becomes quite weak. 

iii) Addition of KeN or cysteine and the enzyme activity: The 
effects of the addition of cysteine or KeN on the enzyme activity were 
examin')d by adding 1/100 N either of cysteine or of KeN. 

The results, which were calculated by treating the amino acid 
at 29 hrs. of reaction in the control section as 100, are given in 
figure 28. 

As will be seen in the figure, the enzyme action is clearly promoted 
by the addition of the cysteine, and there is not any such t:mdency 
as a temporary inhibition in the beginning of the addition as was seen 
in the previous 0xperiments where th3 concentrated filtrate was em
ployed as the enzyme source. Moreover the activation of the enzyme 
action was clearly shown also by the addition of KeN, while any efforts 
to prove such fact never came to success in the case of the exo
enzyme. 
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Fig. 28. Effects of cysteine or KeN addition 
on the proteolytic enzyme. 
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;!4 

hI's. 

iv) The age of the culture and the enzyme activity: The relations 
between the age of the culture and the enzyme activity are quite 
the same as in the experiments of the previous s3ction. At first th3 
enzyme activity increas3s gradually with the duration of the culture 
and it begins to fall rather suddenly immediately after the activity 
reaches its maximum. Figure 29 graphs th3 results in th3 culture of 
KNOa nitrogen source. 

v) The nitrogen source. of the culture and the enzyme activity: 
In order to know the relections between tho nitrogen source of the 
culture and the enzyme activity, nine various cultures were prepared 
in which one each resp3ctively KNO., asparagine, glycine, I-alanine, 
aspartic acid, glutamic acid, urea, casein and gelatine was supplied as 
the nitrogen source. The experiments were carried on in the same 
way as in the previous section. The experimental results are sum
marized in table 83. The activity of th3 enzyme in the table was 
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(endo-enzyme) 

TABLE 83. Relations between the nitrogen source of the culture 
and the proteolytic enzyme activity. 

(endo-enzyme) 

nitrogen enzyme days of cultur.e :vhen I fungus dry weight 

activity 
enzyme actIvIty when the activity 

sources reaches to maximum was examined 

KN03 10 9 days 70.6 mg 

asparagine 16.8 9 " 120.1 " 
glycine 6.5 9 " 105.4 " 
I-alanine 17.2 14 " 195.5 " 
aspartic acid 18.4 14 " 163.2 " 
glutamic acid 17.1 9 " 83.4 " 
urea 5.8 16 " 75.1 " 
casein 25.6 9 " 215.0 " 
gelatine 26.1 9 " 221.0 " 
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calculated by treating the amino acid at 24 hrs. of the reaction in the 
KN03 section as 10. Like as in the case of the exo-enzyme, the enzyme 
activity is generally greater in the section in which the fungus growth 
is the better; in the urea nitrogen section in which the fungus growth 
is not so good the enzyme activity is also rather inferior to the other 
sections; the enzyme activity is exceptionally weak in the glycine 
section. In the both sections of casein ar.d gelatine nitrogen source 
the enzyme activity is also remarkably high while the fungus growth 
is also excellent; this may suggest the adaptive production of the 
proteolytic enzyme caused by the presence of protein in the culture 
solution. As in th::l case of the exo-enzyme the culture age when 
enzyme activity reaches maximum seems not to have any correlation 
with the growth rate or the greatness of the enzyme activity. 

Summarizing the above stated results on the proteolytic enzyme of 
the blast fungus, the enzyme activity is clear both in the culture 
filtrate (exo-enzyme) and in th8 mycelium (endo-enzyme) though each 
of them is not always very strong. There seem to be a few observable 
differences in the characters of the endo-enzyme and the exo-enzyme, 
but the responsibility for the observation of these differences seems 
to rest npon the employment of unpurified filtrate or mycelium its·elf 
as the enzyme source in these experiments. The charact8rs of the 
proteolytic enzyme of the blast fungus may, in general, be summarized 
as follows: the enzyme is activG against each casein, gelatine, and 
glycyl-glycine while it is inactive against the chloracetyl-I-tyrosine; the 
optimum pH for the reaction l1£s in 7.0; the optimum temperature is 
about 40°C and the action of this enzyme is promoted by the addition 
of either cysteine or KCN at the concentrations above 1/100 N. Thinking 
from this characters, it seems to the writer the en.zyme in question 
here is similar to papain. The activity of the enzyme fluctuates with 
the age of the culture. It reaches generally to its maximum at the 
age when the growth rate of the fungus begins to be great and there
after it decreases rather suddenly. It is evident that fungus supplied 
with a good nitrogen source as some amino acids produces the enzyme 
abundantly. Mor€Over the supply of the protein as casein or gelatine 
in the culture media favors adaptively the production of the proteolytic 
enzyme by the fungus. 
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Chapter V 

Carbon sources of the blast fungus. 

Since the indispensability of biotin and vitamin B, for the growth 
of the blast fungus has been proved, the studies on the carbon source 
of the blast fungus should be re-examined. This chapter consists of 
a description of experiments on the carbon source which were carried 
on by employing the culture solution containing biotin (80 mT in 30 cc 
culture solution) and vitamin B, (0.5T in 30cc culture solution). Carbon 
sources examined are the following-sugars: viz., glucose, fructose, 
galactose, sucrose, 12<ctcse, maltose; polysaccharides: viz., soluble starch, 
inulin; higher alcohols: viz., glycerine, mannit; and organic acids: 
viz., formic acid, acetic acid, oxalic acid, succinic acid, lactic acid, 
and citric acid. The amount of the carbon s::mrce supplied was always 
the same as the amount of carbon contained in the standard culture 
solution*. All the chemicals used in these experiments were tested 

TABLE 84. Carbon sources and the blast fungus growth. 

carbon sourc~s fungus dry spore formation final pH of 
weight medium 

glucose 113.6mg ± 6.6 

fructose 57.0 " ± 5.8 

galactose 17.7 " 5.6 

sucrose 129.8 " ± 7.0 

lactose 32.5 " 6.4 

maltose 134.7 " ± 7.2 

soluble starch 56.5 " ± 6.2 

inulin 100.1 .. ± 6.8 

glycerine 1.8 " 5.4 

mannit 96.4 " ± 6.8 

formic acid 0 5.4 

acetic acid 0 5.4 

oxalic acid 1.3 .. 5.6 

succinic acid 57.5 " 6.2 

lactic acid 1.0 .. 5.4 

citric acid 27.0 " 5.6 

* It is the same as described in chapter I of this part. 
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previously for contamination of the growth factor by the bioassay of 
"Saccharomyces cerevisiae" and if even a trace of contamination of the 
growth factor in the chemicals were proven it was completely removed 
by absorption with charcoal before material was used. The pH of the 
culture solution was adjusted to 5.4 in original. The cultures were 
filtered after two week's culture and fungus dry weight, spore forma
tion and the final pH were determined. The results are summarized 
in table 84. As will be seen in the table, maltose and sucrose were 
the most excellent carbon sources for the fungus growth while lactose 
was far inferior to them. When glucose was given as carbon source, the 
fungus growth was fairly good though a little inferior to that of sucrose. 
On fructose carbon s::mrce, the fungus growth remained at half of 
that in the case of glucose, while galactose, though one of the hexoses, 
was a rather inadequate carbon s::mrce for the fungus growth. Inulin 
among polysaccharides was a rather good carbon source while soluble 
starch was not so good. Mannit among higher alcohols was also a 
rather good carbon source but the fungus growth was very scanty 
on glycerine. As to the organic acids, the fungus growth of 57.5 mg 
in dry weigbt, which corresponds to the growth on fructose Or soluble 
starch, was to be seen on succinic acid carbon source; some growth 
could be seen also on citric acid, while no growth was seen on formic 
acid, acetic acid, oxalic acid and lactic acid. The pH value of the 
culture solution rose with the duration of the culture whenever the 
fungus growth was fairly good, because of the unequivalent absorption 
of ion. Slight spore formation was seen in each of the cultures of 
glucose, fructose sucrose, maltose, soluble starch, inulin and mannit. 

To summarize the results, the carbon sources are enumerated in 
the order of their nutritiousness as follows: 1. maltose, 2. sucrose, 
3. glucose, 4. inulin, 5. mannit, 6. succinic acid, 7. fructose, 8. soluble 
starch, 9. lactcse, 10. citric acid, and 11. galactose. The excellency of 
maltose as the carbon s:mrce for the blast fungus was reported already 
by TOCHINAI and NAKANO (1940); glucose and mannit were also reported 
as good carbon sources by them. But the present writer can not agree 
with their conclusions that glucose is a carbon source superior to sucrose 
or that soluble starch and glycerine are fairly good carbon source. 
Their results might have been disturbed by the trace of biotin con
taminated in the used chemicals. Last of all it is worthy of notice 
that the fungus growth is pretty good on such organic acids as succinic 
acid and citric acid which are included in T. C. A. cycle. 
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Chapter VI 

Respiration of the blast fungus. 

It is quite natural that the activity of the fungus growth is con
cerned with the intensity of the respiration of the fungus. In this 
chapter experiments on the respiration of the blast fungus are de
scribed. The fungus was cultured on the standard culture solution, 
which contained 80mr biotin and 0.5r vitamin B, in 30cc culture solution 
of each flask. Nitrogen source of the standard culture solution was 
sometimes replaced by either glycocoll, alanine, asparagine, creatine 
or taurine. The experiments were performed on the fungus of 10-
20 day's culture. Previous to the experiments the mycelia to be used 
were transferred into sterilized distilled water and were left to stand 
still in the thermostat for 24 hours to allow for consumption of the 
respiration materials which might be stored in the mycelium. The 
oxygen absorption by the fungus of about dry weight 50 mg was deter
mined by W AHBURG manometer at each ten minute interval for one 
hour and Q02 was calculated. 

i) Temperature and respiration intensity: In order to know the 
optimum temperature for respiration, the intensity of respiration was 
determined in each temperature of 10°, 15°, 25°, 30°, 35°, 40°, 50°C. The 
used fungus was that which had been cultured in glycocoll nitrogen 
culture solution for 15 days. One cubic centimetre of M/6 glucose was 
given as substrate in the WAllBURG vessel. The pH of the substrate 
was adjusted to 6.0 with phosphate buffer. One half cubic-centimetre 
of 10% KOH was employed as the absorbent. The results are shown 

10min. 

20 " 
30 " 
40 " 
50 " 
60 " 

TABLE 85. Temperature and the respiration intensity 
of the blast fungus. 

10° 15° 25° 30° 35° 40° 

1.6mm3i 15.3mm3 6.4mm3 19.3mm3 
I 

21.2mm3 
I 

27.5mm3 

3,4 " 24.9 " 22.0 " 38.2 " 41.5 " 56.4 " 
4.2 " 39.8 " 33.1 " 56.6 " 66.2 " 76.0 " 
5.7 " 

I 

53.2 " 47.1 " 73.3 " 91.0 " 89.1 " 
7.0 " 63'5 " 69.8 " 90.0 " 113.9 " 108.9 " 
8.3 " I 

73.0 " 95.0 " 109.0 " 136.8 " 129.0 " 

50° 

8,4mm3 

! 19.0 " 
! 28.1 " 

39.0 " 
45.2 " 

I 57.1 " i 

Qo," I 0.2" I 2.0" I 2.6" I 3.0" I 3.7" I 3.5" I 1.6 " 
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Fig. 30. Temperature and the respiration intensity 
of the blast fungus. 

in table 85 and figure 30. In this table the oxygen absorption by the 
fungus of dry weight 36.6mg is shown. As will be seen in the table 
and figure, the optimum temperature for the respiration lies at 35°C 
and Q02 is 3.7 in that temperature. At 40°C the oxygen absorption is 
rather greater than at 35°C up until 30 minutes of the determination 
but it becomes smaller with passage of time, giving finally Q02 3.5. 
This may suggest the effect of the high temperature on the respira
tion. For respiration 50°C is clearly too high, Q02 being only 1.6. The 
respiration is also fairly good in 30°C though the Q02 is a little smaller 
than at 35°C; it is pretty good even at 15°C while 10~C is too low. It 
is worthy of notice that the optimum temperature for respiration, 
35°C, is higher than the optimum temperature for the fungus growth, 
28°-30°C. 

ii) pH and the intensity of respiration: In order to know the 
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optimum pH for the respiration, the experiments were performed 
using culture solution of each pH 2.6,4.0,5.0,6.0,7.0,8.0, which were 
prepared by adding phosphate buffer solution. The used fungus was 

TABLE 86. Relations between the pH value and the respiration 
intensity of the blast fungus. 

~ pH! 
time~i 
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Fig. 31. Relations between pH value and the respiration 
intensity of the blast fungus. 
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that which was cultured in alanine culture solution for 20 days. Sub
strate was M/6 glucose an.d the temperature of experiment was 35°C. 
The results are given in table 86 and figure 31. 

As will be seen, fairly good respiration is seen in the pH range 
of 5.0-7.0 with optimum 6.0, showing greatest Qoz 2.53. The optimum 
pH for the respiration, 6.0, is about the same with the optimum pH 
for the fungus growth. 

iii) Respiration material: The suitabilities of various substrates 
for the respiration of the fungus were examined. The tested sub
strates are as follows: glucose, fructose, galactose, sucrose, maltose, 
inulin, mannit, succinic acid, citric acid. oxalic acid. The fungus samples 
employed for the experiment were those which were cultured in KN03 

culture solution for ten days. Experimental temperature was 35°C and 
the pH was 6.0. The concentration of the substrates tested was always 
M/6. The results are given in table 87. 

TABLE 87. Respiration intensity of the blast fungus on 
the various kinds of carbohydrates. 

substrate 

glucose 

fructose 

galactose 

sucrose 

maltose 

inulin 

mannit 

succinic acid 

citric acid 

oxalic acid 

! Qoz __ L ____ ~ ____ ~ __ ~_~ ______ ~ __ 
4.52 

0.33 

0.28 

2.00 

0.22 

1.38 

1.25 

2.40 

1.82 

1.66 

As will be seen in the table, glucose is the most excellent respi
ration substrate for the fungus, while fructose and galactose are rather 
bad. The respiration intensity is unexpectedly low on the substrate 
of sucrose and maltose, especially on the latter. Inulin and mannit 
are not very good respiration substrates. On the other hand, succinic 
acid, one of the organic acids, is a fairly good respiration substrate 
for the fungus; citric acid and oxalic acid are also pretty good sub
strates, while succinic acid and citric acid, are good carbon sources 
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for the fungus growth as described in the previous chapter. It is 
worthy of notice that the three organic a,cids above mentioned are 
those which are included in the T. C. A. cycle. As the comparatively 
lower values of Q02 on the substrates of sucrose and of maltose were so 
unexpected, the determination on the substrates of sucrose, maltose, 
inulin and mannit were continued for three hours and Q02 values were 
calculated at each one hour. The results are shown in table 88. 

TABLE 88. Respiration intensity of the blast fungus on some 
kinds of disaccharide and of higher alcohol. 

Q0 2 

0-1 hr. 1-2 hrs. 2-3 hrs. 

sucrose 2.00 3.07 4.32 

maltose 0.22 0.96 2.11 

inulin 1.38 1.50 1.80 

mannit 1.25 1.20 1.18 

As will be seen in the table, the Q02 becomes greater with the 
longer duration of time on each of the substrates of sucrose, maltose, 
and inulin, while on the substrate of mannit it becomes rather smaller. 
This may suggest that the sucrose, maltose and inulin are utilized after 
they were decomposed by saccharase, maltase, and inulinase re
spectively. 

iv) Effect of KCN on the respiration: In order to learn whether 
the respiration is inhibited by the addition of KCN, the following ex
periments were planned. The used fungus was that which had been 
cultured in asparagine nitrogen culture solution for 14 days. The 
experiments were performed under the conditions of temperature 35°C, 
pH 6.0; glucose was employed as the substrate. The M/IOOO KCN was 
added at 30 minutes after start of the determination. The results are 
shown in figure 32. As will be seen in the figure, the respiration is 
clearly inhibited by the addition of KCN, inhibition percentage being cal
culated as 59.04%. The higher concentration of KCN added makes 
the inhibition percentage the greater. A inhibition of 77.26% is seen as 
result from the addition of 5/1000 M KCN and a inhibition of 91.12% 
from addition of 1/100 M KCN. From these experiments it is evident 
that the respiration of the blast fungus is concerned with the cyto
chrome system. 
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v) The fluctuation of the respiration intensity with the age of 
the culture: The fluctuation of the respiration intensity with age of 
the cultures was examined. The nitrogen sources of the cultures 
employed were each KNO .. asparagine and alanine. At each chosen 
culture age some cultures were filtrated and they were used for the 
determination of the respiration after one hour's starvation in distilled 
water as usual. Substrate was M/6 glucose, the temperature was 35°C 
and pH was 6.0. The results are shown in figure 33. 

On the KN03 culture, Q02 increases gradually with the duration of 
the culture till 15th day and thereafter it falls gradually. Maximum 
Q02 on 15th day of culture is 7.70. On the asparagine culture, Q02 
increases till 15th day of culture and then begins to fall. Maximum 
Q02 on 15th day is as great as 16.43. On the alanine culture, Q02 increases 
till 9th day and then begins to fall rather suddenly. The maximum 
Q02 on 9th day is 14.07. Through all the experiments the peak of the 
fluctuation appears in the rather latter phase of "the middle stage" 
of fungus growth. 

vi) Nitrogen source and the respiration intensity: As shown in 
the previous section, there is a tendency for the maximum value of 
Q02 and the culture age when the maximum Q02 appears to be different 
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Fig. 33. Fluctuation of the respiration intensity with 
the progress of the culture age. 

TABLE 89. Relation between the nitrogen sources of the culture 
and the respiration intensity. 

nitrogen source" Qo, culture age when 
max. Qo, appears 

asparagine 16.43 15th day 

glycocoll 12.63 9th " 
alanine 14.07 9th " 
aspartic acid 16.91 9th " 
glutamic acid 4.41 9th " 
KN03 7.70 15th " 
norleucine 6.85 13th " 
arginine hydrochloride 4.64 26th " 

in the cultures different in their nitrogen sources. In order to ascertain 
this point, experiments were planned employing cultures of 8 kinds 
of nitrogen source. In table 89 the maximum Q02 through the entire 
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duration of the culture and the culture age when the maximum Q02 
values appear are shown. In the table the nitrogen sources are arranged 
in the order of superiority for the fungus growth from above downward. 
The comparatively lower value of Q02 in the glutamic acid culture is 
an unexpected result. But in general the respiration intensity is 
greater in the cultures of the excellent nitrogen sources such as aspara
gine, glycocoll, alanine and aspartic acid on comparison with the cultures 
of norleucine or arginine which are not so good nitrogen source for the 
fungus growth. In the case of the asparagine culture, the maximum 
value of Q02 appears on the 15th day of the culture which is six days 
later than the values in the cases of the other amino acid nitrogen 
sources. This is also one of the unexpected results. Although there 
are some discrepancies like these, it may be generally said that the 
greater respiration intensity is seen on the culture of the better nitrogen 
source and the maximum value of Qo. appears the earlier in culture 
age. 

Summarizing the experimental results on the respiration of the 
blast fungus, the optimum temperature lies at 35°C which is a little 
higher than the optimum temperature for growth (28°-30°C), and the 
optimum pH lies at 6.0 which is as same as the optimum pH for the 
growth. Glucose is the most excellent substrate for the respiration 
while fructose and galactose among hexoses are not good substrates. 
Sucrose, maltose and inulin are utilized as substrates after the decompo
sition by saccharase, maltase and inulinase respectively, that may be 
produced by the fungus. Mannit, one of the higher alcohols, is a pretty 
good substrate for the respiration though a little inferior to the poly
saccharides. Some organic acids, succinic acid, citric acid and oxalic 
acid which are all included in the T. C. A. cycle are also pretty good 
substrates for the respiration of the blast fungus while they are likewise 
pretty good carbon sources for the fungus growth. It is also evident 
that the respiration is inhibited by the addition of KCN suggesting the 
fact that the respiration is connected with the cytochrome system. 
The respiration intensity fluctuates with the culture age of the fungus. 
It increases with the duration of the culture and reaches to the 
maximum generally at the latter part of "the middle stage" of the 
fungus growth, which is a few days before the age when the fungus 
growth reaches to the maximum. Thereafter the respiration intensity 
begins to fall rather suddenly. The maximum Qo, and the culture age 
when the maximum appears are different according to differences in 
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the nitrogen source of the cultures. Generally speaking the greater 
respiration intensity in the earlier culture age is seen on the cultures 
of the better nitrogen sources. 

Chapter VII 

General conclusion. 

While a great many investigations have been reported On the blast 
disease, the physiological studies on the blast disease fungus have been 
rather few. The reason seems to lie chiefly in the fact that the blast 
fungus has been difficult to culture on the pure synthesized media. 
Recently, however, it has come to be known by such investigators as 
F. W. LEAVER and the coworkers<54\ TANAKA and KATSUKI(112,113\ and the 
present writer(74) that biotin and vitamin B, are indispensable for the 
blast fungus growth. And the fungus has come to be cultured fully 
on the pure synthesized culture solution containing the growth factors 
above mentioned. The blast fungus never develops on the complete 
lack of biotin, but only a trace of it improves the growth. Greater 
amounts of it favour the more the growth till the dose of 2.3-3.0 mr Iml; 
the excess biotin has no effect upon the fungus growth. The other 
growth factor vitamin B" on the other hand, is a complementary one 
to the biotin. As biotin and vitamin B, are almost always de
tectable in slight amounts in such organic compounds as sucrose even 
of the highest quality, the results of the experiment which were made 
without paying any attention to the growth factors might have been 
disturbed by the small amount of biotin which was contaminated in 
the used chemicals. Therefore the studies on the nitrogen source or 
the carbon source of the blast fungus need to be re-examined. The 
present studies were carried on by employing the culture solutions in 
which the adequate quantities of both growth factars were supplied. 
According to these studies some amino acids or amides as glycocoll, 
alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, asparagine are the comparatively 
more excellent nitrogen sources for the fungus growth while the blast 
fungus can synthesize the inorganic nitrogen. On such nitrogen sources 
as the amino acids or amides named above, "the early stage" of the 
fungus growth is shortened and "the greatest activity period" of the 
fungus growth appears earlier. Moreover the fungus growth in "the 
middle stage" is remarkably great. In short, the fungus grows faster 
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and to a larger size on the nitrogen source of above-named amino acids 
or amides. Among the inorganic nitrogens, nitrate nitrogen appears 
to be superior to ammonium nitrogen as the nitrogen source of the 
blast fungus, but the responsibility lies in the faIling of pH value in 
the ammonium nitrogen culture solution be9ause of the unequivalent 
absorption of the ion. Whatever the nitrogen source may be. the 
nitrogen given in the culture solution is generally absorbed vigorously 
till "the middle stage" of the fungus growth. The absorption of the 
greatest amount of nitrogen in each two day period occurs in the early 
part of "the middle stage" just before the greatest increase of fungus 
dry weight appears. Fairly great absorption of the nitrogen is often 
seen also in the latter part of "the middle stage" especially on the 
cultures of rather excellent nitrogen sources. But such greater ab
sorption is attributed to the greater amount of mycelium developed 
in the earlier part of "the middle stage". Thus it is evident that 
the absorption of nitrogen in the earlier growing stage is remarkably 
vigorous considering the comparatively smaller amount of the mycelium. 
On calculating the utilization ratios of the various nitrogen sources, 
by measurement of the increase of the fungus dry weight by 1 mg 
nitrogen absorption. one finds that the value is always higher on the 
better nitrogen sources. if it is calculated at the earlier part of "the 
middle stage". In order to compare the efficiency of the various 
nitrogen sources in furthering the fungus growth. it is quite reasonable 
to calculate the utilization ratios at the earlier part of "the middle 
stage" in which the fungus activity is most vigorous. Thus it is certain 
that the better nitrogen sources, such as above named amino acids or 
amides. are also utilized in higher efficiency by the fungus. When 
nitrate nitrogen is given in the culture solution of the blast fungus, 
it is first reduced to ammonium by the blast fungus as in the case of 
the other micro-organisms. This is shown by the fact that ammonium 
comes to be detectable in the culture solution in which the nitrate 
nitrogen is supplied as the only nitrogen source, but the detection of 
ammonia is often quite difficult in the culture of rather early growing 
stage. This is because the fungus is vigorously active at the earlier 
growing stage, and the resulted ammonia is absorbed immediately 
after the reduction. YOSllII (1936). TANAKA and KATSUKI (1951) reported 
that they could never find out any trace of nitrite or ammonia in the 
blast fungus culture solution in which nitrate nitrogen was supplied, 
but this discrepancy in the results may be attributed to the fact that 
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their experiments might have been made by employing rather young 
cultures. It was already stated that some kinds of amino acids or 
amides are good nitrogen sources for the blast fungus, and when such 
amino acids or ami des are supplied as only nitrogen source in the 
culture solution of the blast fungus, ammonia comes to be found in 
that culture solution. This will suggest naturally the secretion of an 
amino acid oxidase by the fungus. And in fact its production by the 
fungus was ascertained in the present experiments. . According to the 
experiments, the enzyme is active against the following amino acids; 
glycocoll, I-aspartic acid, I-glutamic acid, d-glutamic acid, dl-glutamic 
acid, I-alanine, I-leucine, dl-Ieucine, while it is inactive for the amino 
acids: arginine-hydrochloride, dl-valine, dl-methionine. The amino acids 
for which the oxidase is active are those which were proved to be 
good nitrogen sources, and it is certain that effectiveness of various 
amino acids as nitrogen source of this fungus is attributable to the 
fact that those amino acids are acted upon by the oxidase. The 
activity of the oxidase fluctuates with the age of the culture: generally 
it increases gradually with the growth of the fungus till "the middle 
stage" of the fungus growth and begins to decrease from the latter 
part of "the middle stage." As mentioned already, the greatest ab
sorption of the nitrogen in each two days period occurs in the early 
part of "the middle stage", and the oxidase activity reaches also to 
the maximum at about the same age of the culture. Thus the greater 
decomposition of the amino acid at that stage stimulates the greater 
absorption of the nitrogen by the fungus, which encourages the greater 
increase of the fungus growth. While the activity of the amino acid 
oxidase is proved even in the culture solution in which only inorganic 
nitrogen is supplied as the nitrogen source, far greater activity is found 
in the culture solutions in which some kinds of amino acids as named 
above are given. It is certain that the activity is always greatest 
toward the same kind of amino acid which is given as the nitrogen 
source, suggesting their adaptive production to the kind of the given 
amino acid as the nitrogen source of the culture. In these experiments 
in which the living mycelium itself was employed as the enzyme source, 
the action of the amino acid oxidase was inhibited by the addition of 
KeN. This may suggest intermediation of the cytochrome system 
between the oxidase and the oxygen outside. Examining the relations 
between the amount of nitrogen given to the fungus and the fungus 
growth, the nitrogen concentration of 0.275 mg/ml in TOCHINAI-NAKANO'S 
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culture solution was never the optimum concentration for the fungus 
growth irrespectively of the kind of nitrogen given as source. It is 
clear that the fungus growth increases with the increase of the nitrogen 
amount given in the culture solution at least to the concentration of 
3.312 mg/ml. On the other hand, the high level nitrogen supply stimu
lates a greater absorption of the nitrogen by the fungus especially at 
the earlier age of the culture, and shortens the duration of "the early 
stage" of the fungus growth. Thus the growth rata of the fungus is 
quickened and especially the growth in "the middle stage" becomes 
remarkable. It must be noticed here that those relations are more 
conspicuous on the better nitrogen sources of the fungus growth. On 
the other hand utilization ratio of the nitrogen is not al ways the greater 
in the case of greater nitrogen supply, because of the too much absorp
tion of the nitrogen. The blast fungus has a proteolytic enzyme, which 
is active toward gelatine, casein and glycyl-glycine while inactive to
ward chloracetyl-I-tyrosine. Optimum temperature for the enzyme 
action lies at 40°C and the optimum pH at 7.0. The activity of the 
enzyme is promoted by the addition of cyan-compounds at a concen
tration above 1/200 M. Considering from these characters of the enzyme, 
one may safely conclude that the enzyme is one closely related to 
papain. The activity of the proteolytic enzyme fluctuates with the 
age of the culture; the peak appears generally in "the middle stage" 
of the fungus growth. It seems to be that the matter of fluctuation 
with the culture age is not affected greatly by the kind of nitrogen 
sources given in the culture solution nor by the amount of the nitrogen 
given. But the maximum value of the enzyme activity within the 
culture period is greatly affected by the kind of the nitrogen source. 
The employment of some amino acids or amides as nitrogen source 
makes the enzyme activity greater, while rather smaller activity results 
even in the case when inorganic nitrogen is given as only nitrogen 
source. Generally speaking greater activity of the proteolytic enzyme 
is seen in the cultures of the better nitrogen sources, although there 
are some exceptions as in the case of urea and glycine. Examining 
the carbon sources of the blast fungus, one finds that sucrose and 
maltose are the most excellent carbon sources for the blast fungus 
growth while lactose, among the disaccharides, is far inferior to them 
as carbon source. Glucose among hexoses is fairly good carbon source 
and fructose is also a pretty good one while galactose is inadequate. 
Inulin is a fairly good carbon source but soluble starch is not so good. 
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The fungus grows fairly with mannit as the carbon source while it 
does not grow with glycerine. Among organic acids, succinic acid is 
a pretty good carbon source and fungus growth as great as in the 
case of fructose carbon source is seen. Some fungus growth is seen 
also when citric acid is supplied as carbon source, but growth is not 
seen when such organic acids as acetic acid, oxalic acid and lactic acid 
are supplied. As well known, the carbon sources given in the culture 
are used as the substrate for respiration and also as the constitutional 
material of the mycelium. It is the excellent carbon sources which 
are used well both as the respiration substrate and as the constitutional 
material of the mycelium. There are no data to indicate the superiority 
of one carbon source over another as supplying material for the con
stitution of the mycelium. However on comparing the superiority of 
the carbohydrates as respiration materials, one finds glucose to be the 
most excellent one for the blast fungus while both fructose and 
galactose are rather inadequate substrates. Sucrose and maltose come 
to be utilized as the respiration substrate after they are decomposed 
by saccharase and maltase respectively. While maltose is the most 
excellent carbon source for the fungus growth as described above, its 
value as the respiration substrate is far inferior to glucose. Inulin 
and mannit are fairly good respiration substrates as well as good carbon 
sources for the fungus growth. As for the organic acids, succinic, 
citric and oxalic acids are proved all to be good substrates for encour
aging the respiration of the blast fungus, suggesting that the T. C. A. 
cycle is included in the respiration mechanism of the blast fungus. 
Optimum temperature for the blast fungus respiration lies at 35°C 
which is a little higher than the optimum temperature for growth; 
optimum pH lies at 6.0 that is as same as the optimum pH for growth. 
Respiration is inhibited by the addition of cyan at concentrations above 
1/1000 M and thus it is certain that the blast fungus respiration is 
concerned with the cytochrome system. The respiration intensity 
fluctuates with the age of the culture: it increases gradually with the 
duration of the culture till "the middle stage" and then begins to 
fall. It is certain that the respiration intensity becomes greatest at 
the culture age when the most active increase of the fungus dry 
weight per two-day period is occurring. The maximum value of respi
ration intensity during the culture and the culture age when that 
maximum intensity appears are affected by the nitrogen source given 
in the culture. Generally the better nitrogen sources such as some 
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amino acids or amides make the maximum value of respiration the 
greater and makes the culture age when it appears the earlier. In 
other words it is certain that greater growth is always accompanied 
by greater respiration. 

DISCUSSION 

As well known, blast susceptibility is not only different between 
the rice varieties, but also even in the same one variety it is caused 
to fluctuate by some differences of the environmental conditions under 
which the rice plants are grown. The present writer tried first to find 
some cases in which the rice variety "Eiko" varies in blast susceptibility. 
The rice variety "Eiko", used all through the present study, is originally 
m dium in its susceptibility and develops ordinarily the chronic type 
lesions accompanied by a few of the acute type ones upon infection 
of the blast fungus. On observing the process of the lesion develop
ment one sees first appear a small brown spot, around which an area 
looking somewhat transparent or yellowish appears soon, to produce 
thus the acute type lesion. The most of the lesions do not remain 
ordinarily in such form for long, but soon the disintegrated zor"e and 
the necrotic zone come into appearance transforming the acute type 
lesion into the chronic type one. Such process of lesion development 
may suggest that the so-called "defence reaction" is neither very strong 
nor very quick in this rice variety. When the blast susceptibility of 
this variety is enhanced for some reason, not only do both the number 
and the size of the developed lesions become greater, but also the 
period of remaining in the acute type in the process of lesion develop
ment becomes longer, producing a greater number of acute type lesions. 
Such course is found in the case of examining the lesions at about 10 
days after the inoculation. By examining the lesions developed by 
the inoculation experiments, the present writer ascertained the fol
lowing five points: 1. when the rice seedlings are raised on the hot 
bed nursery, they become more susceptible to the blast disease in 
comparison with those which wer eraised on the ordinary nursery bed. 
2. The rice plants are most resistant to the blast disease at "the 
elongation stage" and most susceptible to the blast disease at both 
the "ear formation stage" and the "boot stage" through all their 
growing stages. 3. The high level nitrogen supply lengthen the highly 
susceptible growing stage of the rice plant and the characteristic of 
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the "elongation stage" to be most resistant against the blast infection 
is completely lost. 4. Although it is quite difficult to find out the 
critical level of nitrogen at which the blast susceptibility just begins 
to rise, two times as much nitrogen amount as the standard often 
remarkably raises the blast susceptibility. 5. When the excessive 
nitrogen is supplied additionally just before the "ear formation stage", 
the blast susceptibility of the rice plant is enhanced clearly at 7 days 
after the additional supply. The reason why the same rice variety 
varies in respect to blast susceptibility as mentioned above is to be 
sought from different two sides. The one is research from the side 
of the host (rice plant) and the other is research from the side of the 
parasite (blast fungus). And finally it is desirable to discuss the problem 
by synthesizing the results of the researches from both sides. Re
searches from the side of the host plant (rice plant) may be also divided 
into two parts. The one is those studies on the rice plant characters 
which are concerned with the susceptibility in the process from the 
spore germination till the completion of the penetration of the fungus 
through the cuticle; the other part includes studies on the rice plant 
characters which are concerned with the proliferation of the fungus 
in the rice plant. Studies on the morphological characters of the rice 
epidermis, through which the blast fungus penetrates into the plant, 
are one of the most important items in the former classification. Studies 
concerning the chemical components of the rice plant, which may favor 
or inhibit the fungus growth in the plant, are important subjects in the 
latter. In line of the former studies H. SUZUKI (1933.....,1940) studied 
the relations between the blast susceptibility of the rice plant and 
degree of silification and also the thickness of the outer wall of those 
rice leaves. He emphasizes the parallelisms between the thinner outer 
wall of the epidermal cell or the inferior silification of the wall and 
the greater blast susceptibility. According to the present investig,,"tions 
the leaves of the hot bed nursery seedlings which were proved to be 
more blast susceptible are thinner in their epidermal cell walls and 
are inferior in the silification of epidermal wall, in comparison with 
those of ordinary nursery seedlings. Especially such relations are re
markable in the motor cells (bulliform cells) through which the penetra
tion of fungus occurs most frequently. It is also known that the rice 
plants supplied with high level nitrogen are inferior in silification of at 
least the motor cells in their leaf epidermal cells while they become 
more susceptible to the blast disease by this supply of nitrogen. On the 
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other hand it is rather difficult to find out any such correlations between 
the fluctuation of the blast susceptibility with the advance of their 
growing stages and those morphological characters of the epidermal wall. 
Generally there are tendencies for the silification and the outer wall 
thickness of the epidermal cell to increase with the advance of growth. 
The susceptibility is smallest at the "elongation stage" and greatest 
at the next "ear formation stage" as mentioned already. At any rate 
it is certain that such morphological characters of the epidermal cell, 
as outer wall thickness and silification, are concerned with the blast 
susceptibility by determining the difficulties or facilities of epidermal 
penetration of the causal fungus, but it is impossible to attribute all 
the responsibility to such morphological characters. Thus the relations 
between the susceptibility and the amount of various chemical com
ponents in the rice plant come to be discussed. According to the 
present research, the contents of the inorganic substances are smaller 
in the hot bed nursery seedlings than in the ordinary nursery seedlings 
and also the leaves of the rice plant contain smaller amount of inorganic 
substance both at the "ear formation stage" and at the "boot stage" 
comparing with those at the other growing stages. Thus the higher 
blast susceptibility is concerned with the lower content of inorganic 
substances in the rice plant. On examining the composition of the 
inorganic substance, one finds that the content of every kind of inorganic 
element, such as P, K, Ca etc., becomes smaller on the more blast 
susceptible rice plant. As almost half of the total inorganic substance 
is supplied by silica, the differences in the content of silica are most 
clear between the rice plants different in their blast susceptibility. 
H. SUZUKI (1943) reported that the rice plants of high blast resistance 
contain the greater amount of potas3ium in their leaves. Also finding 
out the facts that the presence of potassium ion is unfavourable for 
the formation of appressoria of the blast fungus and that the potassium 
ion is apt to come out through epidermis when the potassium content in 
the rice leaves is comparatively greater, SUZUKI tried to explain the 
high blast resistance by the failure of appressoria formation which 
is due to the presence of potassium ion. The fact that rather numerous 
lesions are developed on the rics plant low in its potassium content, 
as shown in the present investigation, may be partly explained from 
such a view point. The relation between the silica content in the rice 
plant and the blast susceptibility has been discussed by many investi
gators and the silica has been thought to play an important role in 
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enabling the rice plant mechanically to resist the fungus penetration. 
As shown in the present investigation a lower silica content in the 
rice plant is always very closely correlated with greater blast sus
ceptibility, even when no relations between the silification of the 
epidermal cells and the blast susceptibility can be Sgen from the mOr
phological observations. This may suggest some physiological role of 
silica in addition to the mechanical role for preventing the blast fungus 
invasion. In fact W. ENGEL (1953) wrote recently that most silica 
contained in the plant exist in connection with galactose and is sup
posed to have some physiological function. At any rate this is a problem 
to be solved in future. 

The relations between sugar content in the rice plant and blast 
susceptibility have been often discuss9d. According to the present 
studies, however, it is rather difficult to find out direct correlations 
between them. Even if there seems to be some correlation between 
them, the blast susceptibility will be explained somewhat rightly by the 
fluctuation of the nitrogen amount which is clos9ly connected with the 
sugar content in the rice plant. The relations between blast suscepti
bility and nitrogen content in the rice plant have also been studied 
by many investigators (SAWADA 1936, '39; TAHARA 1937; SE,Il'lO 1950; 
KmsHNAswA,n 1952; TANAKA and KATSUKI, 1952). Among them TAHARA 
states that the blast susceptibility of the rice plant is favoured by 
such unbalance of nitrogen composition in the rice plant as the extra
ordinary increase in the amount of non-protein nitrogen, which is often 
accompanied by the remarkable increas9 of the total amount of nitrogen 
in the plant. TANAKA and KATSUKI notice the greater content of amino 
acid in those rice plants which are highly blast susceptible. According 
to the present studies, those rice seedlings which are raised with high 
blast susceptibility on the hot bed nursery contain the greater amount 
of total nitrogen comparing with those rice seedlings which are raised 
on the ordinary nursery. Dividing this total nitrogen into the protein 
nitrogen and the soluble nitrogen, the percentage of the latter in the 
total nitrogen is comparatively greater and the percentage of the 
former is comparatively lower in the hot bed nursery seedlings than 
in the ordinary nursery seedlings. Accordingly the hot bed nursery 
sgedlings contain the greater amount of soluble nitrogen. It is also 
known that the content of soluble nitrogen in the leaves is comparatively 
greater while the content of protein nitrogen is comparatively lower 
both at the "ear formation stage" and at the "boot stage" comparing 
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with the contents respectively in the cases of the other growing stages. 
Moreover the rice plants of which blast susceptibility has been in
tensified by the high level nitrogen supply corne always to contain much 
amount of s:)luble nitrogen in their leaves. Thus through all the present 
experiments it is clearly shown that the rice lea.ves become highly blast 
susceptible when the content of s:)luble nitrogen in leaves becomes 
greater accompanied by the comparatively smaller content of protein 
nitrogen. On examining the composition of the soluble nitrogen in the 
leaves, one learns that the amounts of every kind of the soluble nitrogen, 
such as soluble protein nitrogen, a-amino nitrogen, amide nitrogen and so 
on, become greater with increase of the amount of the total s:)luble 
nitrogen. However, calculating the correlation c::>eficient on 59 samples 
between the size of the lesions developed and the amount of the various 
kinds of soluble nitrogen, one finds that a positive correlation between 
the lesion sizes and amount of amino acids in the rice plant is most 
certain. Thus it will be concluded that the higher blast susceptibility 
of the rice plant is closely connected with the increase of the soluble 
nitrogen such as a-amino acid in the plant. 

Now it is quite important as well as interesting to seek the reason 
why the accumulation of the soluble nitrogen such as amino acid favours 
the blast susceptibility of the rice plant. Recently the so-called 
"defence reaction" which appears in the cell of the host plant on the 
infection of the causal fungus has attracted attention, and the problem 
of the disease resistance of the plant is often discussed from the angle 
of this reaction. It is natural that the degree of the severity of in
vasion by the fungus is determined by the interaction between the 
aggressive force of the parasite and the defence reaction of the host 
plant. Therefore the present problem mentioned above may be dis
cussed from the two standpoints. Considering from the standpoint 
which places much importance upon the defence reaction, the accumu
lation of the s:)luble nitrogen is supposed to weaken or to retard the 
development of the defence reaction of the rice plant. While from 
the other standpoint which puts much imp::>rtance to the aggressive 
force of the blast fungus, the accumulation of the s::>luble nitrogen in 
the rice plant is supposed to activate the aggressive force of the causal 
fungus which has already penetrated the epidermis of the rice plant. 
As described already, however, the rice variety "Eiko" is originally 
medium in its blast susceptibility and it must be noticed that the 
lesions develop through first the form of the acute type into the 
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chronic type lesion even on those rice plants which are grown under 
the ordinary conditions. This means that the defence reaction of the 
rice variety "Eiko" is originally weak. In order to solve the present 
problem, therefore, investigations from the standpoint which puts impor
tance on the aggressive force of the causal fungus seems to be rather 
important. Then for this purpose the physiological characters of the 
blast fungus must be examined in detail by cultural studies on this 
fungus. It will be noticed here that cultural study of the blast fungus 
has been made easier by the recent discovery of its growth factors. 
Examination of the growth of the blast fungus leads to the distinguish
ment generally of three growing stages: they are the "early stage" 
(lag phase) in which the increase of the fungus weight is rather small, 
the "middle stage" in which the fungus is most vigorous and increases 
in weight greatly, and the "latter stage" in which the fungus activity 
declines. In the earlier part of the middle stage the fur.gus activity 
becomes greatest and the largest increase of the fungus dry weight per 
two day periods is seen at that time. On the other hand, the most 
part of the supplied nitrogen is generally absorbed from the "early 
stage" to the "middle stage" of the fungus growth. The greatest 
ebsorption of nitrogen in each two-day period is seen just before the 
greatest increase of the fungus dry weight per two-day period appears 
in the earlier part of the "middle stage". According to the present 
study on the nitrogen sources of this fungus, the blast fungus can 
utilize inorganic nitrate or ammonium nitrogen as its nitrogen source; 
the nitrate nitrogen is reduced to ammonium nitrogen as usual by 
the fungus previous to utilization by synthesis. But, on the other hand, 
some amico acids, such as glycocoll, alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic 
acid, asparagine are certainly superior to those inorganic nitrogens as 
nitrogen source for this fungus. The amino acids applied to the blast 
fungus are first decomposed by the action of the amino acid oxidase, 
of which production is proved by the present study. Further, this 
enzyme is active only on such amino acids as glycocoll, alanine, aspartic 
acid, glutamic acid and asparagine. This is the reason why only these 
amino acids provide a good nitrogen source for the fungus growth. 
When one of those amino acids is supplied as nitrogen source, the 
duration of the "early stage" (lag phase) in the blast fungus growth 
is shortened. This is explained by the fact that the activity of the 
amino acid oxidase increases with the supply of these amino acids 
and the greater amounts of nitrogen come to be absJrbed earlier. 
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Moreover the fungus activity is increased by the supply of those amino 
acids as clearly sh::>wn by the fact of the greater respiration intensity 
of those fungi, which are supplied with those amino acids as their 
nitrogen SOurce. The greater activity is naturally acc::>mpanied by the 
greater increase of the fungus dry weight. Thus it is certain that 
up:m the application of SJme kinds of amino acid as mentioned ab::>ve, 
the fungus activity as well as the activity of the amino acid oxidase 
is enhanced earlier in the fungus growth and the greater amount of 
nitrogen comes to be absJrbed in the earlier growing stage, resulting 
in the improvement of the rate as well as the amount of growth. It 
is known also that the nitrogen concentration of 0.275 mg/ml in the 
standard culture solution is a sJmewhat limiting factor for the fungus 
growth and the greater amount application of nitrogen up to the con
centration of 3.312 mg/ml makes greater the growth rate and the total 
growth as long as the amount of carbon source is sufficient. This 
relation is most manifest in the case of amino acid nitrogen SJurce; 
it must be added also that the greater amount application of amino 
acid makes greater the activity of the amino acid oxidase produced 
by the fungus in the earlier stage of the fungus growth. It will be 
noticed here that the blast fungus produces a proteinase which is 
closely related to papain. The activity of this enzyme als::> becomes 
greater when the fungus growth is improved by the supply of a better 
nitrogen source. According to the studies on the carbon source of the 
blast fungus, sucrose and maltose are most excellent carbon sources 
for the fungus growth while glucose, inulin and mannit are also utilized 
well by the fungus. SDme growth of the fungus is seen also On the 
carbon source of such organic acids as succinic and citric acid, which 
are included in the T. C. A. cycle. It is shown in the experiments that 
these carbon sources can be used as substrates for the respiration of 
the fungus. On the other hand, NAKA~lUHA and SHDIO~fUl{A (1953) re
ported that the blast fungus grows well on the sugar-free but amino
acid-containing culture solution, and suggested that the organic acids 
which are produced by the decomposition of some amino acids are also 
utilized as the respiration material and as the constituent material 
for the fungus growth. Thus the superiority of some amino acids for 
the growth of the blast fungus may be explained partly at least by 
those considerations. 

In the following the results of the above mentioned culture studies 
will be discussed in connection with the problem of the blast suscepti-
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bility of the rice plant. As mentioned above, sucrose and glucose are 
excellent car bon sources for the blast fungus growth. The content of 
those sugars in the rice plants fluctuated actually with the differences 
of the environmental conditions under which the plants grow. But it 
may be safely concluded that the sugar content in the rice plant is 
always sufficient for the vigorous growth of the invader as the sugars 
are being synthesized continuously in the day time by the carbon 
assimilation. Thus it is naturally difficult to find out any direct 
relations between the sugar content in the rice plant and the blast 
susceptibility. On the other hand state of affairs are different con
cerning the relations between the nitrogen content and the blast 
susceptibility. The nitrogen contents in the rice plants are caused to 
fluctuate rather largely by the differences of the environmental 
conditions. Classifying the nitrogen into the each kind of nitrogen, far 
more remarkable fluctuations are seen in the sJluble nitrogens such as 
amino acid nitrogen. At the same time, as mentioned above, SJme 
amino acids as glycocoll, alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic acid, asparagine 
are especially excellent nitrogen SOurces for th3 fungus growth. In
creas~d application of those amino acids intensifies the fungus activity, 
including the activity of the amino acid oxidase as well as the fungus 
respiration, and results in the faster and greater growth of the fungus. 
Such more vigorous growth of the fungus will naturally suggest the 
greater aggressiveness of the fungus against the rice plant, if the fungus 
has penetrated into the plant. This is supported also by the fact that 
the activity of the protease, that is certainly one of the most important 
factors of the aggressive force of the fungus, becomes more vigorous 
with the more vigorous growth of the fungus. It must be noticed 
here that those amino acids as cited above are ones which are found 
ordinarily in the rice plants. Therefore the accumulation of those 
amino acids in the rice plant will naturally make greater the growth 
of those blast fungus hyphae which come into the rice plant and give 
rise to the vigorous invasion of the plant by this fungus producing 
lesions of greater size. 

It is true in the present discussion that no consideration is paid 
to the defence reactions which may occur in the cells penetrated by 
the blast fungus. But it must be noticed again that the rice variety 
"Eiko" which is used all through the present experiments, does not 
react originally very sensitively to the blast invasion as will be under
stood from the fact that the diseased lesion developed ordinarily through 
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the process of acute type into the chronic type. Therefore if the 
activity of the fungus which comes into the cell of the rice plant is 
vigorous and the growth in the plant cell is rapid, the defence reaction 
of the invaded cell would be unable to keep place with the fungus 
growth. This is supported by the fact that the diseased lesions con
tinue to enlarge remaining in acute type for rather long, when the 
rice plants become highly blast susceptible resultant from the accumu
lation of such soluble nitrogen as amino acid. Thus it is reasonable 
enough to believe that the activity of the fungus, once it has pene
trated into the rice plant, is influenced by the quantity of such chemical 
components as amino acid in the plant; likewise it is reasonable that 
the condition of the disease is determined by this activity of the fungus 
as long as the problems are concerned with those rice plants which 
do not react so sensitively or rapidly to the fungus invasion. It must 
be confessed here that the differences in blast susceptibility between 
the various rice varieties (varietal susceptibility) are not always ex
plained by the differences of the quantity of soluble nitrogen such as 
amino acid in the rice plant according to the other experiments of 
the present writer. This is because the development of the disease 
is determined rather by the rapid defence reaction in the case of the 
higher blast resistant rice variety. 

Recently T AKAllASHI (1956) compared under microscope the growth 
of the penetrated blast fungus, both in living cells and in cells killed 
by heating, by means of sheath inoculation experiments. He reported 
that he could clearly recognize the differences of the fungus growth 
in the living cells of the rice plants different in their susceptibility 
because of the cultural conditions. In the case of killed cells, however, 
TAKAHASHI found that the fungus growth was rather greater in 
every kind of rice plants and he could not find any differences in 
the fungus growth in the rice plants clearly different in their sus
ceptibility to the blast fungus. From these observations TAKAHASHI 
came to the conclusion that the blast susceptibility of the rice plant 
is not so much due to the differences of the quantities of their 
chemical components as to the degree of the defence reaction of the 
rice plant. This consideration seems to be based on the opinion that 
there are always sufficient amounts of nourishing elements for the 
fungus growth in the cells of the rice plant. The present writer 
has tried to gather some data, employing those rice plants as material 
of which the blast susceptibility was varied by the supply of nitrogen 
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at different levels. In experiment 1 the rice plants were grown in 
water culture solutions: in experiment 2 they were grown on the soil 
in the pot. When the rice plant had grown up to the "boot stage", 
sheath of the second leaf from above on the chief stem was cut off and 
used for the inoculation. All the procedures followed TAKAHASHI, but 
the cells of the sheath were killed by freezing instead of heating. 
Those cells were proved previously to be killed by standing them in 
-25°C room for 5 hours. The degree of fungus growth in the sheath 
cells was determined at 24-30 hours after the inoculation according 
to TAKAHASHI'S method. The results are given in table 90. All the 
figures in the table show the average of the observations on 80-100 
appressoria in each 5 sheaths. 

TABLE 90. Comparison between the growth of the blast fungus 
mycelium in living cells and growth in 

expo 1 

----

expo 2 

killed cells of the rice plant. 

amount of nitrogen 
supplied to rice 

plants 

standard amount of nitrogen 

triple amount of nitrogen 

quintuple amount of nitrogen 

standard amount of nitrogen 

double amount of nitrogen 

triple amount of nitrogen 

living sheath 

2.5 

3.4 

4.2 

1.4 

2.6 

3.1 

1 

i 
1 

l 
I 

sheath killed 

by freezing 

3.1 

3.9 

5.7 

1.6 

2.9 

3.8 

-

As already shown, the rice plants supplied with high level nitrogen 
are the more susceptible to the blast disease and also, in the present 
experiments, the degree of fungus growth in the living cells of the 
rice sheath is always greater on the rice plant supplied with the more 
nitrogen. The relations are quite the same also in the killed cells and 
the degree of the fungus growth is the greater in the rice plants 
supplied with the more nitrogen, although the values of the measure
ments are a little higher in the killed cells on comparison with those 
in the living cells. These are somewhat different results from TAKA
HASHI'S. According to him, in the case of the cells killed by heating, 
the germinating hyphae often grow long over the cells of the sheath 
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previous to the formation of the appressoria and moreover the germinat
ing hyphae come into the cells frequently without formation of normal 
appressoria, or even if the penetrations were carried on normally the 
state of the growth of the fungus in the penetrated cells is quite often 
irregular. On the other hand, it is noticed often truly, that the 
germinating hyphae grow a little longer over the cells killed by freezing 
previous to the formation of the appressoria on comparison with the 
case of the infection on the living cells, but any other irregular growth 
of the germinating hyphae is not seen in the case of the freeze-killed 
cells. Although it is quite difficult t.o explain conclusively the reason 
why there appeared s;)me differences between the present results and 
those of TAKAHASHI, it may be said safely at least that heating is not 
the most suitable way of killing in order to observe the state of the 
growth of the fungus in the killed cells. Moreover taking into con
sideration the fact that the contents of those soluble nitrogens in the 
rice plant such as amino acids, which are quite excellent nitrogen 
sources for fungus growth, are not always so great as to have no 
connection with the growth of the fungus penetrated into them, the 
present writer can not agree with TAKAHASHI'S conclusion that the 
amount of some chemical components such as soluble nitrogen in the 
rice plant is quite seldom responsible if at all, for the determination 
of the rice susceptibility to blast infection. 

Summarizing all the experiments and considerations above de
scribed, it is concluded safely as follows. So long as the problems are 
concerned with those rice varieties which are cultivated rather widely 
in the field but are originally not so highly blast resistant, the cause 
of the fluctuations in blast susceptibility on account of some environ
mental conditions is quite often attributable to the accumulation of 
such soluble nitrogen as amino acids, while some parts of the responsi
bility are certainly attributed to the variations in those morphological 
characters of their epidermal cells which are concerned with difficulties 
of fungus penetration. The accumulation of the soluble nitrogen as 
amino acids makes active the growth of the penetrated fungus and 
makes greater its aggressive force against the rice plant, strengthening 
its respiration and the activity of such enzymes as amino acid oxidase 
and protease. On the other hand the defence reaction of the invaded 
cells of a plant of an originally not so highly resistant variety, can 
hardly come up with such vigorous growth and the greater aggressive 
force of the p::metrating fungus, so greater invasions by the fungus 
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result finally in such rice plants producing numerous diseased lesions 
of greater size and of the acute type. 

SUMMARY 

1. The fluctuations of blast susceptibility which are induced by 
differences of the cultural environment of the rice plant or by differ
ences of the growing stages are determined by the inoculation experi
ments on the one rice variety "Eiko" which is rather widely cultivated 
in Hokkaido and is thought originally to be medium in its blast sus
ceptibility. At the same time some morphological characters of the 
epidermal cells which are thought to be concerned with the difficulties 
of fungus penetration and also the quantities of some principal chemical 
components in those rice plants were determined, the final purpose 
being to inspect the cause of blast susceptibility or resistance of the 
rice plant. 

2. The diseased lesions which develop on the leaves of rice variety 
"Eiko" grown up under normal environmental conditions are commonly 
chronic in type. In that rice variety, however, the chronic-type lesion 
develops always through the process of the brown spot and the acute 
type lesion. It is ordinarily for a quite short period that the lesion 
remains in the acute type, but in those cases when the rice plants 
become the more blast susceptible, the lesion continues to enlarge 
remaining in the acute type for rather long. 

3. Through all the inoculation experiments, the degree of blast 
susceptibility or resistance of the rice plant is determined by examining 
the numbers of lesions developed, their sizes and their types at about 
10 days after inoculation. 

4. Seedlings raised on the hot bed nursery are more blast sus
ceptible than those raised on the ordinary nursery bed. But this 
character of the former seedlings never remains long after trans
plantation to the field. 

5. Through all the growing stages the rice plant is most resistant 
against attack by the blast fungus at the "elongation stage" and is 
most susceptible at the "ear formation stage" or the next following 
"boot stage". But in the case of the high level nitrogen supply the 
"elongation stage" loses its characteristic of high resistance against 
the blast fungus. 

6. It is certainly beyond question that the high level nitrogen 
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·supply enhances the susceptibility of the rice plant but it is rather 
difficult to find out the critical amount of nitrogen at which the blast 
.susceptibility begins to be enhanced. 

7. The additional supply of excess nitrogen at about the "ear 
formation stage" begins to exert effects on the susceptibility of the 
rice plant at two days after application; the effects become greater 
with the lapse of days till eight days after application. 

8. The replacement of the nitrogen source applied to the rice 
plant whether natrium nitrate, ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate 
or urea does not result in very important effect upon the blast sus
ceptibility of those rice plant with the one exception of urea. The 
rice plant grown on the nitrogen source of urea seems to be a little 
more susceptible to the blast disease on comparison with plants grown 
Dn the other nitrogen sources. 

9. Examining the thickness of the epidermal cell walls and the 
number of silicated cells in the epidermis of the leaves on those rice 
plants which were proved by the above mentioned experiments to be 
different in their blast susceptibility, one learns as to the motor cells, 
at least in general, that the outer wall of the epidermal cell is thinner 
and the number of silicated cells are less on the more susceptible rice 
plants. It is certain, therefore, that those morphological characters of 
the epidermal cells are concerned to some extent with the defence 
against the blast fungus penetration through the epidermal cells. 

10. Comparison of the amount of some principal chemical compo
nents in the leaves of those rice plants which were proven to be 
different in their blast susceptibility, proves that those plants of higher 
blast susceptibility are the higher in their moisture content and are 
the lower in the content of their inorganic substances but that there 
are not so important difference in their total content of organic sub
stances. The contents of all kinds of inorganic elements such as phos
phorus, potassium, calcium etc. are the less in the rice plant of higher 
blast susceptibility; the differences in the silica contents are specially 
striking. The contents of those inorganic elements may be concerned 
mostly with the blast susceptibility through their function of strength
ening the tissues of the rice plant. 

11. The sugar contents in the leaves of the rice plant is quite 
variable. It is rather difficult in the present experiments to find out 
any direct relations between the sugar content and blast susceptibility. 

12. While there is a tendency for the total nitrogen content to 
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be a little higher in the rice plants of higher blast susceptibility, it 
is certain that in those rice plants the percentage of protein nitrogen 
in the total nitrogen is less and that of soluble nitrogen is higher on 
comparison with the cases of the rice plants of low blast susceptibility. 
It is quite remarkable in these experiments that the higher content 
of soluble nitrogen in the rice plant always goes parallel with the higher 
blast susceptibility, and also that the content of a-amino acid itself or 
the content of some organic soluble nitrogens, which are easily change
able to amino acid, is concerned most closely with the blast sus
ceptibility. 

13. Calculating the correlation coefficient between the amounts 
of various kinds of nitrogen in the rice plants and the sizes of the 
lesions developed by the inoculation exp riments on the 59 examples 
above described, the correlation between the size of lesions and the 
amount of the soluble nitrogen is perfect showing the correlation 
coeficient of 0.37. Among the soluble nitrogens, the amount of the 
amino acids is most closely correlated with the size of the lesions 
showing a correlation coefficient of 0.46. 

14. The kinds of amino acids which are found commonly in the 
rice plant are the following nine: glutamic acid, aspartic acid, glu
tamine, asparagine, glycine, alanine, leucine, arginine and histidine. 
Greater amount of the amino acids in the rice plant is not always 
accompanied by a greater number of kinds of amino acids. 

15. By culturing the blast fungus on synthesized media some physi
ological characters of the fungus are examined. 

16. For the growth of the blast fungus biotin is always indis
pensable and vitamin B, is also a supplementary factor for the biotin. 
The optimum concentration of biotin for the blast fungus growth lies 
in the range of 2.3 mr-3.0 mr jm!. 

17. While the blast fungus can assimilate the inorganic nitrogen 
such as ammonium salt or nitrate salt, the application of either one 
of the following amino acids: glycocoll, alanine, aspartic acid, glutamic 
acid, or asparagine, as a nitrogen source improves the fungus growth 
greatly. 

18. Regarding the process of fungus growth, the following three 
growing stages are distinguishable: the early stage (lag phase) in which 
the fungus growth rate is rather slow, the middle stage in which the 
fungus growth is most vigorous and the latter stage in which the 
growth is weakened. In the earlier part of the middle stage the fungus 
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activity becomes greatest; the greatest increase of the fungus dry 
weight in each two day period is seen at that time. 

19. When the above mentioned amino acids are supplied respec
tively as the nitrogen source, the period of the lag phase is shortened 
and the period of the greatest activity comes to appear earlier; also 
the increase of fungus dry weight during the middle stage is quite 
remarkable. 

20. On observing the state of nitrogen absorption by the fungus, 
one sees vigorous absorption from the earlier stage till the middle 
stage; the greatest absorption of nitrogen per two-day period appears 
just before the greatest increase per two-day period of the fungus 
dry weight occurs. 

21. Calculating the ratio of the nitrogen utilization at the end of 
the culture on the various kinds of nitrogen source, one finds it rather 
difficult to find out differences in the ratio between the cultures of 
the different nitrogen sources. But when the ratios are calculated at 
the time when the fungus is in the greatest activity showing the 
greatest increase of its dry weight per two-day period, it is clearly 
known that the amino acids above named are utilized rather efficiently 
as the nitrogen sources on comparison with the other nitrogen sources. 

22. The blast fungus has the ability to reduce nitrate nitrogen; 
the nitrate nitrogen supplied in the culture solution is reduced to 
ammonium nitrogen previous to its assimilation. 

23. The blast fungus produces amino acid oxidase and the amino 
acids applied in the culture solution are decomposed by the action of 
this oxidase previous to assimilation by the fungus. 

24. The amino acid oxidase produced by the blast fungus is 
effective on the following amino acids: glycocoll, I-alanine, I-leucine 
and dl-Ieucine. The specificity of the amino acid as the nitrogen source 
of the blast fungus may be explained by the specificity of the activity 
of the oxidase upon those amino acids. 

25. In the living cells of the blast fungus, cytochrome system 
may mediate the transportation of the oxygen to the oxidase. 

26. The activity of the amino acid oxidase is seen apparently 
even when inorganic nitrogen is given as only nitrogen source, but the 
activity becomes quite vigorous when s:)me amino acids as mentioned 
above are supplied as nitrogen source. Moreover the activity of the 
oxidase is most vigorous toward the same kind of amino acids as 
supplied in the culture solution as nitrogen source of the fungus; it 
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is certain that the oxidase is produced adaptively to the amino acids 
given. 

27. The oxidase activity increases remarkably at the time when 
the nitrogen absorption by the fungus is most active. 

28. On observing the relation between the fungus growth and the 
amount of nitrogen given to the fungus, one finds that the nitrogen 
concentration of 0.275 mg/ml in the original culture solution is rather 
a limiting factor for the fungus growth and that it is improved by 
the greater amount of nitrogen supply up to the nitrogen concentration 
of 3.312 mg/ml at least. 

29. The greater amount nitrogen supply allows the blast fungus 
to absJrb the greater amount of nitrogen in the earlier stage. The 
duration of the early stage of the fungus growth is shortened and 
moreover the fungus growth in the middle stage becomes quite large. 

30. On the application of the greater amount of nitrogen the 
activity of the amino acid oxidase increases greatly at the earlier 
part of the fungus growth. 

31. On the other hand the utilization coefficient of the nitrogen 
becomes rather low as a result of the greater amount of nitrogen 
supply. 

32. The blast fungus has a protease which may related to papain. 
It is secreted in the culture solution. 

33. The activity of the protease fluctuates with the advances of 
the fungus growth. Its maximum appears ordinarily at about 10 days 
after the beginning of the culture. 

34. It is certain that the activity of the protease is seen even 
when the inorganic nitrogen is given as the only nitrogen source, but 
the supply of the amino acids or amide as the nitrogen source greatly 
improves its activity. 

35. For the growth of the blast fungus sucrose and maltose are 
the most excellent carbon sources. Besides them glucose, inulin and 
mannit are also fairly good carbon sources for the fungus growth. It 
is known that the blast fungus can utilize some organic acids such as 
succinic acid and citric acid as the carbon source of their growth. 

36. The respiration of the blast fungus is rather vigorous on 
comparison with that of an ordinary saprophytic fungus such as asper
gillus or penicillium while it is far behind that of bacteria. 

37. The optimum temperature for the respiration of the blast 
fungus lies at 35°C and the optimum pH lies at 6.0. It is found that 
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the respiration is inhibited by the addition of KeN of the concentration 
beyond 1/1000 M. 

38. Those carbohydrates which are proved to be excellent as the 
carbon scmrce for the fungus growth are generally utilized favourably 
as the respiration material of the fungus. 

39. The respiration intensity of the fungus fluctuates with the 
progress of the growing stages of the fungus; its maximum appears 
ordinarily in the early part of the middle stage of the fungus growth. 

40. On comparing the fluctuation of respiration intensity of those 
fungus samples which are different in their growth and their growth 
rate because of the difference of the kind of nitrogen source applied, 
their respiration intensity shows increase earlier in the growing stage 
when the growth rate becomes the greater as a result of the supply 
of some superior nitrogen source. 

41. The proliferation of the fungus in the host plant is deter
mined by the correlative relations between the aggressive force of the 
fungus which has penetrated into the host plant and the defence 
reactions which appear in the host cells invaded by the fungus. It 
must be noted that the rice variety "Eiko" which has been employed 
through all the present experiments is not a rice variety which reacts 
sensitively to the fungus invasion and develops a defence reaction 
immediately after the penetration of the fungus. It is often supposed 
in "Eiko" rice variety that the defence reaction can hardly come up 
with the fungus growth in the host cells, considering from the fact 
that the acute type lesions continue to enlarge for rather long when 
the blast susceptibility of the rice plant is enhanced by some envi
ronmental conditions. 

42. Summarizing the above described experimental results, it may 
be concluded that as long as the problems are concerned with those 
rice varieties which are originally medium in their blast susceptibility, 
such as variety "Eiko" employed through all the present experiments, 
the enhancement of their blast susceptibility caused by some environ
mental conditions or their growing stages is quite often concerned with 
the accumulation of the soluble nitrogen such as amino acids in the 
rice plant. That form of nitrogen favours the growth of the fungus 
in the plant as well as increases the activity of the enzymes produced 
by the fungus such as amino acid oxidase or protease and also pro
motes the respiration intensity of the fungus in the plant. Such high 
activities of the fungus in the rice plant which may mean the strong 
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aggressive force against the host plant go far beyond the defence 
reaction which may appear in the cells penetrated by the fungus and 
result at last in the even greatar invasion by the blast fungus. 
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